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USG ballot 
is expanded 
by Nancy Bostwtck 
Buff reporter 
After two days of deUberatlon, Bob Wade, USG president, has 
announced that the deadline for filing petitions for the election of 
USG president and vice president was extended to yesterday at 5 
pm., according to Cindy Smith, USG vice-president and co-chair- 
man of the USG elections and opinions board. 
The decision allows for Michael McGreevey, junior inter-personal 
communications major and USG internal affairs coordinator, and 
Brad Krider, junior procurement major and USG student welfare 
committee chairman, to be listed on the ballot in Wednesday's 
election. 
Prior to the decision. Wade, junior business administration/politi- 
cal science major, ana Jeff Metzger, junior market research major 
and chief executive in charge of committees, were to be the only 
candidates listed on the ballot for the positions. 
McGreevey announced his candidacy at this Tuesday's general 
assembly meeting. He later announced Krider as a running mate. 
Prior to Wade's decision, because McGreevey and Krider did not 
register as candidates by the March 22 deadline, they would not have 
been listed on the ballot and would run as write-in candidates. 
At the same general assembly meeting, the legislative branch of 
Undergraduate Student Government voted to extend the deadline 
for petitions to run for the offices of president and vice president 
from March 22 to March 28. The USG constitution states mat the 
president has 10 academic days to approve or veto action taken by 
the general assembly. 
This was the first time in Wade's administration that he used his 
power to decide on action taken by the general assembly. 
Wade said that he waited to make the decision because he wanted 
to investigate if any similar action had been taken in other elections 
in the state. 
"I've been in contact with many people, finding out what is the 
power of the presidential veto," he said. „    ___ 
•~ - *■ .SeeBallot,page4. 
New candidates 
enter campaign 
 .       with the position. 
"I didn't feel I could give 100 
percent; it would be doing the 
students an injustice," he said, 
adding that he is confident that 
be wlfl now be able to fulfill the 
responsibilities of the office. 
Because the announcement 
occurred after the deadline set 
by the USG elections and opin- 
ions board, McGreevey and 
Krider were to run as write-in 
candidates. 
A decision by the USG general 
assembly to move the deadline 
to petition for the positions to 
March 28 at 5 p.m. limited the 
new candidates from beginning 
• See Candidates, page 4. 
by Nancy Boatwtck 
staff reporter 
Although their campaign for 
USG president and vice presi- 
dent started off late, Michael 
McGreevey and Brad Krider are 
confident that their cam- 
paigning in the next few days 
wuTbrlng them the support they 
need to win the election. 
McGreevey announced his 
candidacy Tuesday at the USG 
general assembly meeting. Mc- 
Greevey said he waited to an- 
nounce his decision because 
there was a possibility other 
responsibilites would interfere 
Egg-cellent eggs Photo/vine* waiter 
Maureen Hughes (center), Junior photojournalism major, keeps a watch over the egg-decorating skills of 
Chris McDonald, sophomore nursing major. Also contributing to the Easter egg hunt for Bowling Green 
children Is Valerie Volgt. freshman finance major. The egg hunt is sponsored by BGSU Greek Life, the 
Promote Bowling Green Committee, and Mid American National Bank. The hunt is scheduled for 1 p.m. 
Saturday. March 30, and will be preceded by an Easter basket judging at 12:30 p.m. 
Vote to 
cut aid 
to China 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate Foreign Relations Com- 
mittee, in an action aimed 
mostly at China, voted Wednes- 
day to bar aid tor family plan- 
ning programs in any country 
that permits baby-killing or co- 
erced abortion. 
An amendment by Sen. Jesse 
Helms, R-N.C, to the proposed 
{lit billion foreign aid budget 
for the caning fiscal year was 
adopted by the panel on a 13-3 
vote. 
In keeping with its anti-abor- 
tion stance, the Reagan admin- 
istration is not now providing 
family planning funds to any 
country that requires its citizens 
to undergo abortions as a pop- 
ulation control method. 
The amendment, however, 
also would block federal aid to 
non-government or interna- 
tional organizations with pro- 
grams in such countries. 
The committee adopted an- 
other amendment by Sen. Nancy 
Kassebaum, R-Kans., blocking 
funds for "any program for pop- 
ulation planning in the People's 
Republic of China," including 
any programs by such private 
groups as International Planned 
Parenthood. 
CHINA HAD BEEN singled 
out because of reports that gov- 
ernment rules limiting families 
to one child have led to cases of 
baby girls being killed at birth 
by parents who had hoped their 
one child would be a boy. 
Douglas Johnson, legislative 
director for the National Right 
To We Committee, said the vote 
"represents a strong repug- 
nance" to the Chinese popula- 
tion control program. 
After two days of deliber- 
ations, the committee passed 
the foreign aid package on a 15-1 
vote. Helms, a long-time oppo- 
nent of foreign assistance, cast 
the dissenting vote. 
The committee, meanwhile, 
rejected an amendment aimed 
at reducing U.S. involvement in 
Central America. 
Attit'llHp* Visua,,y impaired BG Teaching gifted 
students share views by PhiBtp B. Wilton staff reporter Edward Fiscus, r+iairmar. 0f 1 education at the Univer- 
Editor's note: lltls is the sec- 
ond m a twthpart series on visu- 
ally Impaired students and the 
University. 
by Diane Docta 
reporter 
The attitudes and actions of 
instructors and peers affect vi- 
sually-impaired students. 
"The first black sitting on the 
front of the bus, and the first 
women smoking in public were 
no big deal," Carol Hartman, 
tint year graduate student in 
speech pathology, said. She said 
iTwasn't the action of these 
things happening, but instead 
the attitude behind them that 
made the difference. 
"It's people's reactions and 
changing their prejudiced views 
that are important," Hartman 
said. 
According to Jan Scottbey, 
director of Handicapped Serv- 
ices, "The University's goals for 
blind students are the same as 
for any student. We want them 
to be able to come here and get 
an education. We help them get 
through with the least amount of 
difficulty." 
The one-woman department 
aids students by pre-registering 
them so they can order record- 
ings of books for classes. 
Handicapped Services also 
sends letters to instructors 
which the students then follow 
up on in person. 
IF NECESSARY, she will 
meet with instructors to work 
out any problems before they 
occur. 
"For the most part, we've had 
no problems with professors - 
apart from some apprehension 
if they've never had a blind 
student," Scottbey said. 
Hartman feels ner instructors 
have been very professional. 
"They really care that I learn 
the material/' she said "They 
don't spoon-feed the informa- 
tion, but just make sure there 
are no obstacles for me." 
Potential obstacles include ex- 
ams and textbooks. 
Not all of the textbooks that 
visually-impaired students need 
are available on tape. 
Recordings of books for basic 
courses in the first few semes- 
ters of college are easy to get. 
but those for more specialized 
classes can be difficult or impos- 
sible to find, according to Jim 
Pelfrey, a sophomore radio-TV- 
film major, who is visually im- 
paired. 
Pelfrey has had to drop a class 
because be was unable to get a 
book tape. 
Pelfrey believes the Univer- 
sity needs a tape center with 
recordings of books unavailable 
through other sources. The Uni- 
versity does not consider this 
idea to be cost-effective, so Pelf- 
rey suggests students receive 
credit for working at his pro- 
posed tape center. 
INSTRUCTORS ARE usually 
willing to make arrangements 
for oral testing, Pelfrey said. 
"I try to give professors as 
many options as possible,'' be 
said. "They've never encoun- 
tered a blind student before, but 
I've encountered professors, so I 
try to help them'' 
Pelfrey said each class pre- 
sents its own problems. 
"Tve got Oral Interpretation 
this semester and I've had to get 
my literature selections brailled 
and figure out how to bold and 
read ¥ in front of the class." 
"Ray (Ray Lee. the instruc- 
tor) is cool about it and really 
helps. It makes me more moti- 
vated," Pelfrey said. 
Like Hartman, extraordinary 
treatment is not what Pelfrey 
wants. 
"If I blow off classes, I de- 
serve what I get. I'm not asking 
for breaks, just an equal 
chance." Bat Pelfrey said equal- 
ity doesn't always come easily. 
There's another way people 
can please visually-Impaired 
students. "Ask questions. Ask 
anything. Just ask," Hartman 
said. "I welcome questions." 
"People are going to be un- 
comfortable, but the more they 
ask, the more they'll under- 
stand." she added. 
Pelfrey agrees. "Ignorance is 
bliss-the people who bother me 
are those who don't ask ques- 
tions. 
"Even if it seems dumb, ask, I 
may laugh, but I want them to 
know the answers," Pelfrey 
said. "People get scared about 
things they donH know about" 
Along with bis suggestions to 
the University, Pelfrey has a 
piece of advice he'd like every- 
one to follow; "Don't overlook 
my blindness, but don't judge 
me on it Take me for what I 
am" 
New state requirements for 
special education teachers have 
prompted the University's Col- 
lege of Education to initiate 
puns for two new classes. 
These classes may be avail- 
able for the 1986-87 fall and 
spring semesters. 
The state department of Spe- 
cial Education in Columbus re- 
cently required three courses 
"Recent statistics indicate 
that there is a need for special 
education programs in North- 
west Ohio and the new state 
budget should aid this prob- 
lem," he said. 
FISCUS SAID that the faculty 
of the department view the 
changes as an opportunity to 
expand their service to areas 
"Recent statistics Indicate that there 
Is a need for special education programs 
In Northwest Ohio and the new state 
budget should aid this problem." 
-   Edward  Fiscus,   chairman  of  special 
education 
for rrtndwrts planning to teach 
the gifted and talented. These 
courses include psychology, cur- 
riculum and practicum. Psy- 
chology for the gifted is the only 
such course currently offered at 
the University. 
The psychology class deals 
with the attitudes and feelings of 
gifted students; the curriculum 
class will stress selection of 
model u Instruction methods, 
and the practicum class will 
offer University students on-the- job training as assistants to tea- 
chers in schools, according to 
that traditionally haven't been 
served. More money from the 
state should mean an increasing 
demand for gifted and talented 
teachers. 
"Bowling Green needs to be 
prepared to meet those de- 
mands," he said, "Our College 
of Education is traditionally 
known as an excellent source far 
teaching candidates and the spe- 
dal education program looks to 
continue that relationship with 
the local school districts, specif- 
ically with the gifted and tal- 
. «G News/March tt.lMSz 
-Editorial- 
Man supported 
Some Bowling Green merchants are searching 
for a light, but they are unwilling to enter the 
tunnel that could lead them to it. 
The light is a profitable, bustling shopping atmo- 
sphere downtown. 
The tunnel - and it is risky for downtown mer- 
chants - is the proposed shopping mall outside the 
city limits on tfS. 25. 
The mall isn't quite a "go" yet. Developer Robert 
Sproul, of Alliance, still needs approval from the 
Probate Court in Center Township, where the mall 
would be built, as well as a re-zoning to commercial 
property. 
The mall won't be built within city limits partly 
because of the fuss the Downtown Merchants 
Association (DMA) caused at Planning Commis- 
sion and City Council meetings last fall. So if the 
mall is built, the city won't profit from property 
taxes, unless the property is annexed. 
The DMA has opposed the mall because the 
merchants believe u would take business from 
downtown shops. 
That's possible. But the merchants themselves 
have said the city needs to attract more retail 
customers. 
According to a recent study by the DMA, the city 
loses an average of 57 percent of its retail business 
to outside communities. 
The mall probably would do two things: keep 
more students and permanent residents in the city 
to shop, and attract shoppers from neighboring 
cities. 
Surely, with more people in the city to shop, some 
of that business would spill over to downtown. 
That's our opinion, and it's also held by City 
Administrator Wes Hoffman. 
It's time for the merchants to relax and open 
their minds. The mall has potential to help their 
businesses. 
The mall certainly would be beneficial to the 
town's residents by adding more variety to the 
selection of shops and more incentive to shop in BG. 
A convincing yacht 
by Art Buchwald 
The recent savings and loan 
Manual in Ohio has shaken the 
banking industry very badly. 
When word got back to Ohio 
that Home State Savings Bank- 
was stuck with bad paper, the 
good citizens of Cincinnati de- 
cided it might be prudent to take 
their money out of the bank 
while there was some still left. 
Unfortunately everyone got 
the idea at the same time, and 
panic set in, not only for Home 
State customers, but also for 
other banking institutions in 
Ohio. 
I asked a former Ohio banker 
(not Home State) who also got 
- burned how something like this 
* could take place. 
"We made a mistake. It could 
: have happened to anybody." 
"That s what the people of 
Ohio are afraid of," I said. "Why 
would a  bank risk so much 
. money with a small Florida se- 
:  rarities company?" 
"You should have seen their 
offices in Florida. Every dealer 
. had a suite overlooking the 
ocean." 
"You mean you invested your 
. depositors' money in a firm be- 
* cause you were impressed with 
their offices?" 
< "Of course not. I didn't give 
:: them any funds until the officers 
: took me for a ride on their 70- 
:; foot yacht. I'll say this, people in 
- Florida  really Know how to 
live." j    "Hold it," I said. "Bankers 
:• don't risk their customers' sav- 
:'■ tags in a company Just because 
:l it owns a yacht." 
"It wasn't only the yacht. 
'-: They also paid more interest 
'■• than other firms in the bond 
:-' business. The competition for 
2 deposits is fierce these days, and 
•- if we can offer just a quarter of a 
>■ percent more to the public we 
> can put the guy across the street 
: out of business. People don't 
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Official briefing on a murder 
by Bill Maiden 
understand that we can't let 
their money sit in our vaults. If 
we offer them a higher rate of 
interest, then we have to get a 
higher rate of interest for our- 
selves. That's why we went to 
Florida. They were able to pay 
us more, and at the same time ft 
was sate because they were 
backing our deposits with gov- 
ernment securities. Is that a 
sure thing, or isn't it?" 
"Probably, except many of 
the securities didn't exist." 
"Now you're getting into tech- 
nicalities." 
"Why didn't you ask to seethe 
bonds?" 
"We did. Do you think we're 
from Missouri? 
"And what happened?" 
"They showed them to us and 
then put them back in the safe." 
"Didn't it occur to you that 
they might have been showing 
the same collateral to different 
customers over and over 
again?" 
"Frankly it never crossed our 
minds. This one guy had a home 
you wouldn't believe, with a 
tennis court, Olympic-size pool 
and race horses. Nobody lives 
like that unless they're honest." 
"In retrospect wouldn't your 
bank have been better off it you 
had taken the bonds back to Ohio 
instead of leaving them in Mi- 
ami?" 
"I couldn't have done that. If I 
had asked for the securities I 
would have hurt their feelings, 
and they would have told me to 
invest my money somewhere 
else." 
"Perhaps that would have 
been the best thing that could 
have happened to you. At least 
you wouldn't have tossed all 
your depositors' money into the 
Okefenokee swamp." 
"Yen, but at the same time I 
would never have gotten such a 
good interest rate for them ei- 
ther." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
The following is an unofficial transcript of an emergency briefing 
session held at the White House early Monday morning. The 
participants are President Reagan, National Security Adviser 
Robert McFarlane, Defense Secretary Casper Weinberger and 
White House Information Officer Patrick Buchanan. 
REAGAN: Well, boys, I hope you have a good reason for getting 
me out of bed so early in the morning. I was planning to stay up late 
tonight to watch the Academy Awards. 
MCFARLANE: I'm sorry, Mr. President, but we've got a situation 
on our hands. Yesterday morning one of our soldiers was shot and 
killed by a Soviet soldier in Potsdam, East Germany. The Soviets 
are saying that there was provocation, but our sources say other- 
wise, and we're going to need a statement from you. 
REAGAN: I'm particularly interested in the "Best Actor" cat- 
egory. Jeff Bridges is nominated, and I used to spend a lot of time 
with his daddy when I was a part of the Hollywood scene. And, of 
course, I have sort of a "professional interest" in the Best Actor 
award ... hen, hen ... I'm sure you understand why! 
WEINBERGER: Yes, of course, Mr. President; we'll all be 
pulling for Mr. Bridges. Now, if you don't mind, we need to get down 
to cases here. Our soldier was -a member of the Military Liason 
Mission in Potsdam, which, as you know, is a non-convert informa- 
tion-gathering unit that's been in place since the end of World War 
n. When our man was shot, he was riding in a military vehicle,and 
was in uniform, but the Soviets are still calling him a "spy." They 
say they issued a verbal warning, and fired a warning shot; our men 
on the scene say that the shot came from nowhere, with no warning 
at all. 
REAGAN: Well, Cap, it sounds like a tense situation, and if 
anyone can understand now these things get out of hand. I can. When 
I was a young soldier in The Hasty Heart, I saw accidents happen 
with my own eyes. You know, I really expected a "Best Supporting 
Actor" nomination for that part. There's a pretty weak field in that 
category this year, by the way. 
McFARLANE: The shooting might have been an accident, sir, but 
when our soldier's partner tried to administer first aid, the Soviets 
prevented him, at gunpoint, for an hour. Our man bled to death. It 
was a very ugly incident. 
REAGAN: You know, the Russians are a fascinating people, and 
they're certainly familiar with war. Why, this year there's even a 
Russia movie called "Wartime Romance" nominated for Best 
Foreign Film! Can you imagine? 
WEINBERGER: This is a very tough situation, sir. Our man had a 
wife and two little daughters and was eligible for retirement in four 
years' time. The public will expect something firm from you. 
REAGAN: War is Hell, Cap. A soldier's lot is not an easy one. That 
reminds me: have any of you boys seen this movie "A Soldier's 
Story?" It's got an almost all-black cast, and it's up for Best 
Picture! It could only happen in America! 
BUCHANAN: Yes sir, it was a very good movie. But we really 
need a statement. Once this gets out, all eyes will be on you. 
REAGAN: Oh, come on, Pat, this is Oscar time! 
BUCHANAN: Nevertheless, Mr. President, we need a statement 
very soon. 
REAGAN: Well, Pat, I don't know ... tell me, what would Clint 
Eastwood say at a time like tins? 
BUCHANAN: I don't know, sir, but we'd better not treat this 
matter lightly. Anyway, Eastwood's only good for one quote per 
year. 
REAGAN: Details, Pat, details! What would Burt Reynolds say? 
Say, why wasn't Burt nominated this year? He must not have been 
working. Look into that, Pat. 
BUCHANAN: Yes, sir. Now, if you can give me a statement... 
REAGAN: Pat, you're a stern taskmaster! To wonder Ted Turner 
wanted you on his team! Well, let's think. It's a tragedy, that's for 
sure. It reminds me of when they shot down that Korean plane. What 
did we say then? 
McFARLANE: Not much, sir. You "deplored" the incident, if I 
recall. 
REAGAN: Well, then, that's exactly what I'U do this time! Pat, 
tell the press that I deplore this tragic act. We'll make a stern 
protest 
BUCHANAN: Yes, sir, I'U get the word out right away. 
REAGAN: Yes, don't waste any time! By George, I won't have 
our fighting men saying their Commander-in-Chief is out of touch. 
By the way, have any of you seen "The Killing Fields?" 
BUI Melden, an Instructional assistant at the University Writing 
Center, is from Chattanooga, Term. 
Letters 
Prevent pregnancy 
I, like many others, at- 
tended the showing of "The Si- 
lent Scream" on March 21, when 
it was shown by the campus pro- 
lifers. Dr. Nathanson, the narra- 
tor of the film, pointed out that 
after viewing the ultrasound pic- 
ture, both the doctor and the 
woman involved immediately 
reversed their stands from pro- 
choice to pro-life. By doing this. 
Dr. Nathanson transformed 
what could have been an objec- 
tive presentation into blatant 
senstationalism which promoted 
his position. I realize abortion is 
a sensationalist issue. Middle-of- 
the-road does not exist. I believe 
both (pro-lifers and pro-choic- 
ers) have valid points. Abortion 
has been much abused since it 
was legalized in January 1973. 
However, the elimination of 
abortion is unrealistic, basically 
because abortion Is as old as 
conception. 
However, amid the fury be- 
tween pro-lifers and pro-choic- 
ers the issue has been 
grotesquely distorted. Abortion 
has become a question of moral- 
ity. What is overlooked is that no 
one believes abortion is a good 
thing. We must be reminded that 
abortion is a method of contra- 
ception, one way of preventing 
unwanted children. A woman at 
the Guttenmacher Institute in 
Washington, D.C., a firm that 
provides data and research on 
abortion and contraception, told 
me, "Women can no longer af- 
ford to be prisoners of their 
fertility." However, it seems 
that the government is failing to 
provide funding for abortion - 
five of them on court order only. 
No federal law requires public 
schools to teach students "the 
facts of life." In fact, the thrust 
of the moral majority Is such 
that sex education and accessi- 
ble contraceptives encourage 
intercourse and are responsible 
for high birth rates. A study 
conducted by the Guttenmacher 
Institute has found that the birth 
rate of the U.S. is markedly 
higher than four other European 
countries whose governments 
encourage contraception and 
sex education. 
Floating around in all these 
statistics is my point: that the 
energy and anger between pro- 
lifers and pro-choicers needs to 
be directed, not at each other, 
but at eliminating the necessity 
of abortion. Doctors concern 
themselves not only with the 
curing of diseases, but also with 
the prevention of them. In the 
case of abortion, rather than 
focusing on treating (i.e. abort- 
ing) the "disease, we should 
concentrate on preventing its 
existence. 
Gretchen BOlmaler 
Pembervflle 
Study in Japan 
I would like to share my 
thought and experience as a 
BGSU exchange student at Nan- 
zan University in Nagoya, Ja- 
pan during the current 
academic year. I feel that stu- 
dents are not well informed of 
the opportunity awaiting them 
at the University to study 
abroad. I am grateful that I took 
this opportunity this year to live 
and study in Japan. Japan is 
very different from the United 
States, but after having lived 
here for six months Japan 
seems like home to me. Dunne 
the winter vacation, I traveled 
around much of Japan. One of 
my biggest trips was to Naga- 
saki, a beautiful city with atom 
bomb experience. I went with a 
friend in a car. On the return 
trip I hitch-hiked part of the way 
and took a bullet train back to 
Nagoya. Of course I spent most 
of my time studying at Nanzan 
University. However, it seems 
that I have learned more about 
myself by coming to Japan. I 
have learned that studying in a 
foreign country is more than a 
cultural experience. It is an ex- 
perience about oneself. In Japan 
I am able to look at myself from 
a different viewpoint. In this 
way things that I have always 
taken for granted have drawn 
my attention. 
There is something about Ja- 
pan that is hard to describe and 
this indescribable feeling that I 
have for Japan and its people is 
driving me to study more about 
the language and culture. To be 
able to speak two languages Is 
like looking at life through a 
variety of windows. Many ex- 
pressions that can be said in 
Japanese cannot be said in En- 
glish. Likewise some English 
expressions cannot be trans- 
lated into Japanese. Therefore 
to speak both of them is to gain 
an insight into everyday life as 
well as complex things. I would 
like to pass on this experience to 
my friends at the University. If I 
had my way I would like to see a 
curriculum requirement for all 
students to study abroad for one 
or two semesters. I am grateful 
for the opportunity that the Uni- 
versity has given me through 
Asian Studies Program to live in 
a different culture and to learn 
more about myself. 
BradSeeley 
Life's rough, Ms. 
In reply to the Ms.'s who ex- 
pressed a aisconcernment over 
an ad published by the Pi Kappa 
Phi organization for their spring 
date party. Life is a bitch - and 
then you die. Let's not get too 
picky now; no one else other 
nan you really cares to bear the ■**■"*"'«* views your organiza- 
tions put forward. The Nazis 
thought their way of looking at 
things was the only way too. 
KBXMLB7 
Stop generic 'he' 
From the "Women For 
Women uninformed, hasty" let- 
ter of March 19, T quote, "If 
there were no goals to attain to 
earn a scholarship, no one would 
want to improve himself." The 
writers are specifically addres- 
sing the Miss BGSU Pageant-an 
all female competition. They 
claim that they are doing 
women a service, and that they 
value women for many reasons, 
not only because of the pedestal 
of high heels and the self-con- 
scious suffocation of make-up 
that create an artificial differ- 
ence between women and men. 
However, they undermine 
their own argument by using 
language - the generic be - that 
symbolically annihilates 
women. Use of language that 
excludes women, as if we didn't 
exist, is so common it was prob- 
ably done unconsciously. This 
case is a little more outrageous 
than most, though, because the 
writers were addressing a pag- 
eant for women only. 
It brings up a good point. 
Would anyone have the desire to 
improve himself by strutting 
across a stage in a Speedo bath- 
ing suit ana 3-inch heels in the 
not yet existing Mr. BGSU 
Scholarship Pageant.' We have 
viewed women narrowly as sex- 
ual objects. Instead of as intelli- 
gent, fadependent and valuable 
human beings who are also sex- 
ual for so long. I hope that we 
never create a Mr. America 
Pageant with men prancing 
around the stage in Speedos and 
pumps, smiling sweetly at the 
crowd. And maybe someday the 
largest scholarship fund for 
women, instead of being the 
Miss America Pageant, will ex- 
ist in Women's Studies, Peace 
Studies, or maybe even in Politi- 
cal Revolution. 
SwaaCUae 
OCMB0W3 
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Delegates sent to model UN 
United Nations simulation conference an educational experience 
by Ellen Zimmeril 
staff reporter 
This Sunday, 17 students and 
one professor will be leaving 
Bowling Green and beading for 
the Big Apple. The trip, how- 
ever, will only last a week and 
it won't all be fun and games. 
They are part of the National 
Model united Nations (NMUN), a simulation of the 
United Nations that involves 
colleges from across the coun- 
try who will represent almost 
170 countries and territories. 
Tsuneo Akaha, associate 
professor of Political Science 
and director of NMUN at the 
University, said he thinks the 
program provides a variety of 
opportunities for students. 
'"They get exposure to par- 
liamentary ana political fo- 
rum. They get experience with 
difficult and controversial is- 
sues facing the international 
community. They meet with 
students from all over the 
country and meet with the real 
diplomats at the U.N.," Akaha 
said. "And," he said, "they 
experience New York. 
Participants started prepar- 
ing for the simulation in early 
November. Each is responsible 
for knowing his or her country, 
the issues that will be dis- 
cussed, and the organization, 
function and procedures of the 
United Nations. 
THIS YEAR, the University 
will be representing Bourklna 
Fasso, formerly Upper Volta, 
and New Zealand. 
They will be discussing is- 
sues such as Kampuchea, mili- 
tary budgets and nuclear 
testing, Central America, Pal- 
estine and racial and sexual 
discrimination. 
Joelle Khouzam, a senior 
Political Science/German ma- jor, will be making the trip for 
second time. She said she 
knows more of what to expect 
in the program and remem- 
bered her trip last year. 
"It's interesting. It was a lot 
of fun. I learned not Just about 
Belgium (the country she rep- 
resented last year), but about 
diplomacy and convincing peo- 
ple of what you want in the 
most diplomatic manner. Plus 
New York is a great place," 
Khouzam said. 
She also said she does not 
think the simulation is very 
true to the real United Nations. 
"It's compressed into five 
days and you have to state your 
views quickly,"she said. 
"Also, the character of the 
people is more intensified. For 
example, the PLO (Palestine 
Liberation Organization) peo- 
ple are more PLO-like than 
they are in the real U.N." 
"IT IS valuable for people 
interested in what the U.N. 
does or in diplomatic or politi- 
cal careers. Besides getting 
credit for it, you're going to 
New York for $100. and that's a 
bargain," Khouzam said, not- 
ing that it is the student's op- 
tion of receiving credit for the 
program. 
The program is funded 
through the department of Po- 
liticalScience, Alumni and in- 
dividual contributions, the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
and the Advisory Committee 
on General Fee Allocation 
(ACGFA). 
Each participant pays 1100, 
which covers delegate fees, 
hotel accommodations (all 
participants stay in the Grand 
Hyatt, where most of the simu- 
lation is held), travel expenses 
to and from New Yon and 
other necessary materials for 
the preparation. 
Firelands students must pay 
$500 because they do not re- 
ceive as much funding, Akaha 
noted. 
Peace research 
sparks interest 
by Deborah Schmook 
staff reporter 
The interest in peace studies in the United States increased during 
the last IS years in response to the Vietnam War, as scholars 
questioned the use of force as a vehicle to peace. 
But the discipline has existed as an international global movement 
since the 1950s, said Tsuneo Akaha, assistant professor of political 
science. 
Peace Studies is an interdisciplinary field that includes such areas 
as political science, economics, sociology, anthropology, psychol- 
ogy, engineering, biology and physics. Akaha said the peace studies 
movement has made people aware of the inequities between 
individuals in the world and united people from different fields.   . 
"Thousands in the Soviet Union, Japan, and in the United Stated 
have regular contact with one another through peace research and 
conferences," be noted. 
Last year, the U.S. Congress authorized the U.S. Institute of 
Peace, a research and public relations organization for peace 
studies. 
"PEACE RESEARCHERS are trying to Identify sources df 
tension, conflicts, and wars at all levels of society and then provide 
for ways of solving these conflicts without recourse to war,'' AkahB 
said. 
Akaha said he has a special interest in peace studies as a native of 
Japan, since he saw his countrymen deal with the aftermath of the 
United States' bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 
"There's something wrong in American culture that downgrades 
the concept of peace, Akaha said. "A lot of people see the people 
pushing for peace as weak liberals that can't see the hard realities of 
™e-" .See Peace, page 5. 
£ 
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The Brothers of 
aa 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THEIR NEW OFFICERS: 
PRESIDENT TED CEGLIA 
V.P. INTERNAL AFFAIRS AL FRANCO 
V.P. EXTERNAL AFFAIRS ERIC MARTIN 
V.P. MEMBERSHIP JEFF WESTBROCK 
SECRETARY STEVE DALEY 
TREASURER BARRY KREGER 
ASST. TREASURER TODD HAIMERL 
AND INTRODUCE THE SPRING '85 PLEDGE CLASS 
GARY BREWER STEVE McCANN 
ERIC CASSELL JIM MURPHY 
DOUG CRIFFIELD JEFF SANDRU 
JACK EMERICK MIKE YOUNG 
COHGRATULATKinS  FROM   YOUR  ALUMNI  AMD  BROTHERS! 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
505 CLOUGH STREET 
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS 
PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME) 
OFFICE HOURS: 10-3 p.m. - OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT 
CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT 
$145.00 per person per month 
(4 person apt. occupancy) 
INCLUDES 
(AT NO EXTRA COST) 
* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING 
* FREE CABLE TV 
* TWO BEDROOM, 1 Vt BATH APARTMENTS 
* PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR 
* THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD 
BUILDING, STORES 
* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS 
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING 
* OVERSIZED CLOSETS 
COME SEE US TODAY! 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RATES. 
CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP S 
MANAGEMENT. 
^HOLLIS A. MOORE— 
Service Award 
Applications Available At: 
* 405 Student Services 
* Union Information Booth 
* Commuter Center 
* UAO Office 
Recognizes Outstanding 
Undergraduates 
Graduates 
Faculty 
Administrator 
Classified Staff 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1985  
V 
On Sunday, enjoy the 
Rax 
RESMURAINTTS 
Breakfast Buffet and 
Fresh Fruit Bar 
RESIAURAINTTS 
"OPEN EASTER SUNDAY" 
}£££,»'       1006N.M.In    ,tPo«Rd.    Bowlln.Gr^ "«N• *j£ 
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r Candidates (Continued from page 1) 
their campaign until after the 
deadline. 
McGreevey said that be and 
Krider plan to focus on im- 
proving USG relations within 
and outside of the organiza- 
tion. 
According to McGreevey, 
there is a general belief among 
the senators of USG that the 
executive branch is all-know- 
ing on the Issues the general 
assembly faces and this influ- 
ences the decisions of the sen- 
ators. 
McGreevey said he believes 
that often decisions are made 
in USG for personal reasons 
rather than as a representa- 
tion of student opinion. 
Krider said that emphasiz- 
ing the role of senators and 
encouraging the cabinet mem- 
bers to won with committees 
more are ways he and Mc- 
Greevey plan to improve inter- 
nal relations within USG. 
Improving relations with 
other organizations on campus 
is one way McGreevey and 
Krider plan to improve com- 
munication outside of USG. 
Working with other organiza- 
tions on projects and encour- 
aging organizational 
representatives to report to 
USG on their activities would 
Students pledge support 
Mike McGreevey 
involve these groups more in 
meetings of the general assem- 
bly, McGreevey said. 
USG's position with Univer- 
sity administration is another 
area where both candidates 
see a need for improvement, 
McGreevey said. 
Krider said that he and Mc- 
Greevey also plan to improve 
relations with students by 
making them aware of the 
circumstances surrounding is- 
sues. 
Brad Krider 
McGreevey also plans to set 
up an Ohio Student Association 
chapter at the University, 
which is a state-wide group of 
University students who lobby 
for issues concerning students. 
Both candiates feel the need 
for a change is one of the 
strong points of their cam- 
paign and this will give them 
the support they need to win. 
"I think the students feel 
there's a need for a change," 
McGreevey said. 
by Jim Nieman 
staff reporter 
Pledges at the Senior Chal- 
lenge Kick-Off at the Mileti 
Alumni Center totaled $18,290 as 
of 10 p.m. last night. The Kick- 
Off is a chance for senior volu- 
teers to pledge support to the 
University before seeking 
pledges from other seniors. 
This is only the first step to- 
wards a goal of $50,000 the Class 
of '85 hopes to raise. Seventy- 
five percent of the donated 
money will be used to build a 
gazebo which the class will do- 
nate to the University. Twenty- 
five percent of each donation 
goes directly to the area or de- 
partment of the individual do- 
nor's choice, Mariann Blake, 
graduate student in college stu- 
dent personnel and adviser for 
the senior challenge, said. 
Close to 400 volunteers will be 
soliciting pledges during Senior 
Giving Week, April 1-5. Each 
volunteer is responsible for per- 
sonally contacting five seniors, 
Blake said. The remaining 1,500 
seniors will be contacted by 
phone workers, she said. 
"The whole idea is to get as 
many seniors involved as possi- 
ble,''Blake said. 
ONE YEAR, all seniors were 
contacted by mail only, but 
there was only a 3 to 4 percent 
response. Blake says she hopes 
their system will result in a 50 
percent response. 
The committee is recommend- 
ing two sites where the gazebo 
nuflht be built. One possibility is 
in the oval in front of the Union, 
Blake said. "The other possibil- 
ity is by the Rec Center," she 
said. 
The location of the gazebo 
"will have to be approvedby the 
president (in four years) - who- 
ever that may be." Blake said. 
"We can only make recommen- 
dations." 
Students are not required to 
pay their pledged amount until 
one year after they have grad- 
uated. The money will be paid in 
three equal installments, so all 
the money will not be collected 
for three years, Blake said. The 
gazebo will not be built for four 
years. 
"We thought it was something 
(the gazebo) the University 
could use," Sue Dillon, senior 
accounting major and kick-off 
party subcommittee member, 
said. 
The 18 member executive 
committee considered setting up 
scholarship funds or donating 
money to a department at the 
University, but quickly decided 
to donate something "tangible" 
that the present seniors could 
view during future visits to the 
University, Dillon said. 
AS PART OF part of the Uni- 
versity's 75th anniversary cele- 
bration, the class of '85 wants to 
place a time-capsule under the 
gazebo to be opened at the Uni- 
versity's 150th anniversary cel- 
ebration. The names of 
everyone who donates to the 
building of the gazebo will be in 
the time-capsule. 
"It's the highest goal we have 
ever set here at the University," 
Blake said. 
Ballot (Continued from page 1) 
Computers installed at library 
Twenty-five IBM PC's and 18 
Macintosh computers have been 
installed in the Jerome Library, 
according to Robert Shontz, 
computer services data systems 
supervisor. 
These are the only stand-alone 
PCs and Macintosh computers 
available to off-campus stu- 
dents, Shontz said. All other 
stand-alone computers are lo- 
cated in dormitory labs and are 
for the use of dorm residents 
only. 
The PC's located in the Cardi- 
nal  Room   in  the  University 
Union can be used to input data 
to be batch processed only, he 
said. 
The lab has software available 
including Lotus 1-2-3 and Mini- 
tab with several others on order, 
Shontz said. 
The lab is located in Room 122 
in the library. 
The hours for the new lab are 9 
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fri- 
day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday 
and 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday. 
Hours will be expanded as stu- 
dent need dictates, he said. 
h 
u 
March 30, 1985 
Sail Away On 
the U.S.S. $M 
Wade said that he spoke with election officials to get background 
for bis decision. 
Wade said a similar decision was made in Franklin County last 
year to extend the deadline for petitions for the position of municipal judge. This led Wade to make his decision, he said. < 
"The legislature (of USG) made the decision and since the 
legislative branch is supposed to be speaking for their constituency, 
I've decided not to take any action on their decision," he said. 
According to Smith, the USG elections and opinions board was 
planning to run off two ballots, one listing Wade and Metzger with 
room for write-in candidates and another listing both teams of 
candidates. 
The ballots will be printed today listing the names of all candi- 
dates. 
According to regulations set by the USG elections and opinions 
board, because the deadline was extended by the USG general 
assembly, McGreevey and Krider could not begin actively cam- 
paigning until 5 p.m. the day the petitions were due (yesterday). 
McGreevey said he believes Wade's decision will not influence the 
outcome of the election in McGreevey's or Krider's behalf, because 
they were determined to educate the students on the procedure for 
voting for write-in candidates. 
"Definitely it's going to help having my name on the ballot," be 
said. "I think it wul increase awareness, but by the time elections 
would be up, enough people would be out to support us." 
McGreevey said he believes that having two candidates on the 
ballot will be a positive move for USG. 
"I think it is going to give us a more credible election - having two 
people on the ballot," be said, adding that student apathy about the 
elections would be reduced by having two teams of candidates listed 
on the ballot. 
Wade said that his decision to extend the dealine was made in the 
best interest of the students. 
"I didn't think it would be fair to the student body, concerning the 
election. I wanted to make sure Mike and Brad could inform the 
student body of their platform and improve the election by making 
sure the students are aware of the candidates themselves," Wade 
said. 
One large 1-rtem pizza 
Free Delivery '5.25 
"1 I 
2-3551 
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* Wednesdays - Dance Video Nite 
Great Specials For The 18 & Up Crowd 
* Thursdsays - College I.D. 
Party Free With Your College I.D. 
* Fridays - Men's Nite 
No cover for guys and near non-existent 
Drink Specials...just for the guys 
Saturdays - Ladies Nite 
NO COVER for the Ladies 
Superb Drink Specials 
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Local history the 
focus of program 
by Patricia Luptca 
reporter 
History ... some consider it 
boring. But if the topic of dis- 
cussion can lead to tracing a 
person's family heritage, the 
boredom may disappear. 
This topic, along with other 
similar ideas, will be the focus of 
discussion at the University's 
Center for Archival Collection's 
first conference. 
The day-long conference on 
local history wfll be held April 4 
in the Ohio Suite and Alumni 
Room of the Union. 
According to Paul Yon, direc- 
tor of the center, the purpose of 
the program is to bring together 
a variety of people in a facet of 
history, including local history, 
family history, historical pres- 
ervation and historical mu- 
seums. 
The audience is aimed at fam- 
ily historians, who study all fac- 
ets of family life - including 
economic growth and 
relationships of members. 
Genealogists - those who 
study dates, names and places 
about families - also will be 
involved. Students, as well as 
teachers, college and museum 
personnel, are encouraged to 
attend to find out about north- 
western Ohio history. 
The conference is expected to 
attract about 100 people. 
The key note speaker will be 
John Egerton, author of Genera- 
tions: An American Family. 
Egerton's speciality is southern 
Local scholars will also speak, 
including Joseph Arpad, exec- 
utive producer for wBGU-TV, 
David Skaggs, history profes- 
sor, and Carol Peirce, instructor 
of interpersonal and public com- 
munication (IPCO). 
The "Great Black Swamp," 
one of Arpad's documentaries, 
is about the history of Northwest 
Ohio settlement prior to 1840. It 
discusses how families adjusted 
to the large amounts of swamp 
in this area. 
"The scholars were chosen by 
their scholarly contributions 
within their specific discipline 
and also on their reputations as 
professionals," Yon said. 
Peirce will present a slide 
show displaying work she has 
done on a grant-funded program 
titled: "Ohio Women: Diaries 
and Photographs." Peirce uti- 
lized sources from the Women's 
Studies Archives held by the 
center. 
"I hope people in attendance 
will have a greater awareness 
and appreciation of local history 
and will have gained some 
knowledge about local history," 
Yon said; 
Registration for the confer- 
ence must be completed by April 
1. Students will be admitted free 
of charge and are not required to 
register. The fee for all others is 
$5. For more information about 
the conference, contact the Cen- 
ter for Archival Collections at 
372-2411 
Peace   (Continued from page 3). 
"War has always been legal and a legitimate means of protecting 
communities. Billions of dollars have been spent to protect that 
idea," be said. "Peace researchers are convinced that if we continue 
this way there'll never be peace." 
Akaha said the Ohio governor's office is trying to promote peace 
studies in Ohio, with some urging from Dagmar Celeste, the 
governor's wife, who spoke at the University last week. 
The Peace Studies Consortium of Ohio Colleges and Universities, a 
group set up last October, is working toward assembling a complete 
fist of Ohio colleges having peace studies programs. 
Strong programs in peace studies already exist at the University 
of Akron, the University of Dayton, Kent State University, Ohio 
State University and Antioch College. There are no peace studies 
courses at the University. 
000606666666666666666666666666666661 
^  SPRING 
The BGSU H 
i^LJ!    Board of 
QB2    Student 
Publications 
is now accepting 
applications for: 
• Summer Editor, 
BG News 
• Editor, Miscellany 
1985-86 academic year 
• Editor, Gavel 
1985-86 academic year 
• Editor, Obsidian 
1985-86 academic year 
• Editor, The KEY 
1985-86 academic year 
Applications available: 106 
University Hall 
*V DEADLINE: Wednesday, 3 p.m. April 17 y£ 
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BG News/Joe Phelao Hearing test 
Sandee Horton. graduate student in audiology, puts the earphones on    hearing screenings will be offered today also in room 338 South Hall 
Laura Yenour (left) as she prepares to check Yenour's hearing. Free    from 1-4 p.m.; no appointment is needed. 
Springfest 85 Be There! 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
* Two-bedroom apartments 
* Fully furnished 
' Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up 
and water paid by owner 
* Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed 
available 
$560 per person per semester (4 people) 
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block 
behind McDonalds Restaurant. 
Call Rich at 352-7182 
f -   —   COUPON — 
I 
SUPCfl SPCCMU $6 50 1-16 In. One Itam Pino 
SUPCfl SPCCMU ! 75
    I 1 -13 In. On*  !l
Item Pino 11 
$4 
Additional Items SI 00 fo Additional Items 7f Eo 
I     0pwi4p.ni. 
FREE DtllVIRT 
I       «HMil.C.dl1l>Hi 
^»as 
Ufceas «» litn 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
fiawis«/31/l5 
II 
Ph. 352-5164   . 
103 Mart* Main - 
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SHOULD HE STAY OR 
SHOULD HE GO? 
VOTE TO 
SAVE BAH 
HE BOZO! 
Don't let Big Boy* be forced 
into early retirement! Vote to 
save him. Just clip out thU 
ballot and bring it lo your 
nearest Prisch's* Big Boy" Res- 
taurant. Be sure to vote as 
often ai you can, too. After all. 
the future of a legend it in you 
kanefc. 
u 
Don't nick a great 
restaurant with a 
has-been like Bh> 
Boy* Vote to retire 
him! Just clip out 
this ballot and 
march it to your 
nearest Frisch's* Big 
Boy* Restaurant. 
And be sure to vote 
as often as you caa. 
Because remember. 
ONLY YOU CAM 
PREVENT BIO 
BOY*. 
• OFFICIAL BALLOT 
■■ 
| IIVOTE 
TO SAVE 
BIG BOY. 
JiuL^^i?lLQrL!!is2ajrLuLBlrL.Bi!L l0^0. 
• OFFICIAL COUPON • 
SAVEME6KONA 
BIG BOy COMBO AT FRISCH'S. 
Enjoy a famous double deck hamburger with french fries and cole slaw for 
just $1.99.       OFFER EXPIRES: 4/12/15. 
One discount per coupon. May not be used in 
combination with any other coupon or special 
offer. Oood only on Dine-In. Coupon has no 
cash value. Good at all locations. Acct:3 A 
IVOTETO 
RETIRE 
BIG BOY. 
JjLU!Brij*j8Jjr OFF JHSJ«^OU8_BIG_BOY_ COMBO 
• OFFICIAL COUPON • 
KNOCK 61< OFF A 
BIG BOY COMBO AT FRlSCrfS. 
Eajoy a famous doable deck hamburger with french fries and cola daw for 
jaat Si.99.       OFFER EXPIRES: 4/12/SS 
One diacounl par coupon. May not be used hi 
unahlrllna with any other coupon or special 
offer. Oood only on Dine-In. Coupon has no 
cash vakw. Oood at all locations. Acct:3 gffsaftVsT 
.™» ■»■   ■■■■ «n«  i 
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University aids handicapped 
Campus buildings to be accessible 
by Phillip B. Wlbon 
staff reporter 
University students with 
handicaps may be happy to 
know that state funds from 1984 
should make a "majority" of 
campus buildings accessible for 
them, according to Rollie 
Engler, director of plant opera- 
tions and maintenance. 
Present plans are to modify 
the restrooms in the Life Science 
Building, South Hall, the Com- 
mons, Jerome Library, Univer- 
sity Hall, Memorial Hall, and 
the College of Home Economics. 
Requests also include the con- 
struction of a wheelchair ramp 
in front of the Commons. Pre- 
vious improvements had mostly 
consisted of curb cuts and 
ramps at various locations 
throughout the University, 
Engler said. 
'Many campuses have more 
difficulty than us because of the 
difference in elevations and gi- 
ant steps to get into buildings, 
but most of our facilities don't 
present these problems," he 
said. 
The University also plans to 
make some changes in some of 
the older campus locations - 
such as Shatzel Hall - and bring 
them "up to" the present code, 
Engler said. 
''There is a lot more we can do 
but we are in compliance with 
the state and the limited amount 
of money we receive from 
them," he said. 
THE PRINCIPLE regulation 
in the present 1985 building code, 
as stated in the handbook "Cre- 
ating an Accessible Campus," is 
that "All new construction on 
college and university ''""puses 
must be in conformance with 
American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) rule A117.1 as a 
result of section 504." 
"This means no otherwise 
qualified handicapped individ- 
ual by reason of their handicap 
should be excluded from their 
participation " Janet Scottbey, 
director of handicapped serv- 
ices, said. 
ANSI's guidelines determine 
the regulations of many of the 
state's boards, Scottbey said. 
Universities are permitted to 
choose their own set of stan- 
dards, provided they meet the 
state minimum requirements. 
The University administration 
has chosen to comply with ANSI 
because its rules are stricter. 
Scottbey said. 
"The state guidelines are good 
because they take into consider- 
ation the ANSI standards and 
still attow us the choice of ac- 
commodations. You can do 
more as long as you meet the 
minimum," she said. 
"OUR MAJOR goal was to 
make our college program ac- 
cessible for all handicapped stu- 
dents and we have basically 
accomplished that," Scottbey 
said. 
Engler said that while the 
University doesn't have to bring 
all campus buildings up to code, 
but they have strfved to make 
this campus more accessible, 
new buildings and old. 
Scottbey said she hopes more 
elevators will be made avail- 
able, similar to the one com- 
pleted in University Hall in 1984. 
The major obstacle with additio- 
nal elevators is that they cost 
over 1100,000 to install depend- 
ing upon the buildings and 
where they are placed. 
Funds from the state are not 
guaranteed each year so there 
isn't always enough of a surplus 
from the capital improvement 
bill to meet the needs of every 
school, Scottbey said. 
VOTE 
Wednesday, April 3 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 
President, Vice President 
and WAt-large representatives 
POLLS: Union, Library, Rec Center 
ALPHA XI DELTA SPRING FORMAL 
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Zinker & James 
Nancy & Craig 
Susan & Jim 
Stacy & Ben 
Libbey & Jim 
Christine & Larry 
Karen & Bill 
Kelli&Jim 
Laurie & John 
Karen & John 
Sara & Dave 
Joy & Jamie 
Deb & Matt 
Carrie & Dave 
Betsy & Eric 
Big & Ray 
Laurie & Jimmy 
Jami & Scott 
Sue & Paul 
Kathi & Richy 
Kimi & Patrick 
Kirsten & Steve 
Brigerte & Skip 
Evette&Jeff 
Kim&Greg 
KeUy&Rk 
Kathy&Todd 
Laura &Rodd 
Michelle & Steve 
Susan&Gary 
Marsha &Todd 
Kimmie& Brett 
Nips & Chipper D. 
Jayner & Dave 
Kim & Mike 
Michelle & Steve 
Julie &G.T.A.P. 
Patty & Bill 
Wendy & Inch 
Jenni & Ric 
Pam&Bill 
Kuz & Steve 
Pam & Mike 
Kim & Jeff 
Judi&Dean 
Paula & Patrick 
Carolyn & Keven 
Barb & Bob 
Kelly & Danny 
Patty & Binny 
Yogi & Boo Boo, too 
Erin & Jeff 
Karen & Bob 
Tracy & Sam 
Julie & Peter 
Kathy&Bob 
Laureen & Steve 
Bubbly & Craig 
Denise J. & Steven Dale 
PEB & Ricardo 
Elaine&Todd 
Julie & Greg 
Danika & Elmer 
Nicole & Tim 
Betsy & Chris 
Marilee&Kerry        Betsy&TheZup 
Handicapped services available 
by M«g Tlemey 
reporter 
Hie Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
states that universities must be 
accessible to handicapped indi- 
viduals. 
"This means that we have to 
ide access (for the hand- 
1) to our programs," Jan 
y director of Hand- 
[ Services, said. 
_fle University, through 
Handicapped Services, provides 
many services so that the hand- 
icapped on campus will have the 
access needed to participate in 
many of the University's pro- 
grams. 
The programs Scottbey is con- 
cerned with include the pre-reg- 
istration of the blind, the 
adaptation of the graduation 
ceremony for the mobility im- 
paired, some orientation of the 
blind, and the proctoring of tests 
for the blind and the bearing 
impaired. 
"Pre-registration for the blind 
means that we make sure they 
get the classes they need so they 
can order recordings of their 
books," she said. 
Handicapped Services is 
aware of the needs of the hand- 
icapped by periodically survey- 
ing handicapped students to find 
out what they believe needs to be 
changed. 
THESE RECOMMENDA- 
TIONS are then given to the 
University architects who at- 
tempt to adapt the University 
for handicapped students. 
"There has been complete co- 
operation so far," Scottbey said. 
Graduation may be consid- 
ered a very easy task for a 
student, but could be more diffi- 
cult for a handicapped student in 
a wheelchair to receive their 
diploma with the rest of the 
class. Therefore, it was sug- 
gested that ramps be installed 
so the stage is accessible to 
wheelchairs, Scottbey said. 
She said her department also 
provides some special orienta- 
tion for blind students on cam- 
"Orientation of the blind is 
mostly done by their mobility 
instructors from Toledo, but we 
help them with things such as 
cafeteria lines," she said. 
She said the University also 
has a Braille map to help the 
students get used to the campus. 
Another service that Hand- 
icapped Services provides is the 
proctoring of exams for students 
that are blind or hearing im- 
paired. 
"We read the test to some 
students, and if their test is in 
Braille, we have to take their 
answers and put them in a form 
that their instructors will under- 
stand," Scottbey said. 
She said the only major prob- 
lem with the University is that 
although access ramps are pro- 
vided tor wheelchair students to 
enter buildings on campus, 
some students chain their bikes 
to the ramps and the hand- 
icapped students then have trou- 
ble getting into the buildings. 
Rental program presented 
The Bowling Green Housing 
Commission will hear a presen- 
tation on the rental rehabilita- 
tion program in which the dry is 
participating at their meeting 
Tuesday night at 8 p.m. at the 
City Administrative Services 
Budding at 304 N. Church St. 
The city is using federal and 
state grant monies to aid in the 
rehabilitation of rental prop- 
erties in the dty. 
"It should be one of interest to 
students," Thomas Anderson, 
Housing Commission chairman, 
said yesterday. "(Although) it's 
not just a student program, the 
majority (of rental housing) in 
the dty is occupied by stu- 
dents." 
The presentation will be given 
by Sandra Mills, dry bousing 
specialist, and Carolyn Line- 
back, dty grants administrator. 
Applications are now 
available for editorial posi- 
tions for Fall semester 1985 
for 
THEBCLNEWS 
Deadline: April 5, Noon 
Applications may be picked up in the 
BG News office, 106 University Hall. 
r Student Recreation Center ^^ L.I.F.E. Program 
The SRC staff invites all to participate in our 
annual L.I.F.E. (Leisure Information Fitness Evalua- 
tion) Program this year. The date is MONDAY, 
APRIL 1 from 12:00-9:00 pm Drop in anytime 
you are free. 
The following are the activities we have planned for this day: 
' * 'SIX different computer health assessment tests are available: 
Find out more about your nutrition habits, exercise points, fast 
food facts, and your personal longevity traits. 
Blood Pressure, percent body fat, flexibility, grip strength, and 
more can be tested by the BGSU Health Majors Club. 
BGSU FIT-FOR-ALL AEROBIC CHALLENGE: 
From 5:306:30 in the Sport Center 
THUNDER JUMPERS: 
6:30 in the Activity Center - Elementary students from Englewood, Ohio 
have terrific routines set to music and are very good rope jumpers. 
WOOD ONE WHEELERS: 
7:00 in the Activity Center - 38 uni-cyclists from 5-54 years in age. 
FIREBALL GYMNASTIC TEAM: 
7:30 In  the Activity  Center -  Elementary  students  from  Conneaut 
Elementary will be doing stunts and gymnastic routines to musk 
WORLD RECORD BICYCLE HOLDERS: 
8:00 in the Activity Center - Marty Shelly and Rick Gunther will be 
demonstrating some bicycle tricks. 
• • • • NCAA BASKETBALL FINALS 
flat SRC has rented a 40 inch screen to watch the basketball finals at 9:00 
Non-members must pay 50* admission fee to the LI.F.E. Program 
Toledo avoids possession of securities 
TOLEDO (AP) - Officials here say 
they never heard a Florida securities 
firm promise them higher interest in 
return for not taking possession of 
securities, but avoided taking posses- 
sion anyway^ 
Thomas Tew, the court-appointed 
receiver in a bankruptcy case involv- 
ing ESM Government Securities Inc., 
said Wednesday in Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., that ESM tried to tell some city 
investors that their towns would get 
more interest if they did not take 
possession of their securities. 
Tew said, however, that the move 
could have been a ploy to sell the same 
securities to more than one customer 
after ESM went heavily into debt in 
1980. 
"One of the problems is the pigeons 
didn't understand the game," Tew said 
of ESM creditors, two dozen of which 
are owed about $320 million. "They 
hear a sales story that they can get an 
extra point and they think they can 
hire extra firemen or policemen." 
But officials In Toledo, which could 
lose $10 million in ESM investments, 
say they never heard such promises. 
SHELDON ROSEN. Toledo city law 
director, said he found no signs of such 
an offer in a review of information 
relating to the $19.2 million Toledo 
invested through ESM. Federal Secu- 
rities and Exchange Commission offi- 
cials, who have filed civil fraud 
charges against ESM, say all that 
money may be lost. 
"I talked to attorneys involved in the 
ESM case, and no mention of such a 
deal was ever made," Rosen said. 
Daniel Hiskev, the suspended city 
treasurer who dealt directly with ESM 
officials, said none of them ever men- 
tioned paying higher interest for not 
taking possession of securities. 
"You have to understand that it is 
common practice with this sort of 
invertnent not to take possession," 
Hlskey said. "Doing so simply creates 
security problems for you. 
"No one ever offered me 
like that, even indirectly, and if they 
had, it certainly would have made me 
suspicious enough to ask further ques- 
tions." 
TOLEDO OFFICIALS have filed a 
$56 million negligence and fraud law- 
suit against the Chicago auditing firm 
of Alexander Grant & Co., which Hia- 
key said gave positive reports on ESM, -. 
that led him to trust the Florida firm. 
British journalist kidnapped 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A 
terrorist group that claimed 
responsibility for the assassi- 
nations of two British diplo- 
mats last year said yesterday 
it had kidnapped British jour- 
nalist Alec Collett for spying 
for Israel and the united 
States. 
The Revolutionary Organiza- 
tion of Socialist Moslems made 
the claim three days after gun- 
men abducted Collett, 63, at a 
highway junction south of Bei- 
rut while he was on assignment 
for the U.N. Relief and Works 
Agency. 
He was the latest of nine 
Westerners seized in two 
weeks of kidnappings in Leb- 
anon. One victim, British met- 
allurgist Geoffrey Nash, was 
released unharmed Wednes- 
day, but there was no word 
about the others. 
In a statement to a Western 
news agency, which provided 
the text on condition Its name 
was not used, the terrorists 
claimed "some documents re- 
lated to spying missions in the 
service of Monad (the Israeli 
secret service) and American 
intelligence" were found on 
Collett. It said his U.N. work 
was "only a coverup for his 
spying activities." 
THE TERRORIST ORGANI- 
ZATION claimed responsibil- 
ity for the killings of British 
diplomat Kenneth Whltty in 
Athens, Greece, in March 1964 
and Percy Norris, Britain's 
deputy high commissioner in 
Bombay, India, in November. 
It described Collett in yester- 
day's statement as an "unbe- 
liever" and said "he identified 
himself aa a recruited member 
of British intelligence with the 
rank of consul." 
London newspapers have 
speculated that the Revolution- 
ary Organization of Socialist 
Moslems is a cover name for 
the Palestinian guerrilla group 
led by Abu Nidal, which 
claimed responsibility for the 
attempted murder In 1962 of 
Israel's ambassador to Brit- 
ain, Shlomo Argov. 
Three members of Abu Nidal 
group are serving long prison 
terms In Britain for the at- 
tempt on Argov, which 
prompted Israel's 1962 inva- 
sion of Lebanon to wipe out 
Palestinian guerrilla bases. 
With the entry of the Revolu- 
tionary Organization, five 
groups now claim involvement 
in the spate of kidnappings. 
THE OTHER FOUR organi- 
zations and their claims are: 
• Jihad   T«laml     OT   Triamlt' 
Holy War, which said it ab- 
ducted Nash; British business- 
man Brian Levick; Terry 
Anderson, chief Middle East 
correspondent of The Asso- 
ciated Press; Marcel Fon- 
taine, a French vice-consul; 
protocol officer Marcel Carton 
of the French Embassy, and 
his daughter Danielle Perez, 
an embassy secretary. 
Cancer victim dies 
tumors untreatable 
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) 
- Pamela Hamilton, the young 
cancer victim whose family lost 
a court fight to prevent her from 
receiving medical treatment on 
religious grounds, died yester- 
day at her home. 
Dr. Brian Corden of the pedi- 
atric oncology department at 
T.C. Thompson Children's home 
confirmed the death of the 14- 
year-old girl. 
In 1963, a state court ordered 
the girl to undergo cancer treat 
ment over the religious objec- 
tions of her fundamentalist 
preacher father. 
Treatment began in Septem- 
ber 1963, but by then a tumor 
that had been discovered in her 
left leg three months earlier had 
grown to the size of a football 
f 
in 
and Pamela was a frail 86 
pounds. 
DOCTORS SAD) THEN that 
the delay In treatment had re- 
duced her chances of surviving 
from 75 percent to no better than 
25 percent. They said that wife 
out treatment she would have 
died within three months. 
The treatment ended in Sep- 
tember and doctors diagnosed 
Pamela as being free of the 
Ewing's sarcoma that had 
caused the tumor. 
However, during a routine 
check in January doctors found 
malignant tumors in her lungs 
and back. They said there was 
no cure for the tumors, but - 
would not publicly disclose her 
chances for survival. 
Attorney withdraws 
Conrail sale unsettled 
WASHINGTON (AP) - An in- 
fluential senator on Wednesday 
called for a new Justice Depart- 
ment assessment of the pro- 
posed sale of Conrail to the 
Norfolk Southern Railroad after 
the department's top antitrust 
lawyer disqualified himself 
from further involvement with 
the merger. 
Sen. Strom Thurmond, chair- 
man of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, said such action 
was necessary "to remove any 
perception of impropriety" 
since Paul McGrath, assistant 
attorney general for antitrust, 
withdrew from the case late in 
the day in face of conflict-of- 
interest questions. 
In a letter to Thurmond, 
McGrath said he disqualified 
himself after discovering that 
the law firm he will return to 
next week - Dewey, Ballantine, 
Bushby, Palmer and Wood - is 
doing tax work for Norfolk 
Southern. McGrath said be 
learned of the link after being 
questioned about it at a hearing 
before the committee. 
"As I indicated at the hearing, 
I had not heard previously about 
any   such   representation   nor 
have I discussed the Conrail- 
Norfolk Southern matter with 
anyone at Dewey, Ballantine," 
McGrath said in his letter. 
McGRATH SAID his divi- 
sion's analysis of the antitrust 
implications of the proposed 
merger was completed in Jan- 
uary, before the firm was re- 
tained earlier this month to do 
the tax work. McGrath leaves 
government service at the end of 
the week. 
Without commenting on 
McGrath's decision, Thurmond 
wrote in turn to Attorney Gen- 
eral Edwin Meese III suggesting 
a new assessment of the antf- 
trust implications of the deal. 
"In order to remove any per- 
ception of impropriety, I suggest 
you consider having the appro- 
priate official at the Department 
of Justice re-evaluate the anti- 
trust implications of the pro- 
posed saw of Conrail to Norfolk 
Southern," Thurmond said. 
At the hearing, McGrath de- 
fended the Justice Department's 
scrutiny of the merger proposal, 
telling the committee the dives- 
titure requirements would result 
in there being "roughly the 
same competitive situation" as 
before the merger. 
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440 E. Court 
PUFF'S 
PIZZA I 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
♦Heat    *Water     *Cable 
Trash Removal 
All included 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF 
LEASE 
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31 
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus 
400 E. Napoleon      352-9135      9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment 
352-15961 
Medium 2 Item Pizza 
» I 
FREE DELIVERY f 
Bte •S 
The Office of Student Activities 
presents 
THE NEW BUDAPEST STRING QUARTET 
Thursday, April 4th 
at 8:00 p.m. 
in Kobacker Hall 
BGSU Students FREE 
Non-Students $3,5,7 
Seniors & Other Students Vx price 
Delta Gamma Spring Formal 1985 
WINDSOR, CANADA 
Krissy A Mark 
Amy Sue A John-John 
Jill A Billy B. 
BHABC 
Ken A Barbie 
Wendy A Bill 
Rachel A Bill 
Ann A Brian 
Laura A Donnie 
Clint A Luke 
Spider A Snail 
Snail A Spider 
Pumkin-n-Bum 
Tracy A Bob 
Amy A Tim 
Sleph A Jay 
Laura H. A Rob 
Schlindy A Schlom 
Lisa A Dave 
Colleen A Terry 
Karen A Joe 
Molly A Greg 
Stephanie A Ken 
Vkki A Paul 
Beth A U 
KatACohn 
Cynthia A Alan 
Celia A Raymond 
Keri A Todd 
KrislineA Tom 
Kelly A "Status" 
Barb A Brian 
Becky A Geoff 
LindaASam 
Laura W. A Dave 
Kathi A Scott 
Julie A Jerry 
Amy A Randy 
Kim A Sean 
Steve A Kelly 
Anne A Tony Neil 
Susie A Bill 
Sheila A Scott Tracey 
Keri A Scott Kelly 
Deanna A James Quirk III 
Ann A Craig 
Jenny A Tommy 
Tami A Dewey 
Rhonda A Steve 
TishA Beau 
Elaine A Randy 
Dawn A Rob 
Sue B. A Doug 
KAB A Taffy 
Kristin A Michael 
Christy A Rick 
Paula A Matt 
Molly A "The Hog" 
Kitty A Grappa 
Phyllis A Dave 
Jenny A Tom 
BeccaAGreg 
Mary A Jeff 
Mishelle A T.C. 
Schultz A Mike 
Schaefs A Bone 
Kathy A Steve 
Janet A Tom 
Julie A Matt 
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ACLU files lawsuit 
LONDON, Ohio (AP) - The 
Ohio Foundation of the Ameri- 
can Civil liberties Union said 
Wednesday that it had filed 
suit against the Ohio State 
Medical Board and state 
prison officials over medical 
care administered to prison- 
ers at the London Correctional 
Institution. 
The suit, filed Tuesday in 
Madison County Common 
Pleas Court, charges violation 
of inmate rights under state 
and federal constitutions and 
laws. It asks $300,000 in com- 
pensatory and punitive dam- 
ages on behalf of two inmates 
the ACLU said received medi- 
cal treatment by untrained 
and unsupervised inmates. 
While the suit names two 
inmates, it was brought on 
behalf of all past, present and 
future inmates at LCI who 
have or may receive medical 
treatment by unqualified per- 
sonnel. Defendants are Rich- 
ard Setter, director of the 
Department of Rehabilitation 
ana Correction; Bonnie Hub- 
bard, medical services admin- 
istrator, three officials of the 
London prison; and the 11 
appointed1 members of the 
Medical Board. 
THERE WAS NO immedi- 
ate comment from the Depart- 
ment of Rehabilitation and 
Correction or the Medical 
Board. 
The action charges mem- 
bers of the Medical Board 
"have acted in bad faith, reck- 
lessly, negligently, illegally 
and with deliberate indttfer- 
ence to the serious medical 
needs" of LCI inmates. It al- 
leges a history of prison offi- 
cials' knowing and deliberate 
"use of inmate labor and other 
unqualified personnel in the 
delivery of medical services to 
inmates at the London Correc- 
tional Institution." 
The suit claims that two 
inmates, Eugene Kirk and 
Scott Powers, were injured in 
an altercation with another 
inmate, received treatment 
which included sutures from 
an unskilled inmate, and were 
subjected to X-rays by an un- 
trained person using a ma- 
chine in need of repair. 
It states that Kirk experi- 
ences anguish, loss of confi- 
dence and psychological 
impairment from disfig- 
urement of his face by 
unskilled suturing. 
Theories about war varied 
Produce arms to avoid war or cut back to avoid 'winter'? 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
prospect that nuclear war could 
create a "nuclear winter" 
threatening all life on Earth is 
no reason to change Reagan 
administration military poli- 
dea, atop Pentagon official said 
Dark theories about a frigid, 
crop-destroying nuclear winter 
merely underline the need to 
search for ways to reduce the 
risk of war, and "I believe U.S. 
policy is moving in the right 
Section," said Fred Ikle, un- 
dersecretary of defense for pol- 
%, rke at a conference de- 
usessing dangers and 
policy implications of nuclear 
winter - the theory that a major 
nuclear exchange would stir up 
huge amounts of smoke, dust 
and other debris that would 
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University Village 
NOW LEASING 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid 
Tenant pays electric only 
•Summer rates available 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
PHONE 
352-0164 
• VOTE • 
MIKE M«GREEVEY & BRAD KRIDER 
(PRESIDENT) (VICE PRESIDENT) 
IFOR 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
|*Bringing the "STUDENT GOVERMENT" back| 
to the students. 
With the support of Delta Tail Delta 
A POSITIVE VOTE FOR A POSITIVE CHANGE 
Elections Wednesday April 3rd 
shield the Earth from the sun's 
warmth, causing temperatures 
to drop and ruining food sources. 
ASTRONOMER   CARL   8A- 
GAN told the conference, spon- 
sored by the National Research 
Council, that such new under- 
standings of potential global 
damage - as well as fears of 
still-unknown dangers - make it 
crucial "to have so few nuclear 
weapons in the world that you 
can't have nuclear winter." 
"I realize this isn't nearly as 
radical a proposal as the presi- 
dent's" suited goal of ridding 
the world of all nuclear weap- 
ons, said Sagan. He has been a 
frequent critic of administration 
policies. Including the new "Star 
Wars" concept of shooting down 
or otherwise stopping missiles 
attacking the United States. 
On Tuesday, physicists, 
weather specialists, biologists 
and others told the conference 
that new tests substantially sup- 
port earlier-stated theories 
about nuclear winter. But they 
also said many uncertainties 
remain about now much dev- 
astation there might be and how 
long it might last. They recom- 
mended substantial further lab- 
oratory tests. 
SEVERAL SCIENTISTS, in- 
cluding SfflpPi have said there 
is ample evidence to fear the 
potential »tinfliii«htng of all life 
on this planet. And he added on 
Wednesday that since it took 
scientists nearly 40 years since 
the explosion of the first nuclear 
bomb to discover this new dan- 
ger, "we may well have missed 
other things and it's unlikely 
that what we've missed win 
make nuclear war better." 
Ode said, "I agree with Dr. 
Sagan, we do face the question 
of what have we missed." 
He said the nation's leaders 
had made mistakes in the past 
but that wise moves included 
trying to reduce "the sheer rae- 
gatonnage" of the world's nu- 
clear weapons and proposing the 
Reagan administration's Strate- 
gic Defense Initiative within 
that context of reducing arse- 
nals. 
Sagan, on the other hand, said 
"a reasonable Soviet response" 
to a U.S. Star Wars protective 
umbrella would not be to reduce 
their arsenal but to build it up in 
hopes that more missiles would 
get through. 
Iraq shaken by explosion 
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Western Baghdad was 
shaken by a huge explosion Wednesday that Iran 
said was caused by one of its missiles. Witnesses 
said the blast occurred beside two schools and a 
bus station, and may have caused hundreds of 
casualties. 
The explosion came shortly after Iran said it 
had fired a ground-to-ground missile at the Iraqi 
capital. Iraq struck back with an air raid on 
Tehran that the Iranians said killed at least 10 
people and wounded SO. 
Iraqi officials said nothing about the cause of 
the Baghdad explosion or the number of casual- 
ties. 
A witness said the victims of the explosion were 
students, pedestrians and people driving by in 
cars. About SO cars and buses were wrecked in the 
blast, according to the witnesses, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity. 
MILITARY POLICE and secret service agents 
sealed the capital's western sector, over which a 
huge cloud ot white smoke billowed, and barred 
reporters. 
Iran has claimed to have fired six ground-to- 
ground missiles into Baghdad since March 14, 
during an escalation of the 4%-year-old war be- 
tween the Persian Gulf neighbors. Iraq said two of 
the explosions were caused saboteurs' bombs, but 
has made no comment on the other three. 
Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency 
said Wednesday's missile attack was retaliation 
for an overnight Iraqi air raid on Tehran that 
killed nine people and wounded 14. The report was 
monitored In Nicosia, Cyprus. 
According to the London-based Jane's Defense 
Weekly, the missiles being fired are Soviet-made 
SS-1 Scud B missiles, which were introduced about 
20 years ago and have a maximum range of about 
160 miles. It quoted Western intelligence sources 
as noting that Tehran announced the missile 
attacks three to seven minutes before the explo- 
sions happened, indicating the blasts were not due 
to sabotage. 
IRAQ SAID THAT, after the Baghdad explosion, 
it sent warplanes to attack Hamadan, 240 miles 
southwest of Tehran. 
The official Iraqi news agency quoted an un- 
identified military spokesman as saying the raid 
on "selected targets'' in Hamadan brought to six 
the number of cities attacked by Iraqi Jet fighters 
since dawn. 
Get a jump on the job market 
by gaining valuable sales 
experience! 
THEBG-NEWS 
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representatives for the 1985-86 academic year. 
All sales related majors are encouraged to apply. 
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Missile research urged 
LUXEMBOURG (AP) - 
NATO defense ministers 
Wednesday urged the United 
States to move ahead with re- 
search on a space-based mis- 
sile defense and said the 
program is in the Western alli- 
ance's security interests. 
U.S. Defense Secretary Cas- 
par Weinberger said he was 
''extremely pleased" by the 
allies' support for the re- 
search, which the Soviet Union 
has said would start an arms 
race in space. 
Toe ministers, in a closing 
statement at their regular 
spring strategy session, also 
pledged to continue installation 
of 572 medium-range nuclear 
missiles in Western Europe 
unless an arms control pact is 
reached at the U.S.-Soviet 
tabs in Geneva. 
Lord Carrington, the NATO 
secretary-general, disclosed 
that 134 of the U.S. cruise and 
Pennine 2 missiles had been 
deployed in Europe, including 
16 cruise missiles in Belgium 
earlier this month. Carrington 
gave no other breakdown of the 
deployments. 
NATO previously had kept 
the figures secret. 
The defense ministers de- 
clared their "strong support" 
for the U.S. bargaining position 
at the Geneva arms control 
negotiations, which began 
March 12. The negotiations in- 
volve long- and medium-range 
nuclear missiles as well as 
weapons in space. 
NOTING THAT the Soviet 
Union is attempting to develop 
its own defensive weapons for 
possible deployment in space, 
the NATO officials said U.S. 
research of space weapons - 
often called Star Wars - was 
"prudent" and should con- 
tinue. 
"We support the United 
States research program into 
these technologies, the aim of 
which is to enhance stability 
and deterrence at reduced lev- 
els of offensive nuclear 
forces," the NATO declaration 
said. 
"This research, conducted 
within the terms of the (1972 
Anti-Ballistic Missile) treaty, 
is in NATO's security interest 
and should continue. 
The ministers also welcomed 
a formal invitation issued by 
Weinberger Tuesday for the 
allies to participate in the mul- 
tibillion-dollar research of 
space weaponry. 
Michael Heseltine, the Brit- 
ish defense secretary, said in 
an interview that "you can be 
sure" Britain will join in the 
U.S. research program. 
British officials have ex- 
pressed mixed feelings about 
the feasibility of the U.S. space 
weapons research and about 
the implications for NATO pol- 
icy. 
Geoffrey Howe, the British 
foreign secretary, said in a 
speech March 15 that there 
were many unanswered ques- 
tions about the desirability of a 
defensive system in space. He 
said it was "liable to be outf- 
lanked by relatively simpler 
and demonstrably cheaper" 
counter forces from the Sovi- 
ets. 
France, whose skepticism of 
the U.S. program nas been 
more vocal than the other 
NATO partners, was not party 
to the Luxembourg declaration 
in support of the research. It 
does not participate in NATO 
defense planning because its 
forces are not ui the NATO 
integrated military command. 
Australian officials said yes- 
terday their country also would 
refuse to participate. Australia 
was one of three non-NATO 
countries formally invited by 
Weinberger to Join the pro- 
gram. The others were Japan 
and Israel. 
Two convicted 
for date murder 
Rare disorder diagnosed 
Platelet problem found L IjtterM 
HOUSTON, Ohio (AP) -De- 
bra Stoner is the seventh person 
in the world to be diagnosed as 
having Isolated Platelet Factor 
3, a rare blood disorder charac- 
terized by bruising and heavy 
bleeding. 
"It is such a relief to finally 
know what is wrong with me, 
she said.  "At last I  finally 
know." 
People with PF-3 have a short- 
age of blood platelets, which 
help blood to clot. Because of the 
shortage, their blood doesn't clot 
as quickly. 
Stoner nas a history of bleed- 
ing problems. After a 1977 ap- 
pendectomy, Stoner 
experienced heavy bleeding. 
"I was bruised from my upper 
stomach to my knees because of 
the accumulated blood clots. All 
the blood tests came back nor- 
mal. 
"I was sent to a hematologist 
in Columbus, but nothing 
showed up when the tests were 
repeated. The procedures didn't 
indicate any type of coagulation 
problems. I still felt there was 
something wrong, but there was 
nowhere else to go," she said. 
STONER, who trained as a 
laboratory   technician,   under- 
Columbus 
officer is 
convicted 
DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) -A 
Columbus police officer accused 
of stopping a woman under the 
pretext of checking her for 
drunken driving and then sex- 
ually assaulting her was con- 
victed yesterday on rape and 
kidnapping charges. 
William Green, 37, was found 
guilty by Delaware County Com- 
mon Pleas Judge Henry Shaw 
Jr., who deliberated for more 
than three hours. Green had 
waived a jury trial 
The officer has been sus- 
pended from his job since he was 
Indicted in October on charges 
that he attacked a 20-year-old 
Sunbury woman. 
The woman said she was at- 
tacked May 25.1984, after Green 
had stopped her car using a 
flashing police light. 
SUNDAY 
MARCH 31 
1:30& 6:30 
ANDERSON 
ARENA 
Tickets $1 more 
at the gate 
on Sunday 
stood the test results. She knew 
there was no need to worry 
about leukemia or other life- 
threatening illnesses. 
There seemed to be no reason 
why blood dripped down her 
arm when she received regular 
injections for her allergies. Gen- 
tle tootbhrushing caused her 
gums to bleed. A simple tooth 
extraction required a stitch or 
two to control the bleeding. 
"I always had bruises. People 
must have thought I was really 
clumsy," she said. "I would 
notice new bruises, but I could 
never remember falling or hit- 
ting something." 
Last December, Stoner had 
bleeding complications after un- 
dergoing gynecological surgery 
at Wilson Memorial Hospital. 
She was given two units of 
packed cells. 
"There were enough platelets 
in that transfusion to stop the 
bleeding," she said. "My stom- 
ach turned black and blue from 
the accumulated blood. It still is 
kind of tender, but the bruising 
is gradually fading." 
THE SURGEON CALLED in a 
hematologist to determine the 
EAT IN TAKE OUT 
12" Pizza 1-ltem 
$4.00 
Wfnitym* 
HUl/mt* 
m-m 
E<plrM 
4/8/85 D.liv.fy 
cause of the bleeding. 
"I think I really made his 
day," Stoner said. 
The hematologist, Richard 
Lanham, ordered rounds of 
blood tests but results were all 
normal. In January, he sent the 
32-year-old accounting firm sec- 
retary to Miami Valley Hospital 
in Dayton for more specialized 
blood studies. 
"I was beginning to look like a 
drug addict and feel like a pincu- 
shion," Stoner said. "My arms 
were a mass of needle marks." 
On Jan. 15, Lanham told 
Stoner the illness had been pin- 
pointed as Platelet Factor 3. No 
treatment was needed, but 
Stoner was told she would have 
to wear an identification brace- 
let for the rest of her life. 
Lanham said Stoner's case 
was the seventh in the world to 
be diagnosed. 
Stoner is taking iron supple- 
ments to build up her system. No 
medication is required, but she 
makes routine visits to the doc- 
tor so the condition can be mon- 
itored. 
"As far as I was concerned, it 
was all good news," she said. 
"After all these years, I finally 
have a name for my problem." 
****************** 
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PITTSBURGH (AP) - Two 
women were convicted Wednes- 
day of murdering one Turkish 
student and wounding a second 
while on a double-date with the 
men last summer. 
Charmaine Pfender, 19, of 
Pittsburgh, and Sara Mae Rich- 
ardson, 120, of nearby Imperial, 
burst into tears when the jury's 
verdict was announced ana were 
led sobbing from a courtroom. 
The women were convicted of 
killing Engin Aydin, 24, of Boza- 
gac, Turkey, and wounding Suat 
Erdogan, 25, of Karabuk, Tur- 
key last August. Both men were 
students at Point Park College 
in Pittsburgh. 
They were also convicted of 
aggravated assault, unlawful re- 
straint and criminal conspiracy, 
authorities said. In addition, 
Pfender was found guilty of a 
firearms violation and Richard- 
son guilty of hindering appre- 
hension. 
"I was shot I could have been 
killed. They were punished by 
the law," Erdogan told report- 
ers in halting English after the 
verdict. "I'm glad to finish." 
ERDOGAN, WHO HAD been 
shot in the neck when he tried to 
flee from the women, helped 
authorities find Aydin's body in 
a shallow grave Aug. 7 in a rural 
area. 
The women face the death 
B malty or life in prison, but 
eputy District Attorney 
Christopher said he would not 
seek a death sentence. 
Allegheny County Common 
Pleas Judge George Ross said 
he would schedule a sentencing 
date and ordered the women jailed without bond. 
CONRAD SAID he'd been pre- 
pared to offer evidence that the 
two women were "more than just friends." But the judge bar- 
red the evidence as "too prejudi- 
cial," be said. 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
I not the exception. The gold bar 
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earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 
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Gymnastics team to compete in regionals 
MAC champions led by Kosmerl and Staley 
by Steve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
One winter sports team still 
remains active, and tomorrow, 
Bowling Green's gymnastics 
team competes in the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
northeast regional meet in Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 
In order to qualify for the 
regional meet, the team must 
have one of the top six average 
scores of the 24 teams in the 
northeast region. In figuring a 
qualifying score, a team must 
average its top two away scores, 
and top two home scores with 
the next best score, home or 
away. 
BG enters the competition in 
fifth of the six teams with a 
score of 176.06. 
Hie rest of the field includes 
Penn State (182.97); Ohio State 
(162.76); University of New 
Hampshire (178.15); University 
of Pittsburgh and the Univer- 
sity of Rhode Island with a sixth 
place score of 175.12. 
Hie next six top individual 
gymnasts not on a qualifying 
team can advance. 
Hie Falcons are coming off a 
first place finish at the Mid- 
American Conference 
championship meet in Mt. 
Pleasant, Mich., two weeks ago 
Sports Cap, 
with a winning score of 175.80. 
THEY EDGED out favorites 
Western Michigan and Northern 
Illinois who scored 174.50 and 
174.35. They lost to both NIU and 
WMU during regular season ac- 
tion. 
"Depth and team effort were 
the key," head coach Charles 
Simpson said. "Western had 
some higher up, but not enough 
all the way down." 
They were led by all-MAC 
performers Shelley Staley and 
Tiffany Kosmerl. It was their 
performances on the balance 
beam that secured their third 
title in four years. 
Kosmerl finished first with a 
score of 9.45, a school record, 
while Staley earned a 9.25. The 
top two performers in each 
event automatically earn all- 
MAC honors. 
"There's a lot less pressure 
than MAC'S," Kosmerl said. 
"The girls are real good there 
(regionals). It's mostly a learn- 
S; experience. For me person- 
y, I just want to do my best. 
My friends and relatives are 
going to be there. They haven't 
seen me (compete) since the 
intra squad meet" 
Kosmerl's finish came as no 
surprise since she had led the 
Falcons most of the regular sea- 
son. Her winning beam score 
broke the record she had set 
only one week earlier. 
ST ALEY'S PERFORMANCE, 
however, was admitingly some- 
what of a shock. 
"This year's been a hard year 
for me/' Staley said. "I was 
busy with my major (education) 
more this year. I wasn't hitting 
my routines. My mind Just 
wasn't in the gym. It was sort of 
a hump year for me. I don't 
know what happened. 
"Toward the end of the year, I 
started to get my mind into it," 
she said. ''Now I'm so uptight. 
When I'm in the gym in concen- 
trate on gymnastics; when I'm 
in school I think about my teach- 
ing. It all paid off Just right at 
the end. 
"This sport is all mental. A 
person can be so good, but not 
set right mentally. 
BG will be the only MAC rep- 
resentative in NCAA competi- 
tion this year. Last year BG and 
Kent State represented the MAC 
in the northeast region. 
"Our attitude is relaxed," 
Simpson said. "We want to rep- 
resent the MAC as best as we 
can and hopefully maintain our 
fifth spot, maybe even move 
up." 
BG News/Phil Maaturzo 
(left to right) Tiffany Kosmerl, Shelley Staley and Leslie Schipper, encourage thier team in a home meet 
this season. 
1 
Baseball: The Falcons opei. 
their home season today with a 
doubleheader against Def iance 
starting at 1 p.m. on Stellar 
field. 
Women's tennis: The BG net- 
ters have their home lidlifter 
today on Keef e courts against 
Eastern Kentucky and Wright 
State today at 11 a.m. and 
tomorrow at 9 a.m. 
GymaMtks: After a two week 
"vacation", the BG tumblers 
travel to Pittsburgh, Pa. to 
compete in the NCAA regionals 
tomorrow. The Falcons gar- 
nered the MAC crown March 
16. 
Women's track: The women 
travel to Oxford for a dual 
meet tomorrow with the Miami 
Redskins. 
Men's golf: BG's linksters 
travel to compete in the Woos- 
ter Invitational tomorow with a 
9 a.m. tee-off time. 
Tabler down to one glove 
SPRING SAVING! 
50% OFF 
All Converse shoes 
(leather, mesh, jogging, turf) 
All winter clothing & accessories 
All Wilson & Penn racquets 
All Softball & baseball equipment 
30% OFF 
All sports bags 
LOCKER ROOM 109 N. Main 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Now 
that be knows which glove to 
bring to the ballpark every day, 
the Cleveland Indians' Pat Ta- 
bler says be can finally go about 
the business of fulfilling his po- 
tential. 
"It helps having Just one posi- 
tion," Tabler said from the 
American League team's spring 
training camp. "It helps your 
concentration, knowing you can 
go out there and work on just one 
position. You can work on be- 
coming a complete ballplayer." 
Manager Pat Corrales handed 
Tabler the Indians' first base job 
this spring, despite objections 
from veteran first baseman 
Mike Hargrove. 
Tabler, who had previously 
played left field and third base 
tor the Indians, replaced Har- 
grove as Cleveland's starting 
first baseman midway through 
last season. 
Now, instead of worrying 
about chasing after fly balls, 
Tabler can concentrate on his 
defense at first base and, more 
importantly, on his hitting, 
which is by far his greatest 
asset 
The 27-year-old Cincinnati res- 
ident has hit .290 since he came 
to the Indians two seasons ago 
from the Chicago White Sox In 
exchange for shortstop Jerry 
Tabler had played third base 
for the Chicago Cubs'Class AAA 
affiliate in 1982 before being 
traded to the White Sox and then 
the Indians in 1983. 
In Cleveland, he was shifted 
between the infield and outfield 
before Corrales put him at first 
base for good last year. Yet even 
early this spring, Tabler was 
unsure if he could settle in at 
first base. 
"This helps," he said. "Now I 
can work on my complete game 
- offense, defense, everything." 
Although he still has more 
trouble defensively at first base 
than Hargrove, who is one of the 
better defensive first basemen 
in the league, Tabler says, "It's 
coming around. 
"One thing that's hard for me 
is, with a man on first base and a 
left-handed hitter up. starting a 
double   play,"   Tabler   said. 
Soto hurting 
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Cincin- 
nati Reds right-hander Mario 
Soto says hers still concerned 
about his tender right elbow, 
which forced him out of a spring- 
training game last Saturday. 
Soto passed the first test of the 
elbow Wednesday, pitching in a 
"B" game against the Toronto 
Blue Jays at Ounedin. He went 
six innings, allowing two earned 
runs and fanning nine. 
However, he said he still felt 
tightness on the inside of the 
elbow, the same spot where be 
suffered a broken bone early in 
his career. 
"It's better, but it's still 
there," Soto said of the tight- 
ness. "It's not as bad as it was, 
but I'm still concerned. The test 
Is going to be how it feels in the 
next couple of days." 
Soto is scheduled to pitch 
again Sunday. He came out of 
the game last Saturday against 
Philadelphia complaining of 
pain and tightness. He said he 
wasn't using the proper pitching 
form putting too much stress on 
theeibow. 
Catcher Dann Bilardello said 
Soto appeared fine Wednesday. 
"He threw pretty well," Bilar- 
dello said. "The other day (Sat- 
urday) be wasn't throwing right 
while he warmed up. He dldnt 
have that zip. He wasn't like he 
usually is. 
"But today, he didn't seem to 
have any pain. He just came out 
and threw well, but be didn't 
throw any breaking pitches." 
Soto threw 96 pitches, 59 fast- 
balls and 37 changeups. His con- 
trol was excellent - 66 of his 
pitches were strikes. 
"He was a little afraid of his 
arm early in the game, but then 
he went after them," pitching 
coach Jim Kaat said. 
University Courts 
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GRADUATE STUDENT 
SENATE 
announce the creation of a new postion 
to enhance the communication among 
the graduate student body and the 
University community. 
Applications for graduate student news reporter 
may be picked up in the GSS office, 304 McFall 
Center. Deadline: April 12. 
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FOR RESERVATIONS 
The Inter Fraternity Council 
would like to extend their con- 
gratulations to the following 
independent swimmers who 
placed in the all campus swim 
final: 
1st Lenhert 
4th Stopek 
1st Gutherie 
1st Shipley 
5th Wallace 
1st Eberling 
1st SpeedDemons 
50 Freestyle 
SO Freestyle 
50 Butterfly 
200 Freestyle 
50 Breast 
100 Freestyle 
200 Free style Relay 
We give you 
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Pro Wrestling pins more fans 
When most young boys are 
growing up they dream of one 
day being the next Babe Ruth or 
O.J. Simpson. 
But I was never like most kids. 
To me the ultimate hero was the 
pro wrestler. 
Pro wrestlers were bigger 
than life. I marveled attheir 
great recuperative powers. 
They were blessed with the 
ability to cheat death, absorbing 
a multitude of back-breakers, 
sidewinder suplexes and 
pUedrivers and still heal in time 
for next week's show. 
gfc Reed this 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
So, while my friends were 
busy collecting those silly 
baseball cards, I was at the drug 
store looking at wrestling 
magazines. You know, the ones 
which were located near the 
girlie magazines and had the 
bloody wrestler on the cover. 
As I grew older, I began 
realizing the punches weren't 
really connecting and the flying 
drop-kicks were just grazing the 
opponent's chin. 
But it didn't matter to me -1 
would always be a pro wrestling 
fan. 
"I'm not taking care of you, 
feeding you, and paying the bills 
around here so you can become 
the next Killer Kowalski," Dad 
said. 
"Tommy, big-time wrestling 
Is about as socially acceptable 
as picking your nose. There is no 
place In society for those who 
like pro wrestling." 
But like the cliche states, the 
times have changed. 
And Dad, the recent success of 
pro wrestling slaps a Cobra- 
Clutch on your theory. 
The popularity of big-time 
wrestling has spread in 
epidemic fashion. Wrestling 
matches which once played 
before sparse gatherings now 
draw sell-out crowds in major 
arenas across the country. 
In New York's Madison 
Square Garden, wrestling 
atomic knee drops the Knicks 
and Rangers at the box office, as 
it has enjoyed 54 straight sell- 
outs of the 24.000 seat facility. 
On cable television, wrestling 
has applied a figure-four leg 
lock on the competition. 
WrestlinH has three programs 
rated in the top 10 cable shows. 
Even MTV is broadcasting 
matches. 
And while wrestling once 
appealed to the lower class only, 
a deluge of celebreties now think 
it's chic to be seen at matches. 
Andy Warhol, Dick Clark, Joe 
Piscopo, and even Geraldine 
Ferraro have become fans. 
Some of these luminaries, 
such as Cyndi Lauper, the First 
Lady of pro wrestling, and Mr. 
T, have decided step into the 
ring and grapple with the best 
the sport - and I use that word 
loosely - has to offer. 
In recent weeks, wrestling 
personalities such as promoter 
Vince McMabon, Mr.T, and 
world wrestling champion Hulk 
Hogan have been guests on a 
variety of talk shows to plug pro 
wrestling's answer to the Super 
Bowl: Wrestlemania. 
Sunday, a wrestling card from 
New York will be seen 
nationally via closed circuit TV. 
It will be shown in Cobo Hall in 
Detroit at 1 p.m. 
The main event is a tag-team 
match featuring Hogan and Mr. 
T against the ruthless Rowdy 
Roddy Piper and the egotistical 
Paul ''Mr. Wonderful" Orndorff. 
While many will pack arenas 
nationwide to see this spectacle, 
there are scores of "closet" fans 
who will eagerly await the 
results. 
"Closet" fans, come on, you 
know who you are. You are the 
supporters who don't publicly 
admit to liking it, but always 
watch it when no one is around. 
And when it's mentioned in 
conversation, you always seem 
to know as much as the avid fan 
does. 
Now, for people who haven't 
been swept up by the recent 
wrestling craze, all of this must 
seem very peculiar. 
If you haven't seen wrestling 
in several years, it has 
undergone a major overhaul. 
First, the out of shape beer 
belly boys of the 70's are no 
longer doing combat in the 
squared-circle. McMabon 
realized that "thin is in" and 
now has a stable of wrestlers 
who have eye-popping 
physiques. 
Hogan, who was Thunderlips 
III 
® 
PHOTO 
CONTEST 
Winning photos will be published in the 
1985-86 UAO Day-By-Day calendar. All 
entries must be black and white and turned 
in to the UAO office by Friday, April 12 at 
5:00 p.m. No limit to the number of entries. 
For contest rules and information contact 
UAO, 3rd floor Union, 372-2343.  
The 
Better Brunch 
*~J      )      /|            im* 
vVj      '6.25 
\+_m^P \        >           -\ hO~'                      I     ■!! VMMn-eai 
Worn bH for Th* B*u*>                 / |        Eggt Quiche   Sautege 
tJ Biurcr.  .1 The Holiday            / A              Chicken Liven and 
IM-BWWUOI Gtwwn Th»          ^^ J      ^^ \     Onion*   Chicken Saule. 
toHte* hoi   ihe muffin.                 /      ^*-~ J""                 \             Potato**   Peutw* 
homrmad* end the port n      / \               Belgian Waffin 
.►ah, - J«M U.2S (w M      I 1   Blmim with fruit loop 
VM-CM-Mt »vnv Sun         / I      inga. FruN Bowl and 
d*V b*we»n 10 AM end^/ much   much more" 
2 PM   W«h*v#ow      V 1      Coma on in and tee 
rdrmhang Orange1 Jute*                 Pv^ \   what* cooking at Tha 
Founl*n   owr M*de-To- T*"*^                        Batter Brunch   awry 
Oider OmeHie*. C«rwd            j \                J           Sunday ai Tha Hobday 
Baked Ham   Scrambled             /                / /                J                      Inn Bowhng Green' 
BOWLING GREEN 
15*0 EM Woorar St. • BawHag Gem. OH 4S4M HI mi 
i ■»*»■ 
Hulk Hogan 
the wrestler in Rocky in, has a 
rippling pair of 24 inch pythons, 
wnfeh are biceps to you and me. 
And Omdorff has a body which 
could even make Arnold 
Swartznager a bit jealous. 
Secondly, the new breed of 
wrestler has a well-built body 
and vocabulary. He not only has 
an IQ; he can also spell it. These 
articulate behemoths air their 
education on a talk show called 
Wrestling TNT. 
Finally, and most 
importantly, wrestling has 
steered away from the age-old 
notion of selling itself as a 
legitimate sport. 
McMahon's World Wrestling 
Federation uses showmanship 
as its foundation. 
Matches now have the drama 
of General Hospital, the 
excitement of Raiders of the 
Lost Ark, and the slapstick 
comedy of the Marx brothers. 
However, McMahon has left 
intact pro wrestling's number 
one attraction - the good vs. evil 
plot. 
Wrestling is the ultimate 
morality play- 
Good guys such as Hogan, 
Junk Yard Doe and Andre the 
Giant, personify all of which is 
fair about society. These men 
abide by the rules of the ring and 
Pholo/Bozdl & Jacobs Public Relations 
are loved by the fans. They are 
the types who help old ladies 
across the street. 
On the other hand, there are 
rulebreakers, the kind of 
vermon who swerve their car at 
granny just to watch her blood 
pressure soar. These men like 
Piper, Omdorff and the Iranian 
Sheik, use ruthless tactics to 
win. Biting, punching, and hair- 
pulling are their forte. 
A fan who has had a bad day at 
the office can go to the matches 
and take out his frustration on 
the villains of the ring. 
For those who think pro 
wrestling is ridiculous, I respect 
your opinion. However, I always 
get a big laugh at the amateur 
wrestlers who think it's more 
exciting than pro. 
One amateur grappler told me 
that if it had the right publicity, 
it would be as popular as pro 
wrestling. 
And if Custer would have had 
a few more arrows at Little Big 
Horn he would have had a draw, 
riffht? 
I'm convinced that pro 
wrestling has caught on, 
because the last time I went 
home I saw someone I never 
expected to be watching it. 
Like father, like son I guess, 
huh Dad? 
SUMMER WORK 
$800 PER WEEK 
National corporation has summer 
openings in the marketing/advertis- 
ing field in northern Indiana and 
northwestern Ohio. Earnings to $600 
plus scholarships. 
If You Are: 
Responsible 
Hardworking 
Have access to car 
TRAVEL 
PROFIT 
EXPERIENCE 
EXCITEMENT 
INTERVIEWS: 10:00,1:00,3:00 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3 
RM. E231 
Harshman/Bromfield Dorm 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717 
» 
FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS 
818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Ave. 
* 2 bedroom 
* 2 baths 
* Furnished 
* Laundry facilities avialable 
* $450 per month + electric 
ATTENTION GREEKS & UNIVERSITY GROUPS! 
We have 4 apts. available with a basement 
meeting/recreation room below. Could house 16 
people at $450 p/mo. and have the basement 
meeting room for group uses. Call 352-0717 for 
more information. 
Can anyone beat 
the mighty Hoyas 
IJEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - 
Jim Boeheim has some advice 
for anybody who dreams of 
beating Georgetown in the 
NCAA basketball Final Four: 
"Everyone comes here 
thinking they can win, but once 
the ball goes up, you drive the 
lane and see (Patrick) Ewing, 
you remember..." 
Boeheim knows all about No. 
1 Georgetown and No. 3 St. 
John's - combatants In Satur- 
day's NCAA basketball semifi- 
nal. His Syracuse Orangemen 
lost twice to both Big East 
Conference rivals this season. 
"Georgetown will be awfully 
tough,' Boeheim, whose 
Orangemen also beat George- 
town this season, said yester- 
day. "The last two weren't 
even close. They've been here 
before and know what it's all 
about." 
Villanova, another Big East 
team and the surprise of the 
tournament, plays No. 5 Mem- 
phis State, the Metro Confer- 
ence champion, in the other 
semifinal at Rupp Arena. 
St. John's, 314, the Big East 
regular-season champion, 
hasn't had a team in the Final 
Four since 1952 when the Red- 
men lost to Kansas in the final. 
Georgetown, 34-2, has 
reached the Final Four three 
times in the past four years. 
NO TEAM has beaten 
Georgetown, led by the intim- 
idating 7-foot All-America Ew- 
ing, since Syracuse did, 65-63, 
on Jan. 28. That came two days 
after St. John's ended the 
Hoyas' 29-game winning streak 
Since the Syracuse loss, the 
Hoyas have put together a 16- 
game streak. 
They routed St. John's 8M9 
and 9240 within 10 days. 
The Hoyas, the Big East tou- 
rament champions, have shot 
« percent in posting NCAA 
playoff victories over Lehigh. 
Temple, Loyola of Chicago and 
Georgia Tech. 
The Redmen made it here by 
beating Southern, Arkansas, 
Kentucky and North Carolina 
State. 
'If it were a series between 
St. John's and Georgetown, 
Georgetown would win it," Ar- 
kansas Coach Eddie Sutton 
said. "But it's one game. St. 
John's has a shot. They're ca- 
Cble of winning if they can 
rtdle the press, minimize 
their turnovers and play the 
defensive boards, stopping 
Georgetown's second shot. 
Even with Ewing on the 
bench in foul trouble, the 
Hoyas have been impressive 
because his backup, 6-11 Ralph 
Dalton. 
They proved it in the Big 
East tournament title game 
when Ewing played only 19 
minutes. 
Pizza 1/2 price 
MONDAY and WEDNESDAY 
4-9 p.m.   352.3551 Inside Only! 
Celebrate BGSU's 
History With Music 
Thursday & Friday 
March 28-29 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
8:00 p.m. $2.00 
Reservations Recommended 
For reservations or information 
call the Cabaret Hotline 
372-0UAO 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Criminal Justice Organization meeting: 
Monday. April IX. ms We .ill «w In 103 
BA BMg. at « 00pm. Anyone Intsrealed In 
running lor an offlcs should hsve t short 
apeech prepared Alpha PM Sigma member 
■jnlMillOM wtH tatai plscs si 7:10 am. 
HAS NEVER BEEN SO PLAIN. 
COME TO THE GOLDEN KEYIPSL GENERIC 
PIZZA AND BEER BASH. «AT, MARCH 30 AT 
THE ARMORY ON WOOSTER STREET AU 
THE PIZZA AND BEER YOU CAN CONSUME 
TOR S4. THE BLAST STARTS AT fOOpm AND 
OOES TU lapses. BE THUK,  
Pag Students Rsmamber the Leisure Aware- 
ness Workshop on Saturday. March 30 Meet 
at 9 OOam In Eppaer Center I1B  
*« Spring Square Dance 
aponaored by FooHooee Falcone. 
441 Club. BGSU Etta* Study 
Sat Mar 30. 8-11 pm 
Student Services Forum 
 2 00 admaMlon  
TODAY is the eat day lo pick up MASCOT 
apptcanons   Due Mon . April 1. 410 Studenl 
Servicee  
Mueical Celebration. Anyone Interested in 
sttanrjng the Aprs 3rd 8 00pm production ol 
Sing Mahste Savj" at the State Theatre In 
Cleveland. Oh. - Stamng Jennifer Hosday- 
cal 372-2892 or 354-8243 FREE 
transportehon «• be provided Tickets are 
$1540.  
Alpha Sig Lave Sates- 
Get ready lor a great retreat and get reedy to 
•rath ott the year li style You make me proud 
10 Be your advaaor-Brrler  
Alpha Xl's and Formal Dates: 
CokambuB Is welting lor you! Pten on having 
a great lime at the Alpha XI Delta Spring 
Formal!  
ATTENTION COMMIE DON GERMAN 102 
STUDENTS The class o* Spring 1984 reunite1 
Don McQinma a coming down trom Michigan 
this Saturday mght fuel to see us Lei's PARTY 
wNh Nm one last Wne' Contact MB Veaery lor 
ATTENTION POTATOMEADS- Florida Award 
e LOST « FOUND .. set ol keys turned In to 103 Ursvarsity 
Hal Found March 20 Muet idenMy 
LOST Qctdtone Croaa pen set in an aether 
pouch Reward 3530286 Lost 3/21 near 
■Vary parking lot  
LOST 
ol 3 keys on grow In the dark key Cham rl 
please cal 372-8823  
anyone finds a bag M ol sewing suppsee 1 
fabric, please cal Casey 354-7454 REWARD' 
SERVICES OFFERED 
• FOOTS TYPING • 
ilipsgs   Ida!    On-campua   pick  up   (M-F) 
'..4 00pm   689 2579 
TUCKER TYPING 
ProlesslonaJ equipment lor your needs   Cal 
Nancy  3520809  
LSAT TEST PREPARATION 
STANLEY H   KAPLAN ED CTR 
3550 SECOR RD . TOLEDO 
(4t9| 538-3701  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
20  mess  trom  Bowling  Green   Bring your 
papers etc to us. or send in the mail 423 S 
Mam. Fostorls. Oh   44830   Cal now' 435 
5824  
S 
Abortion, pregnancy tests 
student ratea 
CENTER FOR CHOICE 
downtown Toledo 
419-255-7769 
TYPING SERVICES 
15 yrs experience term papers, letters, 
resumes   l -885-2240 Reasonable rates 
Pregnancy Problem? 
Free tests a heap 
HeartBeel ol Toledo       1-2419131 
Doyt L Perry Ores 
Poktet ol Cheese Boom 
Raj Van Winkle- Junior 
Red Dancer- Geek 
See Turtle Icky 
WPB Golden Groves- Crap 
Sauna User Itchy 
Mr Murxe Mark 
Mr. Hoepestty- Dragon Boy 
Danoa on your knees'- Babooshka 
BARB PRIBANIC 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   ELECTION 
TO VICE PRES   OF DELTA SIOS. I DIDN'T 
FORGET ABOUT YOU... JUST WANTED TO 
BE ABLE TO SION THIS... yp OF AHA 
BATHING BEAUTY MIKE, 
DATE PARTY NO   1? DATE PARTY NO   2? 
FINALLY DATE PARTY NO. 3  NORTHWARD 
BOUND tt WINDSOR WELL BE WILL IT BE A 
REPEAT   OF    THAT    VERY    FIRST    TEA? 
LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT TIME. 
LOVE, SHMOO 
BILL GRAHAM 
Hay wad man- kx*m forward to thai weekend, 
if they let you through customs- Windsor wB 
never be the seme I ratty don't want to play 
cards by myself, so let'e not go that tar That 
Gamma Phi can keep up with thai O U nightlife 
Wart and see  Love ya, wear  
Bob and John, 
The UNO crew is Canada bound. 
Windsor at where the tun wB be found With the 
popcorn counted and the composite in hand, 
we're oil lo the North and the Greet White Land 
You two are great, we know that's true. How 
could we miss with dates Ike you. 
Love. Jenny end Kety 
PS Get reedy to nave lun etc (?)  
BOBBIE JEAN. 
CONGRATS ON BEING SELECTED FOR THE 
MEDICAL RECORDS PROGRAM' YOU'RE 
DOING A SUPER JOB WITH RUSH' KEEP 
SMILING. MICHELLE  
Bob Cecdmeao 
Congratulations on your FUl-Gsmma Phi 
avsterfng to Jenny Way lo go Pack Rail 
BOB CACOMEUO 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOU FLU-GAMMA 
PHI LAVAUERING TO JENNY   BEST OF LUCK 
TO BOTH Of YOU H THE FUTURE1 - SCOTT 
Bob Spearman. 
Happy 21st Birthday' 
From your Defter halt (Susie) 
BOB WADE and JEFF METZQER 
This year USO has lit two strangest loaders 
ever. Lei's continue the tradition of 
aicellencel We wish you the best ol luck on 
your campaign! 
Beth. Anna, Kelly, Kim. Don, Mark. Pat. 
Roseenn, Ken, Den, Fred, Betsy, Torn and 
John  
Brad I Matt. 
Wei dance al night by the Crescent's sght. 
Speedo in hand, your in demand tor e night ful 
of tun  Over the border we go. Get reedy to 
party, let the drinks flow. Amy » Marian 
Brian. 
Can't wart till tonight! 
Formal In Windsor will 
be greet, especially because 
I'll be with you! Get reedy lo 
party- Canadian stytel 
Love. Lorl 
PERSONALS 
A 0 PI'S. 
fHE SNAKES ARE COILED 
FOR OUR SPRING PARTY 
K SEE YOU TONIGHT! 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU  
Al Oenim vests 20% OFF 
Gals Lee Jean Jackets $27 95. reg $32 95 
Guys Lee Cords $9 95 $13 95. reg $20 00 
- JesneN Things 531 Ridge  
ALPHA DELTA PI 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR NEW 
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS: 
PRESIDENT- RHONDA QILPIN 
VICE PRESIDENT-LISA TITTERWOTON 
SECRETARY- SHERYL BIRKMIRE 
SCHOLARSHIP- DEBBY COPEN 
SCRAPBOOK- DEB BAER 
-:     CONGRATULATIONS! WE LOVE YOU'! 
; L. A U THE SISTERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI 
SENIORS!! 
"CHALLENGE BEYOND TRADITION" 
SENIOR CHALLENGE 'IS 
StSS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
 SH3S WEEKEND  
CHRIS. 
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT WE CROSS THE BOR- 
DER WINDSOR'S THE PLACE. THE PLANS 
ARE IN ORDER LOOK OUT CANAOA- HERE 
WE COME COULD THIS BE A NIGHT OF 
FUN. FUN . FUN? 
LOVE, JENNIFER 
ConriraruMone to the FLU Swim Team tor 
scoring a 1st place finish Way to go Deano. 
Geoff. Jell and Andy 
Congratulations Lorl Clark. Sharon Barnbsm. 
and Kitty Stoneoumer on your positions as 
B G.S U Tour Guides We know youl do a 
greet lob 
Love. Your Phi Mu sisters 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
etCROftft 
1   Fry-by-nrghtS'* 
5 Constructed 
10 Bamako 5 
country 
14 Europe's 
n4.tgr.00f 
15 Actor Davis 
16 Dressed 
17 Tennyaons 
rvoCJ... 
hundred 
20 Unotinodox 
opinions 
21 R»Qu.f--*n#*ls 
22 Prognosdcato' 
23 Faction 
24 Massing*** oi 
the gods 
26 J*  
29 Restful place 
32 Kuan 
33 Finishing lOuO 
34 Thro* 
35 Beethoven 
opus 
30 Dwelling ADO' 
40 Van Gogh 
painted nere 
41 Perfo'OED 
42 Cape 
43 Pueo-o m 
New Mexico 
5 Problems tor 
flutters 
6 Weddmg parly 
member 
7 Adherents 
6 Women's  
9 Dutch ams. 
 Borch 
10 Molly s FiOOer 
ii WmgiiHeparia 
• 2 An Alan 
13 Fateful time 
(or Caesar 
IS Listener's 
miar-jKliO" 
19    Mood  
Ellington 
23 SK.rt features 
24 Author Flaming 
tin 
25 Vint-a one 
26 Merry in haste 
27 Vivid color 
displays 
26 /earns for 
29 Engine igniter 
X Alia'^gradient 
li Marble 
33 Btochnouse 
of the North 
36 The most 
recent 
37 Persian Gull 
country 
38 String ol 
pearls, eg 
44 Celestial 
visitors 
45 Xanadu's 
secredrrver 
46 flestorat-on 
lor snort 
47 Polish port 
Ger sp 
48 Croat or Ciech 
49 Resinous wood 
50 Stravinsky 
51 Native 
American 
53 Epochal 
53 Up in  
54 Categorize 
56 Before DOE 
57 Be beholden lo 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
44 idle chatter 
46 lakes 
1 P" r™ ■ I ! i 1 i P -y ■■ r n Crossing todey " " 'i 
Tyler hr T 
5t    The — 
H 
Angler 
Wenon " 
55 Nickname oi 
RE Lees 
ratne« rl 
56 Wildo. 
50 Kind Ol tooth r 
ortath 
AO Brvouac 
6i Sentence pen 
»■■ T 
.-'i .1 
62 Voungpereons   ■ 
A3 otherwise 
DOWN 
1 Meme seeport 
fJBji 
u 
2 1975 
Wimbledon u 1 ! champon 3 Arena leal ore I' « ' 
4 Lomans calling 
CorvgrsMatJont:  
Cindy Leopold on you- selection lo Mortar 
Board Beth Perry > Dee Putnam- new cempus 
tour guides We are so proud. Your Kappa 
Sartors       
COTTON CANDY t PEANUT*! 
Elephant eClowneTlgers 
Sunday m Anderson Arena 
 Ttoksts si the tstal  
Cuss, adorable. Uttene need good home Free! 
utter rained and wee behaved Inquire M 720 
BBlSt.  
Dees: 
Merck n, 1M1 waa one of the hspsssst deya 
ol my Hfe- and I! has been followed by 4 of 
the happiest years ol my We. Oasd we could 
be together lor this one. Happy Annhersery- 
I lose feat Laura 
INTERNATIONAL DINNER 
SATURDAY, APRIL 20 
Deer Kim and Key. Poundhg on the wal was 
greet but next tkne can we use the whips and 
charne? Lo»e Guess Whol 
DOLIGIE- THANKS FOR BEING MY FORMAL 
DATEI I OONT KNOW WHAT I WOULD DO 
WITHOUT YOU-YOU ARE THE GREATEST 
TONS OF LOVE. LESUE  
OJs. B D.W. 
There once were 2 men named Dave, for which 
many women near A far did crave, 
thsfr datee In formal attire, 
got together lo conspire. 
and uBmatery decided to go New Wave! 
Waa n you see our now hat- do's 1 
ta hooaon Sat. 
Fnsky i the Cokjete KM 
EH, CANADA BOUND DEC GEES- ONCE WE 
CROSS THE BORDER. EVERYTHING WILL BE 
m ORDER. WINDSOR IS "THE PLACE" FOR 
SSRMQ FORMAL!  
Barney Gray, 
Happy 1»th Birthday, honeyll Just remember 
that friends aren't anvaya thai kind on 
btrthdayal I Bye ya bunches. Laura  
run 
Congratutasora on our (tret Annrvereary! A 101 
has been accompashed thai past year, thanks 
lo si of your neip We sW heve s lot to do as we 
move on campus, so keep up the good work 
and cerebrate! Scott  
FLU'S 
It's hard to bsasvs that chartering was a year 
ago In that year we have mode greet strides In 
every aspect ol ths Fraternity. Let's keep up 
the good workl  
' ' FOUNOERS • • 
Support "Never Again" Sunday, 13pm (Act™ 
Hies Lounge| Proleesional Cut by Uhanansl 
FREDDIE ANDT.C.. 
WINDSOR IS WAITING- ARE YOU READY 
FOR A FUN, FUN BLAST71 WEIL SEE IF YOU 
DANCE AS WELL AS YOU SYNCHRONIZE 
SWIM'! 
LOVE. THE GRAY SISTERS 
PS FREDDIE. BRING A KEY FOR THE 
LIBRARY!  
Fred- 
My pure. Innocent big getting married? What 
wfl the work) come to? Best wishes and don't 
gat corniplsd. .BUST 
Fan, Fan, Fun le on the sgsads for the night. 
so get psyched lor the Gamma Phi Crescent 
Formal. Remember the Canadian Crescent 
Moon writ be Slwnsssl    
GAMPHERS. 
HAPPY BIRTHOAY WEWI Are we having fun 
yet? Don't forget to write11 don't want lo loss s 
special Mend ake youl Love Always. SWEB 
0.TJL. PERKO 
The moom was up. the tide was high, 
But Florida excitement has gone by. 
Now that weekend promises some tun. 
maybe some purple passion, gm or rum? 
Across ths border on Frldey. then 
on to Columbus we wH trsvsl- 
A tuB weekend of excursions wfl unravel 
Wei have a great tana, the consumption level 
wB be put to a lest. 
You- Alpha XI Oats thinks you're the beet! 
P S Everyone wB laugh!  
Ma, Alpha Slg Dales 
Adventure.   Excitement  and  Fun.   will   be 
yours tonight al ths D.Z. Formal! Get ready! 
 Loss, Your Spoiitonsoiie 02 Betas! 
Hey Bama Baby Scheel, 
Snuffin up from Crimson Country, croaain the 
beurder to Mexico and the great white north in 
the same weekend. Get ready to party your 
gkimbae olf!'l 
Bone. Men. Chit, 
Hey Big Dave S 
Oooh! I can't wart for Activation! I'm so psyched 
thai you're my Big! 
Your ■' Bubbs S 
HEY YOU SUPER 0.0. Va»'S, 
GET PSYCHED FOR THE SENOIR/VrP HAPPY 
HOURS AT MARKS - 4:00 FRIDAY!! WE'RE 
READY TO HAVE FUN, HOW ABOUT YOUTH 
INTERNATIONAL DSMNEA 
7pm, Set. April 20 
Si Ateyshis Church 
Tickets. 15.00, must be purchased 
In sdvancs al It Wm» Hell. 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK 
APRIL 14-20 
JANET. 
I CANT THANK YOU ENOUGH FOR HELPING 
ME WITH MY PROJECT. THANKS FOR PUT— 
TUG UP WITH ME LETS GO SURFING TO- 
NIGHT I LOVE YOU! JIM  
JELLO JAMBOREE 
JELLO JAMBOREE 
JELLO J 
Jenny WMemen. 
No one would clem. II, no one quite knew, not 
even you. Only Bob knew who ths Candle 
Passing eras lor. CongralulaUona on your 
Qemml PhFFBI awaMerlng. Lews, your Gemma 
PM Messrs  
JENNY WKLAMAN 
Congratuattions on your lavaaering to Bob. I'm 
so excited tor youl Thanks tor being the BEST 
BIG there a), and lavs a greet lane In Canada1 
Love, Your arse 
JutJ. 
Thanks for stwsys being there when I need you1 
You're the best btss sister anyone could ever 
ask lorl 
Lovsstways. Use 
• • KAPPA SKI'S • ' 
The KDs are reedy 
The party starts at nine. 
We can't wart for an 
INCREDIBLE JAtasBN' TIME!! 
See ys tonight! The KD'a 
Kety McCoy 
Happy Passed 20th Bktndsyl Sorry ws 
coiidn I be «i Florida k) rvalp you celebrate! We 
love ya lots! 
Barb, Carolyn. Coll in and Kim 
KM A JULIE, 
OUR BAGS ARE PACKED. THrS WEEKEND 
HAS FINALLY COME. WINOSOR IS THE 
DESTINATION AND WITH OUR DO'S YOU 
KNOW IT'S OXMNG TO BE FUN. 
THE KLT t THE O.D.I. 
KlrbyD. 
Phi Mu date party Is coming end I can't wait I 
only hope M thai function I can keep track of my 
daten Looking forward lo a terrific tans 
Saturday- Kim 
KC 
Get psyched lo take oil lo the Greet Wrats 
North! Were ready lor Canada...but a Canada 
ready lor us? Looking forward to Formal in 
Windsor. uYjtooa 
LAjajOA CM ALPHA QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
MAN CAN  LEARN  NOTHrNQ  UNLESS HE 
PHNKS FROM THE MUO Of THE UNKNOWN 
LAMBDA CM ALPHA STANDARDS 
OF EXCELLENCE: 
3rd ANNUAL CAMPING DATE PARTY. 
ASSOCIATE WITH THE BEST.  
LT Karen AbruMi 
Gel ■'psychsd" for lormal! It should be 
Love, Mary Cay 
PS. Sound le/nRar?!?! 
APRIL 12-14 
SrBS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
MATT 1 RICH. 
GAMMA PHI DATE PARTIES ARE ALWAYS A 
BLAST BUT THIS ONE IN WINDSOR WHO. BE 
OUR LAST THERE WILL BE NO O J FOR 
LAROCCA. NO CARRYING ME HOME. NO 
CLEAN UP TILL 3. NO BLACK HATS. OR 
AFTER HOURS AT WOOO COUNTY BUT 
THERE WILL BE PLENTY OF TOM COLLINS. 
MAUBU KENS BfTCHfN SHORTS. OUR TWIN 
DRESSES, DANCING, Dflt»0NG a A FEW 
SURPRISES! GET READY TO HAVE FUN. 
FUN. FUN, WITH YOUR FAVORITE GAMMA 
PUS 
LUV. DONNA A KIM 
Need a cheap, but proteeelorval rasreut? So oo 
by Uhtrara, 1 -3 Sunday. Founders Activates 
Lounge S3 00 goes to  Never AgoaV'  ) I 
NiMIn on sponge cake, wetch'in ths sun bake 
Al the craqurta's covered with ol There's 
boozs In the blender, and soon II wB render, a 
rtearin, concoction to hasp me tang on Wested 
aws, sgam in Mergsrltavaw Sigs and senorfta s 
get psyched lor SIGMA CHI 
MABQARTTAVI-LE  
Not only will the Gemma Phi Crescent Formal 
be out ol the country, H wW be out of IMS 
world!  
ON WEDNESDAY APRS. Jrd 
VOTE 
MIKE MCOREEVEY AND BRAD KRIDER 
FOR 
USO PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT 
"A POSITIVE VOTE FOR A POSITIVE 
CHANGE''  
Pam Saver. Beth Perry. Sarah Rouen. Betty 
weson. Sue Lorsnt, Arisen Meier a Tent 
Trowbrtdge: 
Ws'l mas you during rush, but you'l be greet 
Rho Chl's' Congratulstions. Your Kappa Sisters 
POCKET HUteTJREOS WEEKLY maSng drcu- 
tarsl   Incredible   Odert   Send  sen addressed 
envelope:   Global   Datrajutlng,   3009   SW 
A'cher. SuHs 0-4, QsnoevaW. FL 32808. 
POOKEY, I LOVE YOU, MARK 
POOKEY, I LOVE YOU, MARK 
POOKEY, I LOVE YOU, MARK 
SENIOR CHALLENGE GIVING WEEK 
APRS. 1-4 
"CHALLENGE BEYOND TRADITION" 
Roommsts Day la Coming 
Wednesds, Aprt 10 
Buy your roomie an ad 
Look tor informational fryers 
around campus 
Sponsored by the Resident Student Aaaoc 
SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO (pm 
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY 
TO SERVE YOU!  
Sean. Joe. Red. Bernard 
Thanks for saving us trom John Hmckley St the 
Union Jusl stopped Oy to say hi J ask for a 
law. but "Bar Coins A Marra Vice kept our 
Interest unU our "stimulating" conversation 
began The rundowns were excrbng (we'l pay 
lor the Wondra and baby oil Don't get low on 
vitamin E or you might not msks Hal to the Mr 
BGSU contest Better cut out the champeie and 
rraaddog. loo We don't need no water lot Bis 
mother — bum (make sure to watch out for ugly 
women) ' Hey turn oft that T V . tna Is mekeout 
heaven ' " it may have been destiny, but doss 
anyone know where the peanut butter a?" 
You're right, wsl never go back, do you have 
any bricks? Look Ugh In the stands lor sons 
scnmmsge fans! Kssp on ngsrtn' it up! Some 
off-season women. Innocent One, Juuuuuusa. 
Devious One. Big Red 
SOMEONE ONCE SAID. 00 NORTH! (OR 
WAS THAT WEST?) SO WITH THAT ADVICE 
THE GAMMA PHI'S WILL HEAD TO CANADA 
FOR THEIR CRESCENT FORMAL-  
SueMcHugh. 
&xvjratuations  on being sccsptsd to grsd 
school and thanks for being such s greet Irlend 
Love. Karen  
SUSAN "DOOOAN" ADKINS YOUR 20th IS 
FINALLY HERE. BUTT-HEAD! I WISH THIS 
SEMESTER WASNT GOING SO FAST. CUZ 
ILL MISS YOU UKE CRAZY NEXT YEAR! 
(SNIFFLEI HAVE A GREAT B-OAY- I LOVE 
YA BUDDY! LOVE. AMY  
MB, 
Saturday you wU be 21. and I promise you thai 
n w« be the best birthday you have ever had! I 
lovs you so vsry much. Steve 
THE  BROTHERS   OF   DELTA  TAU   DELTA 
WOULD UKE  TO  CONGRATULATE  GREG 
RUT   ON   BEING   TAPPED   FOR   MORTAR 
BOARD.  
The 9 Naples Goddesses. We'l never forget: 
Dairy Quean. Even-Odds. Embers. Happy hrs . 
Brownies. The Mucky Duck, "I love Mil." The 
"tun" car, West Point Boys- Chiet Jay. six- 
Shooter -Who are ws warring tor?" Jama. Hot 
Pink Bear., and The Part!  
IwitJaU 
KAPPA FORMAL a Ihsty here 1 I'm looking 
forward to a spscss night with a vsry specks! 
parson! Las  
TO KELLY BRAUN 
WE DD OAYTONA. 
WE HIT THE SANO. 
SAW FLYING PHONES. 
ROCKED TO A BAND 
WE SCOPED THE LOBBY, 
HAD OUR SOURS 
COLLECTED CANS UNTIL ALL HOURS 
BUT DO WE HAVE FUN? 
Ill LEAVE THAT FOR YOU TO DECIDE? 
LOVE. AMY H. 
TONIGHTS THE MGHT WE'VE AU BEEN 
WATTING FOR! THE GAMMA PHI CRESCENT 
FORMAL IS HERE! HEAD NORTH FOR THE 
TB4E OF YOUR LIFE SEE YOU IN WINDSOR, 
CANADA GAMMA PHIS ANO THEIR DATES 
To the cast and crew ol "Cabaret's Mueical 
Ceeabrstlon'- Tha a our final night of 
production so ate make It super, fantastic and 
spectacular. In other words "ths bssL" Wsl 
KNOCK THEIR SOCKS OFF! 
Lovs, "Lots" 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. TODAY IS 
BTEPHANIE SOOtRf'l BIRTHOAY. ANYONE 
SEEIHO HER SHOULD GIVE HER A SQUIRREL 
HUG AND A BM FAT KISSI 
HAPary sMTHDAY BTEPHANIE 
Trsey, 
Tarn, DO, csn'l wen until formal. 
Loss, your fevorho p| Kssp Sot, 
SaBS WEEKEND 
APRB. 12-14 
StSS WEEKEND 
APRIL 12-14 
SIBS WEEKEND 
APPJL 12-14 
Tuxsdo Rental 
JsensNThings 
531 HtOfls 
UnrvsrsHy Hosts and Hostsssss -■ Become a 
member ol a group which le highly vkjejla 
among a vaflsty ol "publcs" trom users to 
University sdmrnstrstors Appkabons evsMbte 
beginning Wedneedey. Msrch 27 - Wednee- 
day.   Aprl 1 7 in 405 Student Servicee! Pa* up 
an appscsson now!  
VATANS IMPORTS AND GIFTS 
"FOR THE PERFECT GIFT" 
109N MAIN  
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE 
Elect 
Keey Pries 
USO. Al-Lsroe Rsprsaenssu.a 
WANTED FM rmmtes lor sum session Rsnt 
only StoO'sum  Own BR. Cal Paula at 364- 
7302 or Katrx 354-7294  
WENDY CHARLES 
Good kick with  cheerleerjnu tryouts!  Your 
Alpha XI slaters are cheeravj for youl  
GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI 
|U repair! Alto desnquent tax property Cal i. 
805-887-8000 Ext GH-9849 lor intonation 
50% OFF Aa CONVERSE SHOES 
(aslhar. mesh logging, turf) 
LOCKER ROOM - 109 N. Mam 
50% OFF ALL SOFTBALL 
ANO BASEBALL EQUIPMENT 
 Locker Room 109 N. Mskl  
Come ass us tor your Esstsr gat needs 
Coronal Reflection. 128 1/2 W. Wooatet. Ph. 
363-8577. 
St 19 Breakfast 
Bacon or Sausage, 2 Erjgs.toast.coflee 
Mon-Fri gam-lpm with this sd 
Expires May 3. 1986 
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT 
412 E Wooslsr 
WANTED 
M. Grsd studenl trsralernng to BG Fsl 85 
looking for someone to share apt A expenses 
Contact Ton, Houston. 1802 112 Osier St. Ft 
Weyne. In 46808 Csl|219| 422-1340 
NEEDED: PLACE TO UVE FOR REMAINDER 
OF SEMESTER PREFER CONOO BUT WU 
SETTLE FOR REGULAR APT 
CALL 353-0247. mast.  
Need  1   fsmaa roommate 85-88 yr   $100 
month (hast avjudsd) 8th a Elm 354-1184 
Ons female needs a non-smoking I roommate 
tor 66-88 year to share apartment on Palmer 
Avenue   Own bedroom end cable T.V. Cal 
Vicky 354-8016  
WANTED ONE FEMALE FtOOMMATE FOR 
SUMMER JUNE 1- AUGUST 20. $216. 
AFTER 4 00 CALL JULIE 372-1233  
Wamsd   2 Female roommates  85-88 school 
yr doss lo campus Csl Mary 372-3994. 
2 noommstee nssdsd lor summer In 3-psrson 
apartment on 2nd end High  RsssonsMs rent 
Cal Btenns 354-S986  
fvjommeta nssdsd for SpnrigySurnmsr 
Apt Corner ol S Cossge t leapotson. 
near dnve-thru Rsssonsba. Cal Don 
or Damon 354-8141.  
Needed: Two lenses roixiiaistst tor 86-88 
school year Fumahed apartment, csoss lo 
csmpus For more Into, cal AnrJ at 364-8114 
Female roommates needed lor summsr. Apt 
doss to csmpus   Csl 354-7944.   ask  lor 
Sherrl.  
Summsr rmmt nssdsd. $100 rrrth & utl. Coo) 
bsmnt. apt., own bedroom 2 brocks from bars. 
N Main and liberty Csl Kety soon. 353- 
0819 
HELP WANTED 
Jobs: For Info   send SASE   to 
Alaskan   Jobs,   Box   40235,   Tucson,   AZ 
85717.  
CASHaERrOATE KEEPER- Seasons), psrt- 
tfme position open at Portags Quarry lor re- 
sporatxa IrvJMdual with strong math sluts 
Must be physiCasTy active and svastbls eve- 
nings snd wssksnds. Apply In person el 121 S. 
Msn. Bowing Qrsan. 
Drsfshg Opportunrtlss 
Entry avsl or expenenced 
Put your talents to work 
Csl us today at 1-471-1440 
 Job Exchnrige. erraal fss. 
LFEOUARDS  WANTED-  Ful  and  psrt-bms 
work svsaSOle al Portage Quarry MUST BRING 
RED CROSS CERTIFICATION CARD and apply 
in parson al 121 S. Main. Bowling Green. 
MinagsiiisiilnVJaikasliiw ripprirtuattlss 
Entry avsl or oxpertsnesd. 
Hktng nowl Cat 1 471 1440 
 Job Exchangs. amsl las. 
MOTHERS HELPER WANTED for New York 
City area 19 years A must drtve. non-smoker 
Start in Mey/June lor 8 months- 1 year 
Opportunity to travel with family to Engand 
Experience snd references necessary. Write 
Marsha Vail. 11  Garden RMge, Crappsgua, 
NY  10614  
Now taring bar lenders and Boor wakera Bar 
Isndsrsmustbe21 A over, floor waatera mus! 
be 19 A over No sxpsrancs nsosssary Apply 
In parson after 8 pm Tuts   through Sat. al 
Buttons night dub Rl  25 Psrtysburg.  
Progrsstlvs company latHng ambitious InoT- 
vaJual tor summer employment Excsssnt sxpe- 
rience for the buslnaaa-mlndsd Individual 
pursuing s buainsss degree WB awolva the 
ccoroinstion ol oukngs and tpscai events 
Meamum ol two yssrs ol undsrgrsduste study 
snd Itexiole hours a must. Sand psrsonsl 
Irsormetton or resume to: Qsauga Lake Person- 
nel  Oept.   1080   Aurora   Rd ,   Aurura.   OH 
44202.  
Re» Broadcaster! 
WB Irsm or expenenced 
Cal us today at 1-471-1440 
 Job EjitJttnos, strati fss.  
''Summsr Jobs m Alaska" PubacaBon $3.00 
Alaska Employment Marketing P O Box 39 
Suns 22 Junoeu. Alaska 99802  
SUMMER WORK 
Una up your summsr work now* It you'd Ike an 
opportunity to make $320$820 a week, gain 
vekabla carrer exp . earn 5 hours coasgs 
credit, and would Iks to work outside ol Ohio, 
send name, major. GPA. local phone #, and 
asN-sddressed stamped envelope to: Summer 
Wort IMS, PO Box 222. B.Q.. Ohio 4*402 for 
en isssSsTwa)'!**  
The BG Hews/Student Publications le now 
accepting applications for the 19IS-SS 
school yssr tor ksyunsfpssts-up positions. 
Get hands on experience In production. 
Apply at Student Bnployment. 440 Student 
Services today, llrmtsd number ol positions 
FOR SALE 
FOR SALE Good sired couch, good condition 
Best OUST-must sal 8sm 6pm csl 372-2598 
Ask lor Pam Longo. 
For Sals Single Sold wood bed  $50 00 Ott 
362-3186 belore 2 30pm 
SAHBOARD PRODUCTS: Norta. Spartan. 
Freedom RAF saas, others, dacounta Hi wind 
ssss. 178 South Brosdfsigh. Columbus. Ohio 
43209 
San Carlos queen waist bed  Elaborate heed 
board,  psdded  aids  reaa.   comes  oomplsts 
w/hsstsr 2 eats ol sheets $320 00 
eel 354 8462 
Stereo equtrmnt Pries negotaOle Contact 
Cranssst 1520 Clough St Apt »lll Altar 
SpmMSsl. 
TICKETS FOR SALE-   MUST SELL  TWO 
TICKETS TO SEE PRINCE. APRIL 1. 
INDIANAPOLIS CALL 352-6207 
BEFORE 2pm 
Tired of the lounge T V 1 10 Inch B.W for sstei 
Perfect condition $40 or beet Oder Moving. 
Musi set Cal Km 354-8651       
KING SIZE oak wsterbed 
Moving Sale 
Cat 1-598-3481 
'72 Buck Skylark Custom Interior, auto. pa., 
am-lm casette Good cond . no rust. 372- 
3243. 
FOR SALE  Women's size 6 Frye boots and 
sue 8 bluer Both never worn Csl 354-7840 
H7» Fist Sport, price negoHsMs. SemFeuto- 
metk Pioneer lurntsbls. pries negotiable. 
Call J72-6ssO      
1978 FordGvtnada 81.000 ml Dependsble 
Good body. AM-FM cassette $1.760 00 
Csl Petti 352-3042 alter 8pm  
1975 Super Beetle 
Excsssnt running cond. Nsw ties, must sal 
354-7384 
FOR RENT 
Apt summer, fsl. phons 352-0428 - 
sher 4 00 pm  
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
3 bdmv. turn, home for summer rental  $500 
entre period Csl Betty Baker 362-9110 
error 4  
Duplex 702 E Woosler 352-4380  
Fum. apt. for rsnt w block from campus 
PrstHsst part ol town Avsl for rest ol semes- 
ter $ summsr UnrvsrsHy Lane-ecroes from the 
Wlndrnl Cal t-699-3481  
House lor rent lor summsr. Psrfsct location 
across ths street from Rodgsrs Quad 4 gala 
nssdsd   Very reesonsbie   Cat at night 354 
8161  
Need Fe t Matt atudents to IB houses I apta 
Available now Nsar campus Ph 352-7366 
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS 
Across from Harshrran Dorm. Cat Tom 
at 362-1800 eve A wksnds   or 354-4673 
Mon-Fnm AM  
SUMatEFVFALL RENTALS: 
Modern, lumlthed. AC apta   Excellanl 
location,   reasonable   rsnt   1-BR  (summsr 
onry) snd 2 BR (surrtsnsr and/or next yssr) 
Csll 352-4916  
Summer Leases Now A asshls 
Ftexele leesmg. pool. AC. I bedroom. $180 
par month: 2 bedroom. S210per month. Cat 
354-3533. 12-5  
Untum Apt for summsr   Csl doy  352-5620 
Evs : 354-3023  
3 Bedroom House lor rent during Summer only. 
$85  seen tor  4  people   plus usssss   133 
Msnvas Cal 372-3178 or 372-1093  
Semester asses si asshls for efficiency apta 
(Fat) $265/mo ndudss TV $ Csbst Al uM , 
luty turn   354-3162   11-4. 
Apartments, Houses, Duplexes 
Csl 354-2280 or 352-8553 
John Nsvrtove Real Eatats 
319 E Wooater 
Need desperate!, person or persons to take 
over unrum. 2 bdrm. apt. tha summer Low 
rsnt. It utj  pd   except etec   Frss cable A 
movie crarmel 354-1546 snytlme  
Prrvats apt  aval  Aug 1  -han  1 garage  Ph 
353-3866  
3 bdrm turn, house. 1 bst. campus Summsr A 
Fat rental 9 or 12 mo lease Ph 353-3856 
Houses A Apta   tor   1985-86 school year 
SrrssVBogga Rentals   352-9457  btwn.   12- 
4pm or 352-8917 after 6:00pm 
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt 
Close to campus 
Cat 352-7464 
1 bedroom apt 
5 blocks trom campus* 12 mo. 
Cal 362-7464 
SuwawER rales svsaSOle 
2 bedroom apartments 
Cal 352-7464 
Summsr Rents* et special rstss for HOUSES 
'ROOMS - APTS Phone 362-7365 
srryhme 
2 bdrm. apta lor 3 or 4 etudsnts 2 semester ■ 
kvjvldual asses Nsar campus. Phons 352- 
7386 
2 bdrm top rat house. 1/2 bh from campus 
Avsl May--12 mo. lease $3DO/mo 352- 
6992 
1 bdrm. apta in older home, quiet neighbor- 
hood Vsry mcs-2 w/flrspaces Avsl. for May 
A August 362-8992.  
Titus Realty SIB las soms houses t apta aval 
Summer t school year Cal 352-6566 btwn 
1-5 pm  
Now renting house tor summer or fat. 1368 E 
Wooslsr Cal 352-6000 from 8 9 p.m ont, 
fjaeptng rooms avsl. Fum A untum Aval 2nd 
ssmsskar   Nest A dean   Cal IWwtove Mgmt 
352 5620  
THURSTIN APARTMENTS 
AH 0>«3|TKJNINQ. FULLY CARPETED, CA- 
BLEVISION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILI- 
TIES  NOW LEASING FOR SLIMMER t FALL 
451 THURSTIN AVE   352-5435 
Walters, asHreataa. I other poeroora, ful time, 
days Apply In parson at Sundancs btwn. 2-4 
BJ_  
Working perents need help Thrss good kids 
Agss 7, 4. 6 months needs someone to help 
cars lor them Expehence and rsfsrsnosa 
prsfsrred along with lots ol TLC. Good wsgss, 
ssxtxe hours, wB coneldsr ave-ln  Cat 886- 
6025  
Want to do aomethmg drrferent this summsr? 
Wsl known Ksstys tsand bar > grfl a looking 
tor ful time summsr hstp Experienced cooks. 
bartenders A lasti  Rooms a astfa Cat 
418-746-2281.  
GOVERNMENT JOBS S15.000-$50.000<yr 
prastsi Al occupations How to Find 
Csl 1-806-887-8000 Ext R-9849 
$1O-$360 WssUy/Up Mslng Ocuarai No 
bossss/quotsll Sincerely nlsrsetsd rush sal- 
addressed envelope. Dept AM-7CEG. PO Boa 
830, Woodstock, «. 60098  
2 PERSON APARTMENTS 
$120 
per person per month- untum- 4 person spt 
$134 
par parson par month- turn 4 person spt 
Next to Sam B'S Rsst (across from Harshrran) 
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVICE - 24 Hours 
par day 
FREE HEAT t CABLE TV 
CONVENIENT TO BGSU LIBRARY, SRC > 
MUSCBLDQ 
NEXT TO rsstsurents. bookstore, aundry mat. 
bank A carry-out Csl Tom St 362-1800 eve A 
wksnds or 362-4873 Mon-Fn In AM 
2 bedroom acts a starlit Past 352-4380 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR 
Large 2 bdrm.. turn, apt 
rjahwsshsr, sxtrs storage 
Comer ol S Cosegs t Sixth 
Cat 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2260 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Summer rooms for rsnt Completely fumahed 
Cloee to csmpus Csl Jos si 352-3429 
Cal SIM MS or 121-snil (iscaB 
Is land out sbost ths bast kepi secret 
 «ri apartmaiil IMm an BO. 
HOUSES AM APAirntENTS Ctess to Css> 
PM for Summer 1IB5 and 15*4 school n~. 
I-M7-M4I 
■lltft 29. IMS 
Tin N lews Magazine 
rrrrerfr- 
Mdayr 
Cover 
-TM N lim MiiazlM 
Friday takes a look at tome of the best people, places and events at 
the University. 
The "Best" Band in BG 
Friday writer Suzan Cllne answers the question: What ever happened 
to "The Best," a local favorite. 
Wheels are Turnin' 
Roller rink champ Tina Knelsley says eight wheels are better than 
four. 
The Votes Are In 
The results of the "Best of Bowling Green" survey and a few extra 
goodies. 
Musical Madness 
Main St. stages an evening of live music like Bowling Green has 
never seen before. 
And Much Morel 
■FrMi|/TM N lews Mnizlii 
Larry Dean Harris 
misiiit Diniiir 
Tlm Dehnhoff 
ASSlllMt Eiitir 
Marcella Grande 
Lb Allen 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BO New, 106 University Hal, Bowling 
Green State University, Bowing Green, Ohio 43403. 
LHCWUXTSFU-IM 
COOLERATORS 
29130 
Friday 
Saturday 
2101. MAIN NO COVER 
VATAN'S IMPORTS & GIFTS 
109 N. MAIN 
New shipment of mugs, cups and saucers, bells, 
vases, crystal, and much more. 
(Bring this ad in for 30% off anything in 
store, excluding sale items) 
presents 
Wi 
i 
HP $$& -sag 
5^° *& 
Bowling Green: 1544 E Wooster 
Street 352-0461 
t IMSPonOWOM. *c 
>—PC in ROSA—' ■  WBlsmBsll^sWBsB* 
aster 
Teacher 
Searching for excellence 
in the classroom and out 
by Amy Whltetofd 
Most students have come to dread 
the sight of IBM sheets and question- 
naires that are passed out at the end 
of each semester that signal that it's 
time again to fill out teacher evalua- 
tions which departments use to deter- 
mine promotions and tenure at the 
University. 
Each January, students and faculty 
are afforded the opportunity to eval- 
uate their professors in a different 
^h 
Bk 
tee. "The faculty can also nominate." 
According to Van Vleet, nomination 
forms are placed in student mail- 
boxes in January. Those nominating 
professors are asked to do so based on 
knowledge of the subject matter and 
on ability to stimulate and encourage 
students1 intellect and critical think- 
COUmCSY/OMo* 1 Mil 
Steven Ludd 
way. For the last four years, the 
Undergraduate Alumni Association, 
the Alumni Association Awards Com- 
mittee and the Parents' Club have 
sponsored the Master Teacher 
Award, an honor given to the profes- 
sor who is recognized as the top 
instructor of the year by his students 
and peers. 
It is not yet known who will be 
selected to receive the honor this 
year. Past winners include: Dr. Ray 
Tucker, chair of interpersonal and 
public communications, 1982; Dr. 
Steve Ludd, associate professor of 
public law in political science, 1963; 
and Dr. Peter Hutchinson, associate 
dean of the college of business admin- 
istration, 1964. 
At this time, the selection commit- 
tee is busy narrowing down the list 
with this year's recipient to be an- 
nounced on Monday, April 15. 
But what does it take to be a Master 
Teacher? 
"Everyone can nominate their fa- 
vorite professor." says Lisa Van 
Vleet, vice president of the UAA and 
chair of this year's selection c 
tHheri - matters taken into consider- 
ation are the instructor's willlingness 
to assist students in solving individual 
and group problems, availability for 
out-of-class counseling, and presenta- 
tion of the material in an organized 
and effective manner. 
The selection committee, com- 
prised of six UAA members and two 
representatives of the Alumni Asso- 
ciation Awards Committee, reviews 
these forms and selects a portion who 
will be mailed a questionnaire. The 
selected instructors are asked to com- 
plete the questionnaire based on their 
philosophy of teaching. 
The committee then selects be- 
tween 12 and 15 semi-finalists who will 
be observed in their classrooms peri- 
odically to see how the teacher inter- 
acts with the students. After the 
classroom observation, the semi- 
finalists are narrowed down to 
usually five finalists. 
The final stage of the process con- 
sists of an interview in front of the 
selection committee. 
"In the interview." Van Vleet says, 
"we try not to ask really difficult 
questions.   It's different  from the 
FnOAY/Ut AINn 
Ray Tucker 
questionnaire because there, they get 
a chance to re-think it. This is on the 
spot." 
Finalist in the selection process last 
year, Dr. John Piper, associate pro- 
fessor of HPER, found the interview 
COURTESV/OMn 1 
Peter Hutchinson 
to be the most enjoyable part. "I 
sensed a chemistry that was support- 
ive. They wanted to learn what made 
your classes unique, what made them 
tick ... It wasn't like they were 
grilling me." 
Piper says his friend. Dr. Ray 
Tucker, gave him some valuable ad- 
vice before entering the interview. 
"He said. Don't be afraid to go in 
there and tell them you're changing 
students' lives.'" 
Tucker undoubtedly followed his 
own advice in 1962 when he became 
the first recipient of Bowling Green's 
Master Teacher Award. He could 
almost be called a veteran in the 
process, as he also received the honor 
as a professor at the University of 
Western Illinois. 
"You never really feel as though it 
will all be narrowed down to you," 
said Tucker. "You never think you're 
that good.. .No matter what you can 
do, there's always someone who can 
do it better." 
In 1963, no one did it better than Dr. 
Steve Ludd. Ludd stresses the need 
for a Master Teacher Award when he 
says. "It's an excellent methodology 
by which to establish credibility in the 
classroom." 
He added that the interview process 
was most rewarding for him, because 
it gave him an opportunity to discuss 
issues that he rarely has time to talk 
about with his colleagues. 
That opportunity to discuss teach- 
ing methodologies was welcomed by 
Dr. Peter Hutchinson, who says being 
nominated for the award is not only 
an honor, but a challenge. The 1964 
recipient says,'It causes you to think 
about what you're trying to accom- 
plish. It makes you face and think 
about your goals. 
After this year's recipient is 
named, the selection committee will 
review comments on the process sub- 
mitted by the nominated professors. 
Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs 
Wendy Luther says. "Each year we 
look at various details and review bow 
we can improve the process. We don't 
exactly have it carved in stone." 
The selection process may change 
over the years, but the breed of pro- 
fessor will not. Each winner will nave 
the satisfaction of knowing that he has 
been elevated to a level above his 
peers for a brief tenure as the most 
exciting teacher on campus. 
Yet, the opinion of Bowling Green's 
veteran winners is that the most bene- 
ficial part of receiving the Master 
Teacher Award is knowing they've 
somehow influenced the education 
and the lives of their students. 
Hutchinson says, "I guess the big- 
gest thrill for me is that my name is 
going to be in the Alumni Center on a 
plaque. That indicates I've had some 
kind of impact on the quality of educa- 
tion here at Bowling Green State 
University." 
Acceptance of the award is the 
visual sign of excellence displayed by 
an instructor in and out of the class- 
room. It certainly beats milling 
through IBM sheets. 
Any Whiteford is a broadcast jour- 
nalism major from North Canton, 
Ohio. A'.MM <M %.• ■ 
MUAIC IH.1M 
Soundtrack delivers powerful punch 
by Tracey Batdori 
Besides dance films, rarely is the 
sound track of the film in sync with 
the characters and action. "Vision 
Quest" proves to be just such a rarity. 
The sound track sports two singles 
from Madonna, "Gambler," a danc- 
eable, upbeat tune, and "Crazy For 
You," appearing in Billboard's top 
ten and receiving much airplay. Al- 
though most of Madonna's past hits 
have displayed solid strength and ber 
infamous "I don't need you" attitude, 
she swings to pleading helplessly in 
this single. Surprisingly, it's a pleas- 
ant shift, as her voice seems suited for 
ballads. 
"Change" by John Waite is from 
the "Ignition" album. If Waite hadn't 
produced the "No Brakes" LP with 
the two hits "Missing You" and 
"Tears," "Change" would probably 
have been his comeback song, as it is 
receiving more airplay now than 
when it was first played in 1962. 
Although Journey's commercia- 
lized predictable sound is still evident 
in "Only the Young," the words corre- 
late to the character Louden (Mat- 
thew Modine),a jock who's individual 
right to "go for it" is shared with 
other athletes' self-proving ambitions 
and goals. Only the young can say 
They're free to fly away Sharing the 
same desire Burning like wild fire 
The Style Council's (you may re- 
member their SO-ish sounding tune, 
"My Ever Changing Moods1' last 
year) "Shout to the Top" provides a jazzy change. It's a lively, flashy song 
and adds a different dimension to the 
album just when you think it's gotten 
into a rut. 
An old hit from Foreigner,"Hot 
Blooded," also appears on "Vision Quest." 
And as if Don Henley needs any 
more help in exposure, "She's on the 
Zoom," is a "Grease"-like SO's bebop 
song. Appropriately enough, Belinda 
Carlisle and Jane Wiedlin (of Go-Go's 
fame) sing background vocals. This 
song coincides with the charcter of 
Carla's (Lisa Forientino) personality. 
" Went to home economics like all the 
other girls, studied chtcken-ala-king 
and peanut butter swirls. But she 
knew in her heart there bad to be 
something better-somewhere. 
Dio provides the heavy metal re- 
lease on the album saying "You're a 
dreamer, you want It all, "with "Hun- 
gry for Heaven." 
Another old single, "I'll Fall in 
Love Again," by the Red Rocker, 
Sammy Hagar is included. 
Reflecting most what the movie 
stands for is "Lunatic Fringe," by 
Red Rider. The song, played during 
Louden's workouts (to the extreme of 
fainting at one point), captures the 
fanatical, giddily foolish determin- 
ation to satisfy a personal goal, the 
theme behind ''Vision Quest/' 
Tracey Batdori is a freshman Jour- 
nalism major from Brunswick, Ohio. 
Whatever happened to "The Best?" 
by Suzan Cllne 
Philosophers say that perfection is 
a stagnant state of being, from which 
changing would mean becoming 
flawed or displaying some shortcom- 
ing. In other words, changing after 
being the best is going downhiD. 
But musicians Know that change is 
part of the natural evolution of cre- 
ativity. Where do you go after you've 
been the best? You simply go on to the 
next band, according to former lead 
singer of The Best, Steve Athanas. 
It you're making this your fifth 
year at B.G.S.U., you probably re- 
member weekend evenings spent at 
Howard's, listening to the Best, a five 
piece band formed in 1980 and a local 
favorite. Specializing in the latest 
music at that time, they performed 
staples of Elvis CosteUo, The Clash, 
XTC and Motown. 
When big name groups like Cre- 
dence Clearwater Revival and more 
recently, The Who, broke up, we had 
albums to keep us company. But 
keeping track of local favorites that 
"disband" is pretty difficult. 
Athanas views change and fluctua- 
tion as a natural part of a musician's 
life. He said bands are frequently 
formed and dismantled with new 
combinations of musicians constantly 
appearing, hoping to create that 
something special on stage. 
"When we (The Best) started, we 
didn't know we were the best It was 
sort of a cocky thing - I wanted to 
catch people's attention. For the kind 
of music we did in this area, I think we 
were the best," Athanas said. 
Playing Ann Arbor, Ottawa and 
Cincinnati bars, The Best changed 
members twice and then split up in 
1962. "The Best was a lot of fun-even 
though we fought with each other - we 
clicked on stage," Athanas recalled. 
After joining an intermediate band 
called PRZ, Athanas formed the Wet 
Shavers, retaining his brother on gui- 
tar and a drummer from The Best. 
The Wet Shavers will celebrate their 
third year together in April and. mov- 
ing toward funk, are musically an 
extension of The Best. 
"We do stuff that's easily accessi- 
ble to both the ears and the feet" 
Athanas said. Noting a change in 
audience tastes, he said the Costello 
and Clash songs don't get the enthu- 
siastic response anymore that rendi- 
tions of Prince and The Time receive. 
An instrument of energy on stage, 
Athanas, like any good medium, is 
relaxed and happy when performing. 
The Toledo native joined his first 
band during the eighth grade. "Mu- 
sic, that's all I know," he laughed. So, 
whatever happened to The Best? 
Athanas thinks you'll be calling the 
Wet Shavers the best real soon. 
Suzan Cline is a magazine Journa- 
lism major from St. Louis, Mich. 
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APRIL SPECIAL: 
Club Croissant $3.99 
"Don't Forget to Check and See When the Patio is Open" 
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 
The Best Appetizers in Town are 1/2 Price After 10 pm!! 
352-1092 , 110 N. Main 
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Tina Kneisley: Big wheel packed in a small frame 
by Connie Perkins 
She skated on to the roller 
rink floor, less than a year old, a 
pretzel in each hand, and a rol- 
lerskate rigged to fit each tiny foot. 
Tina Kneisley, at 10 months old, was 
learning to skate just about the same 
time she was learning to walk. 
"My mom used to take me to the 
rink because I was such a monster," 
said Kneisley. "She thought I would 
wear myself out at the rink and 
wouldn't be such a terror later. They (her mom and other people at the 
rink) gave me pretzels to hold, in- 
stead of their hands, to help me keep 
my balance," she added. 
Though Kneisley, a senior broad- 
cast journalism major at the Univer- 
sity, began skating for her mother's 
peace of mind, in the past 22 years, 
Kneisley's many freestyle and pair 
rh»mpi(m«h|p« have proven her skat- 
ing is much more than a way to 
release energy. Kneisley is the na- 
tional and world ladies freestyle rol- 
lerskating champion, and in the past 
has won titles as a pairs skater in 
these categories as well. 
"I used to be able to 
play to the audience 
and make them more a 
part of my perfor- 
mance. Now I'm just 
trying to get to enjoy- 
ing It myself but my 
heart Isn't In It as 
much." 
—Tina Kneisley 
The first time she wore skates was 
as an infant, bat it wasn't until she 
was about four-and-one-half-years old 
that Kneisley started taking lessons to 
sharpen her skating skills. At the age 
of five, she began competing against 
other skaters and by the time she was 
six, Kneisley was competing with her 
partner, Paul Price, at the Brook 
Park skating dub in Cleveland. 
Kneisley competed in Cleveland, 
yet her hometown is Marion, Ohio. 
Every weekend she and her mother 
would travel to Cleveland, stay with 
Price and his family, and she and 
Price would practice for about five 
hours on Saturday and Sunday under 
coach Lou Pununzio. Kneisley and, 
Price skated out of the Brook Park 
club for about four years. 
Kneisley left the Cleveland skating 
club after having a slight dis- 
agreement with her partner, shortly 
after he had an operation on his wrist 
The two went their own separate ways 
for a few years, each trying different 
partners, Kneisley also trying new 
cities and coaches. 
Fortunately the pair realized it just 
wasnt right when they were skating 
apart so they rejoined forces under 
work! pair, enanaa^caac* Tim AbU 
at a club in Brighton. Michigan. 
The young pair placed third 
in the National Rollerskating 
Championship and then surprised ev- 
eryone with a second place finish at 
this World Rollerskating 
Championship in Portugal. 
The following year, the pair won the 
national competition and went on to 
place second in the world contest in 
Germany. In 1980, however, Kneisley 
and Price grabbed their lone awaited 
world victory in Bogota. Colombia. 
For Kneisley this was also the first 
year in which she was able to compete 
as a senior, instead of a junior, free- 
style skater. She placed third in the 
world competition. 
"Skating in Bogota was difficult 
because of the high attitude. We had 
to train specifically for that" said 
Kneisley. ''Before our performance, 
we just kept thinking.. .just make it 
Kneisley continued to excel. In 1963 
and 1964 she once again won the 
freestyle event at nationals and 
worlds, despite her absence from the 
pairs competition. 
"After winning everything and hav- 
ing so much pressure on me, I real- 
ized that it's not the winning but the 
competing and enjoying that's so im- 
portant" said Kneisley. 
In the last year or so, there has 
been a trend toward more difficult 
pieces of content in performances, 
according to Kneisley, and the triple jumps are probably the most difficult. 
Kneisley is one of the only ladies who 
can do a "clean" triple - three com- 
plete revolutions. 
"Once you go from double to triple jumps there's an extra strain on you. 
That took part of the audience inclu- 
sion out of the performance for me," 
ternship in the public relations de- 
partment of the Red Cross in Toledo 
and plans to arrange further in- 
ternships in that field to gain additio- 
nal experience. Aside from wanting to 
pursue a career, Kneisley also wants 
to teach skating and do some coach- 
ing. 
While still       attending 
classes and working at her internship, 
Kneisley also squeezes in about 10 
hours a week of practice at Ohio 
Skate, a roller rink In Maumee, Ohio. 
Peggy Yambor is her coach there and 
hasbeen since 1962. Kneisley said she 
chose BGSU because her coach was 
so close and because she heard what a 
good journalism program the Univer- 
sity had. 
Though skating has occupied much 
of the -Hoot-l 1-inch, 105 pound bru- 
nette's 22 years, Kneisley said she is 
ready to move on. "There are more 
Ttaa Kmekiey, jmmkw broadcast joonaUam major, glide* with ease a crow the floor duriag a practice aeuiom. 
through the program. Dent fall and 
don't faint were all we could think." 
she added. 
Kneisley considers 1961 her 
beat year as she not only won the 
freestyle and pairs competition at 
nationals, but also skated away with 
first place in freestyle and pairs at the 
worlds in New Zealand. '"That was 
definitely the greatest year of my 
career," remembers Kneisley. 
Kneisley and Price also won the 
world pairs competition in 1962 in 
West Germany. After that victory, 
Price left the more than dynamic duo 
to begin a career as a professional 
and now teaches skating in Fort Lau- 
said Kneisley. "I used to be able to 
play to the audience and make them 
more a part of my performance. Now 
I'm just trying to get to enjoying it 
myself but my heart isn't in it as 
much," she added. 
Though Kneisley Is concen- 
trating more on her performances, 
she does find a minute or two occa- 
sionally to think about school, work 
and a career. "I want to have a career 
in public relations even though it's not 
my major," said Kneisley. Tcouldn't 
quite meet the minimum gradepoint 
requirement of PR (3.0), because I 
was out of town so much and missed 
so many classes." 
Right now,  Kneisley has an in- 
important things to me now, aside 
from skating," said Kneisley. "If I 
i In the top three at nationals in 
stJ'U go to the worlds in Italy in 
~MT. After the worlds, I'm 
forward to a quiet retire- 
ment," she added. 
Kneisley no longer needs pretzels to 
keep her on her skates. With plans to 
graduate in May, 1966, what she needs 
now. as do all students planning to 
graduate, is pairing grades, enough 
money to pay for next year's ex- 
penses, ana a diploma that wiU give 
her the chance to leave her skates in 
the closet - even if only temporarily. 
Cton* Perkins is a pa«ic relation* 
major from Maumee, Ohio. 
'Best of BG' 
named by readers 
by Larry Harris 
The polls are closed, the ballots are 
counted and the readers of Friday 
magazine have made their decision 
on who, what and where is the best in 
Bowling Green. 
As part of a survey to determine 
readership opinion, Friday adver- 
tised the poll March 21, 22 and 26 in 
the News and in Friday. Over 300 
ballots were received by the deadline 
on Wednesday, March 27. 
Of course, this survey is not statisti- 
cally representative of the University 
population as those polled were not 
randomly selected. But for many, it 
was an opportunity to express thanks 
and give a pat on the back to the 
"best." 
Best Local Music Group 
1) Wet Shavers (way out front) 
2) Proof of Utah 
3) Crucial DBC and Aces & Eights 
(tie) 
Best Bar (close race) 
1) Howard's 
2) Uptown 
3) Brathaus 
Best Pizza 
1) Pisanello's 
2) Myle's 
3) Mark's 
Best Beer 
1) Coor's 
2) Old Milwaukee 
3) Miller Lite 
Beit Professor 
1) Betsy AUgeier 
2) Richard Buchanan 
3) Ray Tucker 
Best Class 
1) Human Sexuality 
2) Assertiveness 
3) P.E. Ski Weekend 
Best Rock Group 
1) Bruce Springsteen and Genesis (tie) 
3)U2 
Best Snack Food 
1) Pizza 
2) Popcorn 
3)Doritos 
Best Subs 
1) Dexter's 
2) Pisanello's 
3) DiBenedetto's 
Best on T.V. 
1) Dynasty 
2) Cosby 
3) David Letterman and Hill St. Blues 
(tie) 
Best Restaurant 
1) Sundance (by a mile) 
2)Tradewinds 
3) Kaufman's 
Best Radio Station 
DWIOT 
2) WRQN 
3)WBGU 
Bert Parties in BG 
1) Theta Chi After Hours 
2) Manville 
3) Frazee Apts. 
A special mention to those with a 
sense of humor who made the monoto- 
nous task of tallying these results a 
little more interesting. Here are a few 
responses: 
The Best Professor contest received 
entries for Dr. Seuss, Mr. Wizard, 
Professor Plum (of "Clue" game) 
and the "professor on Gilligan's Is- 
land." 
Best Class entries included: "class 
of '86" and "the middle class." 
The cult favorite for Best Rock 
Group was "sedimentary." 
Best Sub nominees included "sec- 
ond-string quarterback" and "U- 
boats." 
"Test pattern at 4 a.m." was cited 
for the Best on T.V. 
Best Restaurant received one vote 
for "Alice's" (before our time), and 
Best Party nominations included Re- 
publican, Whig and "Reverend Jed on 
the Oval." 
And to all you geniuses who at- 
tempted to stack the deck, we at 
Friday raav be dumb enough to run 
such a contest, but even we can pick 
out SO neatly-stacked ballots with 
identical responses, handwriting and 
ink color. 
As for this editor's choice on the 
Best of BG ... you're holding it in 
your hand. 
Larry Harris, who has vowed never 
to run another survey again. Is a 
senior public relations major from 
Lemoyne,   Ohio- 
Th 
Book of Bests pinpoints the creme de la creme 
by Leone Costello 
The IJo.ik.rf 
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BEST-foesiJ, adj. 1. above all oth- 
ers, as in worth or ability; most 
excellent, most fit, most desirable... ■Webster's New World Dictionary 
In these times when personal drives 
seem to have usurped the larger so- 
cietal concerns and the term "yup- 
pies" has replaced preppies as the 
era's new catchword, think of The 
Book of Bests (Andrews, McMeel & 
Parker Inc.) by the editors of The 
Best Report 
It stands alone as an extravagant 
and comprehensive guide for those 
who diligently seek the BEST the 
world has to offer, an entertaining yet 
expertly-written manual for those 
consumer-oriented Americans who 
desire to experience and acquire only 
quality. 
A true "success-story" lifestyle 
goes far beyond the fancy car and 
designer clothes. It lavishly embraces 
all facets of living from dlnine out to 
cultural recreation to buying furni- 
ture to vacationing. 
Some avidly watch such programs 
as "Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- 
mous" or devour the pages of high 
society magazines for real life exam- 
ples to model themselves after. But 
the wisest turn to this neatly-detailed 
work in their quest to purge the medi- 
ocrity from their lives. 
Stanly Marcus, who wrote the pref- 
ace to this classy compilation, say 
the book "attempts to systematically 
and uneauivocally qualify the best in 
a wide range of categories from art 
museums to wine events, from ster- 
ling silver to hot dogs and from clas- 
sic wallpapers to jigsaw puzzles." 
And, as Is most always the case, the 
best of anything is usually the most 
expensive of anything. 
The Book of Beats not only shows 
the reader how to judge and get the 
moat out of the best, it provides the 
factual information needed to contact 
those who sell the best merchandise 
or provide the quality services. It also 
gives the  background behind the 
bests, highlighting how they came to 
their esteemed positions. 
The reader will find the unique 
bests as well as the useful bests. The 
book's editors say their publication is 
an investment in excellence - they've 
researched the globe to find beaches 
unequaled in beauty, the finest res- 
taurants and resorts, unparalleled 
shops in the most interesting locales 
with the most exquisite goods, the 
choicest wines, beers and coffees, the 
most luscious chocolates, the best 
museums, symphonic orchestras and 
art galleries, top-of-the-line sports 
and luxury automobiles and much, 
much more. 
The Book of Bests does not promote 
a hedonistic lifestyle, although self- 
proclaimed hedonists are probably its 
number-one purchasers. It's simply 
an exploration of the world of quality, 
a reference for those who stoicly 
strive for near-perfection in every 
area of their lives- for thst's what the 
best truly is. 
Leane Costello is a senior magazine 
journalism major firm Los Angeles. 
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Pumping iron with Mr. BGSU 
'Don't kick sand in this man's face 
by Laura S. Myers 
Everyone is familiar with the old 
"9frpound weakling" story - a skinny 
wimp laving on the beach gets sand 
kicked in his face by a heartless 
brute. This incident causes the wimp 
to decide that muscles are the answer 
to his troubles. 
Although the story is trite, it illus- 
trates a universal truth - little people 
are intimidated by big people. 
According to Randy Wilson, the reign- 
ing Mr. BGSU, the sand-in-the-face 
story characterizes the reasons he 
became interested in body building. 
"In high school, I was always pre- 
tty skinny," Wilson said. "I felt intim- 
idated just going into bars." So, in 
order to give his confidence a boost, 
he began working out about three 
years ago. 
Wilson, a junior construction tech- 
nology major, began his body building 
campaign by reading a number of 
books written by professional body 
builders. He emphasized the need for 
knowledge of the subject. "The more 
you know, the easier ft is," he said. "I 
try to make a science of it - you can't just go in and start banging plates 
around." 
Rmmdy Wilton, Mr. BGSU 1985, takes a break from his workout at the Eppler 
Sooth fitness room. 
Although Wilson's original goal was 
simply to get out of the '"skinny" 
classification, he's gone far beyond 
that realm. "I can't do anything in 
moderation." he said. 
Apparently not. In just three short 
years Wilson has gone from being the 
95-pound weakling to being a 215- 
pound picture of success. And he's not 
stopping there. He says his goal is to 
pot about 35 more pounds on his 5'10" 
frame, boosting his weight up to 250. 
Wilson says he sets goals for every- 
thing he does. "I have to set a goal to 
make sure I do it," he said, adding 
that he takes care not to set his goals 
too high, that they must be challeng- 
ing, but attainable. "Otherwise, I get 
too discouraged." 
To keep pace with his goals, Wilson 
works out in the Eppler gym six days 
a week for about two hours at a time. 
"It's a lot of work." he said, "and you 
have to stick with it to make it pay 
off." 
But the dedication isn't just appar- 
ent in the weight room. To keep both 
his body weight and energy at high 
levels, Wilson take in a whopping 4,- 
000 calories a day. "I just don't stop 
eating," he joked. 
Bin while he's in training for a 
contest, he says he cuts his calorie 
intake to about 2,300 a day. During 
this time he eats mostly fresh fruits 
and vegetables, which are rich in 
carbohydrates. 
Wilson said that during training 
about 65 percent of his diet is carbohy- 
drates and about 35 percent is protein. 
"I try not to eat any fat, but that's 
impossible. Almost everything has a 
little fat in it," he said. 
The reason for cutting down so 
drastically on fat intake is to get body 
fat below 5 percent so the muscles are 
more visible. "It's like when a hilly 
terain is covered with snow," Wilson 
explained. "While the snow is there 
the hills are blurred. But when the 
snow melts, the hills are more pro- 
nounced, you can see them again." 
And so it is with body fat 
While Wilson puts a good amount of 
time into his body building, it is not 
the center of his life. At 29 years old, 
not only is Wilson determined to finish 
school, he is also a husband and 
father. With a wife and a daughter at 
home, and a 3.47 grade point average. 
Wilson hardly fits the stereotypical 
image of the ''dumb jock". 
Wilson simply loots at his body 
building as a matter of self-confi- 
dence. "The bigger I got, the more 
confident I felt in every situation, 
physical or not," he said. 
Wilson said he does not 
make a career out ot body build 
looks at it as more of a hobby, 
he graduates, he plans to work in the 
construction field and move away 
from Bowling Green. "I want to go 
where it never snows - maybe Califor- 
nia or Hawaii," he said. 
With his dedication to perfection 
and his ambition to be the best at what 
he does, Randy Wilson should cer- 
tainly meet his goals. 
Laura S. Myers is a junior public 
relations major from Findlay, Ohio. 
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Students identify Oscar award winners 
And the winner Is ... Dawn Shi- 
new! 
Shinew, sophomore i 
cation mator, was one of two enti.... 
to correctly predict the winners of the 
First Annual Academy Awards Con- 
test sponsored by Friday magazine 
and the Video Spectrum 
Craig Hergert, doctoral candidate 
in English, also selected the correct 
responses. Shinew was picked as the 
winner in a random drawing. 
Shinew and her friends will enjoy 
three free days with a videocassette 
recorder and four films of her choice 
provided by Video Spectrum. 
The contest drew over 40 entries 
from students and faculty. And for the 
curious readers that missed tbe 
awards, here are tbe winners that 
Shinew and Hergert chose: 
• Beat Actor: F. Murray Abraham, 
"Amadeus" 
• Best Actress: Sally Field, "Places 
in tbe Heart" 
• Best Movie: "Amadeus" 
• Best Original Song: "I Just Called 
to Say I Love You"-Stevie Wonder 
• Best  Supporting  Actor:   Halng 
Ngor, "TbeKmingFields" 
• Best Supporting Actress: Peggy 
Asbcrott, '"A Passage to India" 
Main St. stages monster live music event 
byJeffKeene 
Their names sound like fragments 
of conversations, dreamt up by people 
under   the   influence   of 
The Immediate, Earful of Dirt, 
Nobody's Perfekt The Drummers, 
The Pudgy Little Guys, and IQ6 are 
their names, and this Wednesday, 
April 3, at Main St. all six will be 
turning on Bowling Green to music as 
diverse as those names suggest 
"This is probably tbe musical ex- 
travaganza of tbe century," pro- 
claimed "Rabbit," drummer of the 
headlining band 106. 
Whether or not these six bands will 
provide a "musical extravaganza" is 
a point of speculation; perhaps "mu- 
sical conglomeration" would be more 
appropriate. Little is known about 
any of tbe bands, and all but IQ6 are 
truiHng their live debuts. The Imme- 
diate, a local band who are "excited 
about the chance to open the snow for 
IQ6" will lead off the gala event at 
9:00 p.m. 
According to Mike Brosco (a.k.a. 
Bosco), guitarist for IQ6, Wednesday 
night's snow will be a one-of-a-kind 
event. 
"Basically, we just wanted to get a 
bunch of different bands together for 
one night" Perhaps stating the ob- 
vious, ne added. "You can't go to a 
bar and see this mixture of bands 
anywhere." 
Bosco is especially excited about 
tbe American debut of The Pudgy 
Little Guys. Much secrecy surrounds 
the band, and Bosco said they are 
relatively unknown outside their na- 
tive Tibet 
"They're a Uttle group of people 
from Tibet... an 'alPnbetan band\" 
be said. 
But trying to categorize the sound of 
any of these bands is difficult if not 
useless. "Junior," bass player for 106 
had this to say about then- band: 
"We've been compared to a religious 
experience. We write songs about 
things that make us mad. Personally, 
we're just a bunch of swell guys." 
For those who have not yet been 
initiated to IQ6's music, Junior said 
their influences have been "Kiss. 
Marvin Gaye and heavy metal god 
Ronnie James Dio." Vocalist Keith 
Snyder believes professional wres- 
tling is tbe key to IQ6's unique sound. 
Is Bowling Green ready for some- 
thing like this? "Heck yeah," said 
Bosco. 
Nancy Donahue, drummer for the 
all-female group Nobody's Perfekt 
said, "Our music is not perfect just 
like all women in society cannot at- 
tain the media concept of a perfect 
woman." 
Doug Kerr and Brett Pilarski of 
Earful of Dirt described their music 
as "esoteric, eclectic, and funky - if 
that makes any sense." They added 
that to appreciate Earful of Dirt is to 
appreciate one of the finer things in 
And if you're still in tbe dark about 
what to expect Wednesday night then 
grab a friend or two, keep an open 
mind and immerse yourself in what 
could only be called an experience. 
JeffKeane is a junior news editorial 
major from Lancaster, Ohio. 
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\McMMtnr»     Casey's Combo 
ftAA     -Wan *~W, qrltl.m.- 
Single, large fries, 
medium soft drink I I 
V $1.75 
\ 
I ■ 
I J 
(AP)The following are Billboard's 
top 10 hit singles and albums for 
this week.  
HOT SINGLES 
l."One More Night" Phil Collins (At- 
lantic) 
2."We Are the World" USA for 
Africa (Columbia) 
3."Material Girl" Madonna (Sire) 
t"Crazy for You" Madonna (Gef- 
fen) 
5."Lover Girl" Teena Marie (Epic) 
6."Cant Fight This Feeling" REO 
Speedwagon (Epic) 
7."Nightshift^ Commodores (Mo- 
town) 
L'Trn On Fire" Bruce Springsteen 
(Columbia) 
9."Rhythm of the Night" DeBarge 
10. "Too Late for Goodbyes" Julian 
Lennon (Atlantic) 
10 Free Like with any 16" Pizza 
(coupon expires 4/15/85) 
Offer good on Delivery only 
<te s. 
%, 
516 E. Wooster 
■i coupon & 
& 
&> 
& & 
...    ~™J- 
ALBUMS 
l."No Jacket Required" Phil Collins 
(Atlantic) 
•."Centerfield" John Fogerty 
(Warner Bros. (-Platinum (More 
than 1 million units sold.) 
3."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia)-Platinum 
4."TJeverly Hills Cop' Soundtrack" 
(MCA)-Gold (More than 500,000 units 
sold.) 
5."Private Dancer" Tina Turner 
(Capitol)-Platinum 
•.''Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)- 
Platinum 
7."Make It Big" Wham (Colum- 
bia (-Platinum 
•."Wheels Are Turning" REO 
Speedwagon (Epic)-Platinum 
•."Agent Provocateur" Foreigner 
(Atlantic (-Platinum 
10."Reckless" Bryan Adams 
(A*M)-Platinum 
BLACK SINGLES 
l."Nightshift"   Commodores   (Mo- 
town) 
t'TU Still Be Lookin' Up to You" 
Wilton Felder featuring Bobby Wo- 
mack(MCA) 
S."New Attitude" Patti Lafielle 
(MCA) 
4."Til My Baby Comes Home" 
Luther Vandross (Epic) 
5"Be Your Man'\Jesse Johnson's 
Revue (A&M) 
•."Back in Stride" Maze (Capitol) 
7."Rhythm of the Night" DeBarge 
(Gordy) 
•."In My House" Mary Jane Girls 
(Gordy) 
•."Private Dancer" Tina Turner 
(Capttol) 
lOV'Miasing You" Diana Ross 
(RCA) 
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2:»0 
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8 30 
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Car, muat protect Dewy • Ma 
arhan aajna to rewaea a your*) 
man with he formar Sama go 
•may and wgtanee •aupte Q 
• MOVK *** ThaBoeton 
S*anotar (1MB) Tony Curto 
Hanry   Fonda    A   echuophronK 
gang aaaaral t oaten woman   but 
ad for Moa-rtg and entoratg 
atSNO USPl POOTSALL *ew 
l Out- 
tfSPM) TOP RANK   SOXINO 
Jaaaa Ftaouaon va -Wha Scott ^ 
•gh* rounda. bom Atlantic Cty 
NJ m 
4:00 
m TONY SROVVN'S JOUS- 
NAL 
SMUStCMTaMC 
4:JO 
S9 WIDE WORLD OP 
SPORTS SciVadtaatf DanaM Car- 
rv UH>. It KOal «a Jemaa 
hVjrd Rool Oraan (20-4 IS 
r-Oal -> a aanav imdaltna»' 
bout ■chadulart for 10 rounda b«a 
hom oaaaa Jo Jo Surbwol. Ran- 
dy Garonar Robm Cauowa and 
To Sab *t raa comaaM at ma m 
tarrtanonal Pi alaaaionp Fojuta 
Saong Chamciotiahtpa. aiAwdwal 
comoot<l*on. from Madiaan 
So«ara Garden m Maw Verb 
•   MAOfC   OP   OaV   PAINT- 
MO 
tro m ANNOUNCED 
GREAT   WErOMT   LOSS 
CMAU.ENOE 
SJ MYSTERV1 The AoMn- 
nmta Of Snartoc* Hall II 
Hormee draco nara thai hauraa on 
dw orab of a quart Eraparr. otwntrv 
tkomo pwnoa a laai to an ■** 
famoua Chrcaap wtebBbar. Q 
m STAR SEARCH Gueeta 
Morgan   ►marr,   Sammy   Oama 
jr.m 
m WLD AlAErarCA A aunoy 
tare 
ahana. a 1*46 naaaaroa) IRI 
WM SPOrTTSOENTIR 
0 IASTIR SIAL 
TELETHON Hoot Pat Soono and 
cohoat Donna Maai ara roavad by 
(>rraioahar   Aduna.   Kawm   Oob- 
aan.   Maryafowa   Haw   HaaJar. 
Tatrna nophrne Joan Van Art and 
Gaorga Wandt •> tfaa annual fund- 
ICMVORCE COURT 
• SOLIO OOLD Hoat fta* 
Daaa    Odroa)     Matba    Moora 
Gueeta     Sbaana    Caaaon.    Mta 
Bleat—     Johnrry   lea     Survnror 
ba> 
SJ MASTIRPKCI THI- 
ATRf Tha Jaarot M The 
Oowm   Perron ratwma to -note a. 
• SO 
■ OOUSLE TTfrOUSU KM 
and Abraan aarao.ar that daar fo- 
tnar (Dortndb/ Rrtodaal • prarrnrnt 
to rat thorn but ray tuma to ear 
row whan tha hrnna *••« af the 
ongomg feud bamwaan rnav fa 
drar and Aunt Margo 
0:4O 
• rwovn •*• jaaua 
Chnet Suparatar (IITSI Tad 
faaehry V-onne I bonan Hmav 
•ran of tha rook opera by Andrew 
Lloyd Wabber and Tan ftroe 
b«ad en «• bat aavan dpya of 
Chrrata Ma and playad out 
aaranat a baokebop of coniampo- 
raryhvaal 
• CO 
• MOVrE ** '» One On 
One ' MS77t Robby Banaen An 
rmm O'Toafa An JIIIHI cor- 
braa boahman ofattad by a ura- 
wjratfy tor faa fjartadiM duaa 
laama die harah roabtraa of the 
10:90 
•   AUSTIN    CITY   LIMITS 
Featwrod    Larry   Gatfen   and   die 
Gatbn aVotnera ( Houaton to Oen- 
•e Al the Gold at Cabfornra   I 
Nanri Grrfhth ( kaat of dw Tnat 
Onoa at • Vary thai 
Ofca and Jam/ Canoe da Jaaua 
hoeta bom Jueone a. IRI 
• MOVrE ** Tha Braat 
That VVouMn i Ore ' I1MSI Jaaan 
Ewara. VYome Lean. 
■SPNI TOP RANK SOXINQ 
PIPTH ANNIVERSARY 
TOURNAMENT (RI 
1:30 
0  ETHOP-tA     THE    NOMT- 
MARE CONTINUE• 
2O0 
• EASTER SIAL 
TELETHON (CONT D) 
aMPM SPORTSCENTIR 
220 
(TMO   MOVIE   **V,       Horror 
Planat   HMD Jady Geeeon No 
2SO 
0 MOVIE *** On A CMor 
Dev »ou Can See Foravar 
(1*70)   aWbra   Saiianfl    Vwaa 
I NEW  TECH  TmbES Con. 
-Sen 
Aata tomrreia teotunnfj Mr Rot- 
area off the coeat of FlorrdB whara 
thouaarvda of ohrpa. pfanaa and 
,»g 
INTIR 
12SO 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
SEX   I.O    TEBT The fact. 
and bctron of aaa are preeented by 
hoot Or   Frank F*d and fluam 
5endy Duncan  Potb LaSaka   Nan 
NATIONAL 
AUSTIN 
1S4 7 ml laama I 
murdered after marryetg Suean 
Sarah and Kaarm ntenaaa the 
Naeraba houoohoU   IPWi   IS of 
14) Q 
MPM     COLLEGE      HOCKEY 
NCAA   Oeneron   I   Chantpronahrp 
Gamo brobomDoron 
(TMO    MOVW     •**       Thrae 
Lade vVorda     I1S60I F«od Aa 
leaa   Red Skahon   Tha aaam af 
San   Kamw   and   Harry   Ruby. 
eoneewaoro of rtta nceratp Terarr- 
oaa. baa and area dear way to 
7 SO 
I WEEKE NO MAGAZINE 
• CO 
| BUOS SUNNY EA«T- 
turea  IR)Q 
tTMC) MOVIE   *• '•> 
fuby     Your.        II ••41 
tha rnourae of Woody Aden 
EH 
Bkeaal by Voeemne Sam. Dafry 
Ouck Pap. LaPew end eehara m a 
mad aeereh for a euboaauae Ceeaw 
bunny  (R) Q 
4B EASTER SIAL 
TfKTHON (CONTO) 
Si OaPPNENT STROKE* *> 
noid and Sam aaoi eut aa pen- 
nwi m awaeht of roach apre* wnd 
0 THE FOURTH VVbSE 
MAN A Ma Qua  aata out  to fatd 
1
 JN» ttvi Jwe*- «*» **". 
Sl AMYVOLP An ebtctronrc w 
■on of tha gnoai ol Ctiama Mof 
fat. AawoVa creator, hounta 
Howke and Santmr by mtartwrg 
•nth Ota hakcoptar a computer- 
ued guwfance ayewm |R) 
Sl GIMME A BREAK Sam Mb 
Aaate ofdar uatar Kaoa at many 
weyo. rnckabng datmg otoor boya 
Sl LOVE SOAT Aoa « raunnod 
with e wheetchae-oound fnend a 
■namad coupkt ei ay anvthatg to 
boat the craaretra-emokatg Meat 
HUP IO 
(TMO MOVIE •» Forty a" 
IK Nai Dry HNS) Don 
Mortohen. Wyatt KraoM. A group 
of hrgh •choof atudanta attempts 
to thwart the pbjna of a ■ad-naht- 
aoue praactw and dw Ku Kb* 
Kbm tooenaor 
• SO 
Sl UNDER ONE ROOF Ma- 
baa hedt aettool ae-aathaan 
ahows up and awjn aftar 38 year* 
1100 
NEWS 
I p 
" OTY LIMITS 
Featured Larry Gaaen and tha 
Gadm bonai ( Houeaan to Dan 
ear Al dw Gord at Cabfornra I 
Narto Grrfhrh I Leal of the True 
fJawMora Once at a Vary tha 
Moon I 
fTbaO MOVIE ** Hot Dog 
ThoMowa tISMt DaindNaugh 
ton. Patrick Houeor An Idaho 
farm bey parocwatmg at a free 
atyta rtang compebpon. hnoa ro- 
mance and fun aa we* at e rwaby 
•nth the rergnetg Auee-wn chem- 
pron   'R  Q 
IlitS 
O NEWS 
11:20 
SlASCNCWSQ 
11:30 
Sl MOVTE *** KebyaHe- 
roea IH701 Cant Caatwood 
Tab* Sewotaa Duratg World Wo 
ii an arexobaMe toam of aotdrari 
mafcaa e wed daah behetd enemy 
Sl EASTER SIAL 
TELETHON (CONT'D) 
Sl MOVW *•* The VVetd 
And The Law (It76) Seen Con- 
nary Candrce bar gen. An orbjrno 
borw) atcMant oooura whan a 
Moroccan loader brdnape an 
Amor con hvfwy and Toddy Roo- 
eetree) caba out the bfanrwa to 
reaoaebwrn. 
41 SATUROAY NtOHT LIVE 
SlSlNEWS 
•EPN) SPORTSLOOK 
3:00 
«PN)    COLLEGE    HOCKEY 
NCAA   Dmaron   I   Champronefup 
Gama bom Datrort IRI 
MOWISIO 
114)0 
I COMMENT 
WOR»Hr   FOR   SMUT- 
INS 
tKOS INCORPORATED 
THE  LIVING PLANET    A 
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH 
f WRESTLING 
TONY SHOeVN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
■SPNI BUSINESS ThVrES 
MANAGEMENT R€PORT Uo 
IO date burjnm adormatron for 
moneooro atckrdaig atratogy. a> 
auea wrJwatogy. and a renew of 
WM Sveet actrvrlwa If 1 
(TMCI MOVII •••# 
Around The World m BO Dave 
OBf^lCwwdhWtien Shrwy Mac 
Lame 
11:30 
ieff) PACE THE NATION 
SUNDAY MASS 
INTERNATIONAL     EDI- 
TION 
CYM 
A MEET THE PRCSS 
W ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
SBPN) NFL SUPSRSTAPtS A 
proNa of Paul Mornung iMl 
1O0 
Sl if) WONKN'S BASKET 
BALL NCAA Chempronahip 
Game, bw) bom Auatm Teaea 
Sl TENNIS Parno Wabbw CM 
arc. men'a aingfaa chempioneha; 
•rwrtn. aw) worn rot pajyara. Pw 
• Sl WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
SlMOVK**^ The Ston 
Of Jacob And Joeeph I1S74 
Kerth Mrcfwl Tony loBranco 
■SPN) AUTO RACINO HAS 
CAR Vabardew BOO bye bom 
Bnatol Tann 
1:30 
• IB WALL STTeSET WEEK 
nriAvv tna WrortO. a i^na iiajiiTn 
27.000mao vacht -ace 
3:30 
Sl AL MCOUIRE S CHAM- 
PrONSbwP SPECIAL From laa- 
aHjHn. Ky.. Al baoOuea anemwwa 
dw pbryera and coochee of MaP 
row* NCAA ChamptonOhai gema 
4:00 
O    0    IASTER     SIAL 
TELETHON (CONTO) 
SB YOUR TAX RETURN: IS 
ANO   OLDER   UPOATI   Tea 
■ MoTta     grve     rnoPuctrOno     and 
'auggeobona for   awome baa   re 
tuma   eppbceMe   for   peep*   IB 
IrwnoMandetdar 
■SPN)     SWIMMING    ANO 
DIVING NCAA Dnwron I Worn 
ana Chempaa^ahrpe. bom Tua- 
calooee. Ala IRI 
(TMCI MOVbl •** Baby 
N'a You I1BB3) "weanne Af 
auetta. Vateant ftpano 
4SO 
SJ SPORTSWORLO Featured 
The Suparaiara. teaturwg a fwM 
of tan NFL etandouta atotudatg 
Mart Gaatinaau (New York Jatal 
Mark Dupar IMrami Dofphawl and 
Woke Geufi IChrcago Beeral cam 
peertg ror oartho et the chempron* 
■hat round bom Kay tweayno. 
He 
• PRECIOUS LEGACY A 
documentary eutvoy of arnfacta 
bom Prague a Ctochootovoka 
Slate Cobaciron af Judwca 
ohronrekng CenoM luropeen Jaw 
Oh nwtory before dunrtg and M 
ler World War II 
6 CO 
Sl FRONTLINE A group bom a 
amal town m Iowa, who aa ctw 
end chaemen   Towneand Oraan 
•pan B Co   bx 
2 CO 
SB EASTER SIAl 
TELETHON (CONT 0) 
Bj) GREAT PERFORM 
ANCES mgobmo Luoaato P» 
yeroth atari aa tha phapnoaratg 
Duke of Mantua a> Jeen-Prarre 
Poiawat • production of Verdi • 
■ragrc opera Mmed on bxatron m 
Mantua. Italy Ataw etara "era 
Wtoaa and Edna GnAarova 
Sl A PASSbON FOR EKCEL 
LENCE: AN EVSmHNG WITH 
TOM PETERS Author Tom 
Patara I kt Search Of Eataf- 
bjnoa') dacuim dw appbeetton 
of aacebpnea and aed rmprova 
ment to achoola hoepttafa 
houeoholda end amal buarweeea 
fTMO MOVIE *ftH Mart 
Woman And Chad    IIM3I Mo 
PPaONTLINE The Mmd Of 
A Murdar* Keratedi Henebi. 
conmcted maae murArer who 
WWJ one or two rrwn nwjfaeo at 
doing 
Tho Conwnodoroo ( *UoM I. ■ MM ore 
MtM ■ rrARHAIKH 
124)0 ■ IASTIR SIAL 
nLTTMON KOMT-0) 
• ■WAT. 
I2:M ■ KXATKAIN 
raw 
IJOO 
gjimMCM 
0      SrORTtWIIKINO 
IchooMoJ: AT Canado Urn 
■toam <*Mrtd ouranf champov 
■WMta Ooooo.. fooaaM 
9 WI.0 KINODOM froNa- 
Ix Shaor.. 1*1 
MO 
• ■ KIA 0XX» Taanwram 
Plavari Chaaiaionan.p final 
mand. >«a horn agnat vaora. ft*. 
■ lAtTIR MAI 
TfajTHON rCONrO) 
• MOV» »*» TkoMoioo 
Thai    Itoarad"     llfSf)    Paia. 
a> aoan ol work. 
■ MKJH tCHOOL QUIZ   01 
u>M Haa VI  banfatf 
■ lASTIK SIAL 
TrXlTHON Haat fal toono and 
■ ULTIMATT CHALLTNOI 
A doornanurv laoowttng tna *r 
«aanca and tuaa dManad try 
«on part<«aiad a 
■bout ptaaakoa 20 yaatt age. da 
CUM tnaa taaanfa at a naaaen g 
■ LirfSTYUS OF THC 
RICH AND FAMOUS Mflf- 
vajam aadi Ryon OHoM. Oonatd 
Satranand Pnyaa CMajt UKhaai 
Laa Sim Homo Wl 
' ■ FIRING LINC Tna Roll 01 
Song Al School Guam tha 14- 
mamboi mong group Tha Wha 
haamuli el Tola Unnatatv Cawi 
ol ItM 
•:K> 
■ aTNl WORLD CUT SKIING 
Wunwi ■ lupat gamt M^ont hom 
■omao. HMv (HI 
EVUHNO 
eoo ■ NfWS ■ mCOHCWT 
■ CRSNCWS 
■ MINORITY R€PORT 
0) FARM Shanaood I»M ova. 
aa praiotaa tahan Mo-toch laavaa 
tor I titnlBiraa; Larov hopaa to 
taat ha) rant monav on a gama 
•how 
I VICTORY OAROCN 
STARTFatK 
OMO   ■UaiMM OOT- 
LOOK 
(TMO MOVII »** Moa CV 
gannaturni | igg3) Manna Ma- 
•on Joaon hobardi A aadoarl 
naor-dP aral latha. amp aben- 
tfonadhar whan aha awa ■ Chan 
ol S. arm up an* a bad haart 
corujaon and a natcaaa ttal ol aV 
gpnan monay. 'FO' 
MQ 
,B MX 1.0.  Tirr Tha 'an 
Come 
Beautiful 
906 Napoleon 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farm 
See All Our 
Easter Flowers 
353-8381 
K-Fj-W? tS9M&f10IM*90***   IJ B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
c ■ttm, Mm. <mllAm1mm+mm 5 
"TfSa Solon Of The Fufuro" 
KawMFtrtoaoMW 
AUMEW 
SeJPbdl    JUST FOR YOU 
W       Hat*0**in - FAgrn'sHoRW-Mng 
ManleufR. - rWkurw - rattoh 
nV»<.UpO*rfio.   ia»anltlaW.-Jch.D~H?n 
F<K»>t»Vo«»h3.ty«»jrowA(crHiva 
Cigl.ihrt.gtfcTlnlUna 
OeofaMNnc •ISircoNhTii'taJ • $lrolajhN>rHfng 
^•afarWaBMpfal  MfVWWMJ   *   aatbranatWbBaflab'Ma'aj 
pcuVtimct Mb. NtMl Tip.. Nod tvrwrRe 
352-4101 181 (8) S. Main. B.G. 
•a. 
in. it // 
and hcPon of an ana praaannd by 
DM Or. F*«* »wM and VMM 
Smdr Owioan. Pat* LaBwn. Nn> 
c» Mwcrnnd and Paggy Caaa 
■ HOTLINE 
INKNIWI 
Si THf GABLE TOUCH Pro- 
MM Dan Gabn. an Olympic gold 
i 1 M11 and oon* of tha U.S. 
mml Orympsc wraaAng nam 
0 ADAM SMITH'S MONCY 
WOULD 
7:00 
IV HO MINUTES 
PRAGGLf    MXX   Gobo 
compoaaa • aong tor Unda Man. 
*mM Dn 4   U m^iiaiaMiWiolcMaanaandWay- 
Baauty    School    Dropo-jt. 
"P.V.T.    (Pratty    Young    Thatf)" 
and ■■ SoW 
MPM COLLIOS BASSBALL 
Ohlanoma at Oklahoma SUM 
{TWO MOVK **H Man. 
Woman And Chad' MSS3) Ma- 
un Shaan. Btytha Oanrnr. A 
man ■ happy lamay Bh> w dwrupt- 
ad by tha daaah of a -Oman wrth 
-mom h» had a trial affar yaara 
aartar and ma arrwal of tfn aon 
ha had mw* known PG 
S:M 
•    TALCS     FROM     THI 
MACNSS.    /    LIHHSffl 
t MONTY PYTHON'S fLV- 
> (ft) Q 
I PUNKV SPWWSTfP, Aha. 
a vaunt, arphanad Baal (Btty 
lombwdol aMaM PurWy • ajwwhy 
t>oi aha bafrwnda Via boy and 
fmda a horn* lor han 
9 MKEY-8 SCLICVI IT Oft 
NOTI Divara mfc tha* inwa off 
Norway ■ coaat lor Ota ndnat 
■•■aura ai marmma raaiory a 
laaar boam irain a human tanh- 
marfe. a -nrmmg tca-cuba ■<* Q 
0) 0) WONO€PIWOatKS 
Juai An Ovarr-OM Guaat Roaa* 
atd Caah. P-chwd toundaaa and 
Etna* Oonamn liar m thw aiory 
d i pi who tat—a ■ atomy 
wtajntnr paranta take n art asnv 
donod ohad and ' Tha Cap. (ho 
atony ol a boy whoa angry at hat 
f adnr for bang .mamployod. Q 
SJ FAME Sharwood lahaa oww 
by hw buy w*» and apoaad aon. a 
hagh aohool Enghon laachar maSy 
am   aha   word procaaior   haa 
draanwd ort ano owcxnpwa n naa 
aa B-xe* i i Mo-toch I 
i conravanca   Laroy hopaa to 
wan h* rani monay an a gam* 
CNTEN 
7:30 
O   SfACMCOMSfM   Para 
a a Ang comaa lo GBnona. pamaar 
Vanat*  Amborty   (Oman  OmNl 
soo 
O • MURDER. SHC 
VVPfOTE Attw an avpon ace. 
a paawm 
hoaptwl 
whan attnguaa among tfw pa- 
twnta Mad lo murdar 
O TABTUPW ftratn Sadtod 
and Dough* Campbwl • <« m iha 
IBS* Stratford Fa—.al produc- 
iin ol Moaara'a oomadv van 
want ol ma dang— of nsaoua 
hyooowy and lampoona oompoua 
anatooata   LOUM Dal Granda * 
Chnai'a diaih. anwwoaity * 
Ja»uaa*am grow* batwaan Chm- 
tnm lad by Paaar <Oan» CnaBayt 
and "abb. Gamawal a (John 
Houaamanl aaaHia wMa tha Im- 
paror Tannin awaa in attf an 
peaad aada on Capn. (Pan 1 of S) 
m MOVMi *** 'You OWy 
Lnra Tw«a MSST) Saan Can- 
nary. DonaW Pnaaanci SaenM 
agant   Jamaa Bond ■ aaarch tar 
manwg   RJUWI    and    Amancan 
Ol   SPEC 
Japan. (Vnwar Dnorooon 
NATUM Tha uaa ol 
SiOO 
O • CRAZY UKI A POX 
Harry aaarchii tar rha biNh whan 
CnoV'a   aany   brodnr    Skip   m 
framad tar murdar whda afnmpi- 
aio ooaaci an old dabt. 
SJ MASTIfb*1fCC THC- 
ATM MPerLom" A apnaaar. 
poaaiaj aa ma Mwa o* a noooawt- 
ar. aufara ham a growing obaaa- 
won wiih an anagmary aon Q 
• TWHrOHT ZONE 
S:SO 
• WASHINGTON N6POPIT 
lOKKJ 
0 ALMANACK 'aaiurad a 
doctor fcom SMon. Oho who m 
Na aa^nnaa pratbcaa ' oW 'aan 
ranaar madman and makoa 
houaacaBa. Mama Corpa racrurt' 
mom panna; daualopmani of 
lanquaga •» aifanfa 
ILAWYIM (Part lo*2lQ 
TNAPY»fa|   JOHN.   M.O. 
VacatKirung Trappar and J T   at 
tampt to aaua a »n who haa hnan 
through MaM Ldka Tahoa a 
anaWhy   wwtaw   bata   ah*   ean 
ma»a Gonao hn fourth huaband 
0    MYSTEBYI      Tha   Adtran- 
twroa    01    Shartack    Hotmoa 
Mobnaa dncovam ant hguraa on 
tha was ol a quwt f nghafc country 
homa prowda a Ink a» an av 
famoua Chcago mobakp Q 
firs YOU*, susmess 
OPIIAT   PEP.POPIM- 
ANCES " Danoa n Amanoa Tha 
Taylor Company, hacant Danoaa 
Thraa of ohoraographar Paul 'ay 
■SPN) SPOPITSCtNTlPI 
11:20 
INCWSfrNAL 
AKNEWig 
11:S0 
9) AT THJ MOWS Schad- 
lAvd: hogar Ebart and Gana SuAat 
rawaw "Tha Stuggw • WMa" and 
Oiapa.na*) SaafcnaSwaaii. 
• MOVal ** H Tha Ganha 
Soy (1SSSI Jarry Lawn. Su 
aanna Phnhatw. A burnbang rmg- 
•cwn nan a USO lour n On Far 
Eaat 
(fj  ENTlftTAINMENT  THIS 
WEEK faamrad: Judd Hiraoh 
SJ FOR MY PSOFU 
IMS 
• LIFESTYLES OF TM€ 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
11:4S 
fTMO   MOVIE   ##     Jrwadl 
(19I2la*«aM-«w   Kan WaN   A 
amgar   taaia   an   unluckv   canno 
danar -to hatong har do away 
wrth har obnowoua boyfnand   * 
11 SO 
O MOVE **H Onh/ A 
Soraam Away MIT4) HayWy 
Man David Warback Tragpdy ,» 
autta whan a rnwlywad cowpla 
ancounnr   tha   b"da l   chadhood 
*sphtj sroprrscENTER 
fTMO MOVIE ### 
■n Tha Saona    (1SS4I hhchaal 
laahann Tumar. A n> 
Mfeat rakictantfy Mama 
w«Si a macho aovantiaar at a 
South Amancan amajla to ranaorn 
har annr wnh a labutoua wgand- 
■vamL-Fa-Q 
7:SO 
SJ P.M    MAQAJ3N* A tour of 
Mumphraya) anwn n Roma, ran 
2 tt BIQ 
SS MOVIE Lova Una On" 
■"ramnral Sam tnnaaraton Chrw- 
■m LahB- A nan-agja eanoar pa- 
tnnt bacomaa prognant and muat 
ma* a a wranohmg Bacawon about 
har Ian and dnt of har unborn 
chad O 
SJ) SJ AMERICAN PLAY 
HOUSE Conoaand Cnoman 
Sand on On Ahjar hna caaa. 
wwvtnn by rKjgh ntMarwi and 
■urnnf Jc*w» Hat«w and Etfwvd 
12:00 
O ENTlRTMNMfNT THIS 
MBfMMd JuddNnch 
m 700 o.ua srnnai KV 
«• ■gvvfwb*. • SOOO^MXM 
•mwgvn* 
■VNI    tWIMMINO    ANO 
OIVWO NCAA Onimow I Worn 
■n • taviitfdi   hwn   Tu* 
MMH AM mi 
12:M 
• TAKIMO AOVANTAOf 
1«0 
tTAKINO AOVANTAQi 
CmLORCN     RUNNING 
OUT OP TIM! 
MONDAY 
AHO.1. IM 
' Mwcu'ic Tidans* "Snow 
VdMt" mi   SUM " 
ITMO MOVK ** Th. Oa 
AndONr" 11*711 HvryWMiHr. 
Km Oafev   A mam nN to 
ol -ort MOOM lodon iplilinxw 
■ MITTIN' ON THC WTS 
up-two»d iiidwlBM of 'Tin to|_ 
*a 
10:30 
■ PfOfU DO THI CKAZ1- 
UT    TMNOa   Hianm   »M 
iwnUi *•■ oot. ■ panon 
tundi «i for ■ «MM« r> an lav- 
Maw: laarrawia to apttraj on odv 
■ KCNNCTH COPCLANO 
MM) (■■■News 
NATIONAL I -Tka Nanx ■ ■«» -A wow i g 
• MAHO WINTBI Tha dotu- 
atmi aat dung tfta amaar ol . 
l'ta-1800 and Nmad on toca- ' 
don <n tAomatowiv N J   pomavm ^ 
eoo 
fWaiNCWS 
tlOO.OOO NAMf THAT 
TUNi 
■ MACNII.    /    LIHMH 
N6W1MOOA 
SCHTF-MNT ST)K]KI« 
ADAM SMITH 1 MOMEV 
InfONLD 
•■aa 
■ ■CUNCWl 
■)NICNCW> 
■ AWCNCWSCJ 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• SUStNESS MPCMT 
■SPH1 SP011TSLOOK 
7:00 
n    •    ENTf PTAINMf NT 
TONIOHT FaanaM:   Laaa   A>- 
naa. 
■ SHELLEY 
■ WHEEL Of fOATUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZAAO l 
• M»A*S*H 
Doni   Waaaon    wan   a   Look   at 
aoma of hw knaat aaat-ona 
QVENTURE 
■ FAMCYFEUO 
■ TAXI 
tfj WLD. VUTLO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
■SPN1   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL   FJEPOP.T A took   at to- 
mght a    National    Chan^ptonalwp 
gama 
SOO 
■ SJ SCARECROW ANO 
MRS. KINO An uruJarcouw 
agant maaojanadrng aa Amanda « 
nvwdarad. Mawng Amanda angry 
about hw ownpubhahad etMuary 
and iha Agancy conearnad about 
hor aataty 
O HANGIN IH Kan "I-.. 
duoaa Enra to a coupn aaak-ng 
■o adopt a chad. Tod haa baan «j- 
nanglMKATt (HI Q 
m TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PflACTpCAL JOKES Faaturad 
a baa at at cap *-th Jphnny 
Sanch Pon Hon. Aon Gwdry 
aVuta Jarunr and WA» Aamaa 
ara «>■** ol practcai tokaa 
hoais    o*    locat    chsJor an*j      PrSf 
SJ HARDCASTLE ANO 
MCCORMtCK Mark and Hard- 
caaaa bwcoma aurrogan parann 
whan thay draco tar two ah an 
donad chadran on thaa dooranp 
SJ ALL CREATURES ORSAT 
ANO SMALL. 
0 MOVIE * * * FarawaB My 
lovuty I1S7SI Rdbart Mitchum 
Chartotn Pampang Saady 1S40a 
prntan aya PhAp Morlowo m 
drawn avn unaoranaan i^tngua 
and dangar whan ha tahaa on tna 
aawgnmani o* •ocatmg a tough 
hoooJum a mnamg gatprnnd 
SB ANCIENT LIVES Hppt 
John noma» mtioducoa iha an- 
enrvt Egyptwn ^aga of Ow. El 
Mad-m and aanwana tha daay na 
of tha eraftaman who mada tha 
royal tomba n rha Vaaay of tha 
Katga. g 
S7SPM CHEERLEADINO Na- 
aortal M»gh School Champson- 
ahapa horn Otanoo Pn. 
8:30 
O DANGER BAY Tha hntonc 
nwwa   that   ona   o*   tha   Sahan 
wtvahn * pragrnm owioya tha 
aonrtum anff. (Rl 
MO 
S> JJ   COLLEOE   BASKET- 
BALL    NCAA    Champsonahsp 
Gama. kwa Irom Lnangton. Ky 
O    'PONT    PAQE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
SJ AD Canjvaa I John McEnaryl 
i*axanda Tlbanua aa amparar. 
SauTa (PhAp Sayarl yaaon on tha 
way ta Damaaoua conuaru han aa 
Chrwaonrty   Saaphon a> Monad 10 
daafh;   «n nakn  Canb  ICacd 
I94B wfth avann that baad to a 
SftO 000 abal aiat (Fnta I and 2 
of at (Hi g 
(ESPN) USFl FOOTBALL San 
Antorao Gurnkngara at Portland 
Sraatara 
fTMCI MOVIE * * '' Enpg- 
mg" (1SS2I Marbn Shaan. B» 
gma f oaaay Tha CIA angagaa an 
Eaat Garman ralugao to anal a 
acranybkng dawca from rha KGB 
mEBMBarkn   PG 
MO 
0 REACH FOR THE TOP 
Tnundw Bay va Toronto 
10:00 
09   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
#NSWS 
10; 30 
01 COO COUPLE 
11:00 
(©•OJOBNEWS 
WILD. WB.0 WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
SWKPJP IN CINCINNATI 
CROP GAME 
fTMO MOVK *»* v, Chan- 
ota Of laa (ISBIt San Croaa. 
ian Charnaon Sooal praaaura and 
paraonal itarmod baaat two vary 
dptfarani Bnmoh ittwina on ma- 
way 10 ghvy w dn IS24 P«* 
Olyrfnca PO 
11:2S 
O HAWAII FIVE -O 
It iSO 
<TAXI 
SIMON A SIMON Whan 
A J and Pack racawa a ntnr 27 
yoara afnr « waa moaad. iha- cu- 
(■oarty knda to an nvwatpgafon o> 
murdar mi 
JJ) BEST OF CARSON "oat 
Johnny Canon Quaau Sammy 
Oiwi   JoyaOwViti (HI 
*ASC NEWS NKXTLINE 
OJ LATENIOHT AMEPII- 
CA Sthadutad Clwanca Pondn- 
ton of tha U S Cry- Msght* Com 
manaon and Vw Raw Joaaph 
Loaaary of tha Southwn Chranan 
Laadarahip Confatanca on 
R—gan a maior-fy poacno. author 
Jarry Gray on apaca nchnologv 
(SI 
0> SANFORO ANO SON 
12:00 
OJ     STREETS    OP     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
«BJ/LOSO 
LALIREL ANO HAROY 
S-SPWI SP0RT8CENTTER 
12:2B 
01 CARRY ON LAUGHING 
12:30 
01  LATE   NIGHT  WITH  DA- 
VKJ L£TTt"MAN 
CSPN) USPL FOOTBALL San 
Antonro Gunaangara at Portland 
til) 
12:40 
MCMSJ-AN A WIPE Mac 
hnda aoma paraonal nama of Sat- 
k/'a n tm apartmam of a com- 
peaar who'a nrgand for murdn 
m 
isOO 
f HA WAN FIVE-0 
JhMMY SWAOOART 
MOVIE   **•   "Madama 
X'   111661 Lana Turrnr. Kaa OL* 
aw. 
1:20 
mm MOVal *•    Chaaeh S 
Chonga St* SmokaV " (ISSSl 
ffaohard Mann. Tommy Chong 
1:30 
• NEWS 
2 CO 
JJ CBS NEWS 
NtOHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
2:30 
fJJ COS HEWS 
N40HTWATCH 
SaOO 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Profaaaor 
Potnra Mane Pot-ona I1S7S) 
fUtwvdVWaon JohnWornw 
3:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
4:00 
ESPN) SPOFITSLOOK (Ft) 
4:30 
(ESPN) TOP RANK: CRADLE 
OF CHAMPIONS 
TUESDAY 
APRS, 2, IBM 
'.».*. • in* • v Ow* — 
EVENING 
SOO 
tSlOjNCWS 
S1O0.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
• MACNCS, / LEHRER 
NewSHOUP- 
tOaTP'RCNT STROKES 
ROD ANO REEL 
8:30 
• 01 CBS NEWS 
• NSC NEWS 
iAKNEWSg 
SJ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
•J) BUSINESS REPORT 
IESFN)    WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN (PI) 
(TMC) MOVIE * * Bhn Skna 
Agwn (19111 Harry rlamfcn 
Mam flogara A woman attampta 
to try out tar a apot on a btg- 
| WILD. WO WORLD OF 
oppoamon of man m rha club and 
Mnownar   FG' 
7.-00 
•    01    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT    Faaturad     Sophia 
Lomv 
iCTTYajCAPES 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HA22ARO 
BUSBNES8 REPORT 
M*A»S#M 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NfWSMOUR 
CSFN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
01    P.M.    MAGAZINE   Tha 
•oot-hpgh panguan off Auakahi t 
coaar.   tfn   Shora*     Cnwafano-a 
pfamsw apaewpry -ghiw^j ■tors 
J GEORGES MKDRED 
FAJaMLY FEUD 
TAW 
01 THREE B COMPANY 
BSPN)    JULIUS    EH VINOS 
SPORTS FOCUS B»nimnra) 
S:00 
01 01LUCSI ARNA2 SHOW 
IFvamnra) Paycrnaagnt 0> Jwn 
Lucaa li KW Ar mil maa to bai- 
anca Mr laat -oaoad paraonal Mo 
■wth tha prcaaawonal damonda of 
hw maganna column and phona- 
nradnahow Aato Tony Aobarti 
LM Bryant 
«THE FIPTH ESTATE 
ATE AM    flomanca    btoa 
aoma batwaan   Mwdock   and a 
baaunfut   ■anranmn   pfnr   aha 
roocuaa han from a group of rad- 
8 bounty huntara g 
THREES A CROWD Jack 
uaaa auary maana axwlabla to 
hght a hAa a» wotn ramova) pr< 
aa onh, to dsicowar that Mr Brad- 
ford owno ma dapoaal plant g 
SJ SJj NOVA A nrwaw of tha 
nnat raaanch on aod ram ta- 
cuaaa on daclmmg foraata dam 
agad atono atruttutaa and paBut 
•diakaa im g 
01 MOVK ** •■> Om On 
OW MB77I Bobby Banaon An 
natn O'Toon An •daakabc col 
nga haanman Aafnd by a um- 
Mrwty for hw badtatbak ak*a 
nama ma harah raahnaa ol tha 
achokntic apom world 
■SPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAB VaBaydan 600. hom Braiioi 
Tann  IP) 
fTMO MOVIE ** Muxvwl* 
atood 11984) Gana rtackman 
Han. y Thoftna Arm tha daath of 
hn wda. a ahappmg mpgnna rm 
gncta rha rnadi ol rua young 
aona whoa bang abaorbad by Na 
work   PG 
S:S0 
SJ SJJ JEFFERSONS In an M 
out promotional batna. Gaorga 
and hw archrwal Mr Cunnmgham 
attampt to drtva aach omw out ol 
buatrwaa Q 
01 WHO'S THE BOSS? Saa- 
mg matant fama. Tony doaa a 
aoap cornmwcial but wmda up 
wth a raah and a guBty con 
acaanca (Rig 
BOO 
01   01   MOVIE     Guaty Con 
acamca (Piamwral      Anthony 
Hopktna. BrytM Oannar Ela- 
boran>y dataaad fantaana fraught 
warn murdw prowda an amanm 
an or nay with tha maana to tya 
tannttcaWy ptct Na w*a a damwa 
O WAYNE  ANO SHUSTER 
| A.O. Paul narrowty » 
danth at tfn handa of hw tormw 
akna Caagun ahanataa Ni advw 
ara and tha paopn of Judaa with 
hw manncaf Kfena. Sarah (Aman- 
da Paya). Vaatnua thni OuAaoni 
plot (Pan 3 of 5) g 
0j> MACORUOER   ft LOUD 
Janny and Malcolm ancounnr drf- 
lycutaaan thnr paraonal and pro- 
liaaiana) wn whan Jmny lacaa 
attack by a rapwt afnr dakw>ra%g 
a apaach at a coaaga (R) g 
01 01 FRONTLINE Two rwwty 
anctad U S ftapraaantatrvaa ara 
taBOwad from dna homaa to 
Waahangton whara tfny aaaurwi 
rha* dutwa m Congraaa. g 
S:S0 
OHAUNTINQS 
•Ilirlir.r^". .' liHiirrluuisr 
PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
WEEKEND 
SPECIAL 
Friendship Bouquets 
$3.50 
Cash & Carry 
352-8459 
1111 S Ham* OTMA OH 41402 
2 for 1 on Assorted Tropical Fish 
Easter Bunnies 
■ Baby Ducks (coming soon) 
Poodle & Schnauzer Puppies 
Hairways 
(formerly Romika) 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
DIANN 
SHERRY 
DONNA 
1««E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 
DEBBIE 
JUDY 
BEV 
-She's new 
352-2107 
12 a. ii 
10:00 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
iMOONUOHTINO 
AUSTIN CITY LIMIT* 
Faamrad: Fradan Poaars waft 
Wa. Paaaon ara) Ma» Haggad 
II Tha* II Jual Stay MM and 
DM. "M I Do I WH* 
Shall* i Tiwi tha Way Loae 
GOBB. I i ova Vow Ltttn Oarbn 
NumbnFon I 
(NEWS 
CMONNf WARWICK   IN 
CONCERT   Tha pop   vocabat a 
porlormanca acludaa auch ran aa 
laaadBaaan.      11 Nay* 'al In 
Lowa Aonn      Wa* On By    and 
Voura " 
(EBPNI SKIING Pauoaot / 
Bodgaatona Pro Claaat IRI 
(TMCI MOVK • *•* Van- 
kaa DotxJa Dandy' M94JI 
Jamaa Cagrny Joan I adn torn 
ano a ahow Ouanaaa handy. 
GaorfaM Cohan camaa nn par" 
ohc anaa ano raa vanoua capaci 
tan aa actor pioduoar and nmat 
of nurraroua aonga that nava bo- 
coma pail ol Amancaa r/aaacal 
hOHlaoa 
11*30 
• OOO COUPLE 
■SPNI NFL'B GREATEST 
MOMENTS H«/vkohtB ol 61 
AFC Playoff (San Dago aa M. 
anal and NFC Chamc-cmahy) <0at- 
nava Sanltancncol 
11:00 
(•■■■NEWS 
WILD. WILD WOULD OF 
ANIMALS 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ON THE LIBRE 
11 IB 
• HAWAII rtvi-o 
11:30 
I TAXI 
PALL GUY A aanpla atak 
som oawgnmatt batomaa a com 
pan ytttajua aanan CoH htpcka a 
prrvataty ontnd an all 
■ TONIGHT Hoar Johnny 
Caraon SchaouMd t I Kara 
«AK NEWS NKJMTLINE 
fat LATENK1HT AMERI- 
CA Sctntadad audnr Lao Buaca- 
flaB llovava Each Ofhn I Don 
Chunaai. actor and daBCha of lha 
San francnco Mana Traupa Ml 
■ SANPORD AND SON 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
U:O0 
■ STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
fSJ/LOSO 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
■SPM! SPORTSLOOK IRI 
13:10 
(Tattl    MOVK    *•»       Tha 
Worm 0  Lovar    111771 
Gana YPafaa. Carol Kana 
13:30 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN SchacUad: 
Janaataara 
IESPNI GYMNASTICS 
McDonaM *    Intawnatatj***    MasM 
rlatl  PFfJPVI lafBJCBjafJD-   Snf 
13:40 
0) COLUMSO In saareh of a 
iriaiian   body    Colombo IBM   B 
rnBBBha tadtdava pylon dog UD at 
huge aapanaa 10 via cm/ all 
1:00 
f HAWAII FIVE-0 
JaVanTY SWAOOART 
MOVIE   ••*    Man . Fa- 
votna Sport    113641 Rook Hud- 
aon. Faun Platan 
1:30 
■ NEWS 
1:«S 
tTMCI MOVIE R>*H    Santa, 
• ■ Kan" I1M3I Panr Coyoai. 
Vctota Tannant 
3:00 
■ CSS NEWS 
NR3MTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
3:30 
■ CSS NEWS 
NIGMTWATCM 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3.00 
SSPNI TOP RANK   SOXINO H 
3:3S 
(TMCI   MOVIE   • • Vl      Bavond 
Raaaonahla OoaW   IIBBOIDaad 
nammtnga John Ba^MMi 
hononng 
andrsdto 
■ HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan and Mart   avail to a 
(•■NEWS 
SIOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
■ MACNEB. / LEHAEA 
NEWSHOUR 
tDWF RENT STROKES 
LAP OUB.TINO Orajml da- 
■ajm a>a panad a> a araB havang 
CSPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
MO 
■ ■CSS NEWS 
■ NSC NEWS ■ ASCNEWSQ 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
It SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
740 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturad: Jan Ba 
Rant 
I NEVER THE TWAIN 
I WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
DUKES OP HAZZARO 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
IM-A-S-H 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCtNTER 
7:30 
■ P.M. MA0APN3 An un- 
danapa Mar of tha Oaat Barar 
Raaf: ana Body Daagn by Gada 
ROSIN'S NEST 
FAMB.Y FEUO 
TAXI 
WB.D   WR.D WORLD OF 
■ THREES COMPANY 
CSPNI    INSKJE     THE    PGA 
TOUR 
MO 
■ ■ CHARLES IN 
CHARGE vvhn> Ctnrtaa and en 
chddran ara baay making lumrrnr 
m-dtt bacoma a long van 
■ ACTRA AWARDS Ltva 
Rom Onaara a Cwnajaaa Canoa: 
hoara Jpyoa Dliaatcai and Roga 
AMxm ara Band Ov goaaia av 
caasaaj Chnaiaahar Phaaanar. 
Gordan Paajam. Mamaaii Fomav 
ciocaad gaiaila and a yoang gal 
arho oraama of a counvy miaac 
caraar nig 
■ PALL GUY Colt and Hoana 
poraua a baa-aaraang mwrdar aua- 
pacl to Umim and tBirn m Thai 
JOtrf    rSfJal   lEBavsVy    STI    IVPVJ    Wnn    najn 
• • OIKOVKft: TMt 
WORLD   Of   SCHNCi   '•• 
htrtttt m FAA tutu d mm svtwtsv 
.ttltaffv >M(L«M iMp t*&i*W*W 
\mm   •¥•   «BTgtTv    ntorluyv   Hrv 
Qai*>BB.    COrTWuM)     X's-t-l      •    psV 
DVIUBtB moiioo m4«hBr-t  Q 
0  MOVtf   ***     ItW*  iv 
Ds>o«« Il»7»l     Crv.Biop-*-« 
PBL«TWTW   WTIHUM^   SBWIOC* 
Hl*ntM 'i-jstowt ■ vjKBtMt) "Wo* 
■A-flaCti     n«MtlM     B>OIT»I     of     ttst 
FTMW in»oriB*it mtwnbsvi el Grmm 
BriUkn i PsTB)*>fTiB»>ii 
sftVff) NfA'S QREATIST 
MOMiNTS A prof* o* thsj UM*> 
GfMn ■■> Pvoktv hMtf cos»ch 
Vine* lorrttwA 
ama MOVH #** v,   LOC« 
H«o I1M3) Ps>«Bjr nmgm Btvt 
LBtiXMNr A i>-»t> pcr-pwsxl ott 
carrtpttny    ••*xuiiv«   VKOWW 
ijr»7apa»CtB»d     pBCatlMBTIS     Bk-tlBjr      fl*) 
navti*    IO    ■    tmt-i    SC<MIN3*I 
•MCOtMI   towrn   for   r»hM  tsl   M 
*srr-M WB*> Do • CLit trve) 0->d -»r-3 
pwcntmoMl   PG 
•:M 
■ 0  E   /  n  Cor, fitOCsU Irs, 
4>rT*a>> O^STBCTB     rOOftl    Ma3rf    BjB>TSa77>1    SjnBjT 
ptofaaaaa hat lova tot Dt Sham 
•aid IRI 
MO 
■ ■ MOVK ••* Dsad 
Man Dont Wsar PBad'* I13S31 
Staaa Marat) Rachal Watd A 
tiatd DoWjd piivala aya 9*i- 
cowman 1940a Mm chafacmi 
•afaaj atnwajalaiQ tha daath of a 
acaaitat / ohaaaa tycoon 
■ A.D. Tha iiunaiatg Claod-ja 
baajna No naan. Paul mwrno to 
Judaa to ba fcaaVennd anth 
Harod Agrcoa a (Daman Thorn 
aal ptaga Vanrtwa a raacama-ad 
by Until a (Janata 0 NaBI 
Agrajpaa (Ava Gardnwl achattaja 
to maka Naro lAnahony Anorawal 
ampatot IPal 4 ol 5) g 
■ DYNASTY To oat Staka a 
lavot at an od oMB Adam atno- 
oanth aaoranaa Jaff: Danaf a ac- 
uanpaaad by ktvaaa to iraat 
Sammy Jo at Haw York: Aaaaa 
aawaTJaa to kaap Oaa and hat 
aaH.aajact g 
■ • COMPLEAT OA.SERT 
AtaO SULLIVAN    RwOOgora 
Vatcant Prca and Kanh Maaaa 
alar a ma parody of a popwnr 
a a Conaah BaV 
aTSPIBI SUPERSOUTS OP 
THE 70S Swaat Roy Laanard >a 
VHaad Baraaas. Hard Nay 73 a> 
Laa Vagaa. naa.l 
HMO 
■ NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
• HOTEL A raacaaad aanaaa 
a anaaiij af Ba hont. a aaait 
• NEWS 
•.SPNI PICA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE Baal Kaaa Of 'B4 
tTMCI MOVIE •••    Agaaat 
AB OddB    I1BS4I Racial VV.d 
I  A lading ptofat 
lova aah 
tha pt»and of a amaB tana hood 
and racaniBB avvohad aah ata- 
dy. tvgh atakaa raaf aataa dak 
•aja R g 
10:30 
■ OOO COUPLE 
11.-00 
(■■■■NEWS 
WLD   WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ART BEAT 
II 28 
■ HAWAII FlVt-O 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MAGNUM, P I. A aowMad 
vanran lava Magnum to loom a 
maaavj) gaaand and a 0Vug daav 
a la anmaa tot m Army buddy a 
daath IRI 
■ TONIGHT Hoal johrary 
Caraon Schadwlad Donald 
0 Connor 
I ABC NEWS NK3MTLINE 
■ LATENK3HT AMERI- 
CA Scnackaad author Og Man- 
davgo on daakng wnh famay and 
arork prawn ai Stavan Sack au- 
thor of   Dan t Gat Tafcanl   IRI 
■ SANPORD ANO SON 
■SPNI SPORTSCtNTER 
13:0O 
• STRUTS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
ISJ/LOSO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
■SPNI    JULIUS    ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS IRI 
12 OS 
TTMCI MOVIE * *    not Do, 
Tha Mean   I1BB4I DVnnd Naugh 
ton Parrtck Mouaa 
122B 
■ HAWAII FIVE-O 
12:30 
• LATE NK3HT WITH DA- 
VID   LETTERMAN Schaduad 
■SPNI SPOR1SLSNT1R 
MO 
■ SPNI    COLLEGE    HOCKEY 
NCAA   Di.a—i   I   Champamaha: 
Gama. Rom Oaa on (Rl 
MO 
mta MOV* ••• Aganat 
AB Odda 113341 Rachal Ward 
JahBrtdgaa 
TrlURSOAY 
APRB.4   IBM 
I THIS OLD HOUSE Makavg 
■ NBA BASKETBALL Oa 
Bton Paaara at Maanukaa Bwcbi 
■ THE LIVING PLANET: A 
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH 
A awrvay of da anavuj and plant 
ara thai hourataa <r aaluaaa and 
BBR waaa rnarahaa Q 
IESPNI     USFL     FOOTBALL 
MSsTrlCaTaRn   ajnOaVsvOOVsl   OT    CJHaafldO 
fn-C) MOV» • * • * Tarma 
01 tntmnm* I1M3) 3rv-»y 
M4vts«ns> Oabf* V*ngm JO-TVM 
I   sVoaka ■ chrorsci* of *• 30- 
VMJT   »VOBV>t3(>n Of   lf-» COrrtptO.   (Krl 
IS anal at tha anraaf oaaiaaaai 
gar, knrna a knaon about tna 
taawty Chtataa rtara a tfnuf- 
•aw-oYnaakaaavtBf.g 
W SPORTSLOOK |R| 
12:40 
RBOV-c   »* v,       »   Tr.no. 
119791 Svaanna 
Don Murray 
1:00 
§ HAWAII FIVE-0 
JBMMV SWAOGART 
MOVIE * • *   Tha Oaa At 
Tha Tap Of Tha Start    11360) 
Rohan Pranon Dorothy McGwaa 
CSPNI FISHIN   HOLE IRI 
1:30 
■ NEWS 
■SPNI FITNESS MAGAZINE 
Horn    Tom and Nancy Saavar 
H 
MO 
tTata fBtOVSt »* v) ThaOc- 
ngan 113301 Oaa* Noma. Laa 
Van Chat 
MO 
■ CSS NEWS 
NIGMTWATCH 
■ HEWS 
CSPNI M33DE THE PGA 
TOUR «l| 
3:30 
■ CSS NEWS 
NBBHTWATCH 
SPM 
(•■NEWS 
3100000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
• MACNEB. / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
fDBFFRENT STROKES 
OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
fTMCI MOWE • * Tha Saaaa 
Gang (13741 Laa Maran Gary 
Graraa A mo of ma aaakatg 
farm boya pan fotoaa aah a noto- 
rauabatarabba PG 
■ :30 
■ ■CSS NEWS 
• NSC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS CJ 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
7:0O 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT r-aaturad Carol But 
ran 
IKEEP IT IN THE FAMILY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M-A-S-H 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ SPNI 8PORTSCENTER 
7:30 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE Dan 
Cougraan looka at tha Cnadano 
CaaaBan Waahmgton atata ■ 
bad aaga raatavg grounda 
ONLY WHEN I LAUOH 
FAMB.Y FEUO 
TAXI 
WSJ), WILD WORLD OF 
TrlMiSOTMPANY 
IEDWEEK 
BOO 
■ ■ MAGNUM. P.I. Tha 
auddan iBaatlliaaBa of • Man 
aga wada Magnum to cilia"t 
than a mom dan a famay laud 
aaohad. 
• TRI BACH FESTIVAL 
Conductor Fata McChoppm and 
tha Edmonton Symphony Orchaa- 
aa ka* off da gan taMaaaat ol 
Jotann Sabaatan Bach a SOOVt 
bathday Rom da Edmonton 1n- 
BachlaatrvM 
■ A.O. Naro baoomoa arnparor. 
Pawl m otdarad 10 atand ant a 
"fXlaO L      |h*B3T0     (3STWS>yO     nSO      iv1^BaBBrwaV 
orpd oniovo ttso fiory tomuLlK* al 
p-amo; a P-J 90 ■ oaa OOM) oeasnoi 
fmChmmm lr*an 5 of tJ)Q 
0 WlDfjCOC Tha WtamOt 
Ommm al Camn^cm comM 10 
j*a avJ Of ia««ar. tatio aro Osj-ng 
.iwoaao-d by a aarvij of mmm*— 
MM i 
mo tha and tar ndwandant 
daughwr   PG Q 
3:30 
• HALF  A  HANDY HOUR 
BOO 
■ ■ SIMON k SIMON Tha 
Saaona aaa noatokac aa A J ■ 
forma gal* and haaa tham to and 
out who kand hat brodwr dunng a 
ftOapaacaraty «) 
■ EYE TO EVE Whaa Oaca 
ana to nach ha raw parma Ira 
cv tha prtvata danctna buanaaa 
aha aann to innanigata a auapt- 
camaaacida g 
■ THE LIVING PLANET: A 
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH 
A mraay of tha attaint and plant 
aaa thai Rourahaa a aatuwaa and 
aah want maana g 
■ MYSTERYI     Tha   Adaan 
tutaa    Of    Shwlock    Holtnai 
Hoarna mwat ton* tha than of a 
top oacrat aaaty batora da dnap 
paamca daaalara world paaca 
g 
3:30 
■ BANKS BIG BAND 
10:00 
■ ■ KNOTS LANDING 
Cathy and Joohua laca aoma BUT 
lit aaa on thaa aaddag day Grag 
makaa raw Mara sraa naratg 
ha fadaa MR Empaa Vaday to 
Gary Era: mttoducaa ha naw gal 
hand g 
■ NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
■ 20/20Q 
• CAPITOL  JOURNAL 
■ MYSTERYI Tha Adaan- 
twraa Of sharnok notmaa Whaa 
aaarchng lot a contpramaang 
photograph Shahock Hoatna 
conhonta Bam Ada om of ha 
graakaat advaraaraa Sura Jan- 
myBratl. Dawd Buhta  Q 
10:13 
(TMCI MOV* a. NataM 
lampooni Vacatton 11983) 
Chavy Chaaa Bavarh/ 0 Angato A 
1"P 
10:30 
fSOLO 
OOO COUPLE 
I MO (•••■NEWS 
WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
«WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
UNIVERSITY PERSPEC- 
TIVE 
11:30 
tTAXI 
NEVVHART   Dnk   anpm 
pnyatg god a a fowraorna but ba- 
comaa adoy whan tha aagaatg 
gan out of hand IR) 
• TONIGHT Hoal Johnny 
Canon. 
«ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE 
■ LATENIOHT AMERI- 
CA Schaduad Banna J. Baara. 
aaacuttva daactor of tha Cnaa m- 
nrvatlion Nataak Inc . and 
Hwah McCatton rnaanloi and 
forma gang mambar. on why 
IB oat garvga ara no kyngar ton a 
btg cttv probkam author Savah 
Sana on robudovng ha Ida aha 
anmaa IRI 
• SANPORD ANO SON 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER . 
1200 
• STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
ISJ/LOBO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
IESPNI     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY IFII 
ITnKI MOVIE **• Ihraa 
litta aVerda IIS80I 'tad Aa 
laaa RadSkaRon 
12 OB 
■ MOVIE • * Slat Tha Ra. 
otutaw Without hn (IBTOIGana 
Wada DonaM Sutharajnd 
13:23 
OHAWAH FIVE-0 
13:30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
V» LETTERMAN Schaduajd 
cornadanrn Caot laaa 
IESPNI USFL FOOTBALL 
hlantplat Showtjoati M Orlando 
RanagadaalRI 
1:00 
SHAWAH FIVE-O 
JMMV SWAOGART 
MOVIE   *••    Bandlold 
IIS8BI   Rook    Hutnon    CMuda 
Cadaan 
1:30 
• NEWS 
1:B0 
ITMCI   MOVBE   •*•*     Tha 
TaDrtan   I1B79I Oav-j Bannatt 
Angan Wavkaa 
MO 
• CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
2:30 
• CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
3:30 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
4:00 
■SPNI SPEEOWEEK (Rl 
4:16 
rCTMQMOVTE **    Tha Stakaa 
(Gang    IIB74I Laa Maran. Gary 
Grama 
4:30 
CSPNI WORLD CUP SKUNG 
Man • ilduiii    aaaond tat. Ram 
Fa» Oy Lhah IRI 
kiRMBI 
11:33 
t HAWAII FIVE -O 
DIBEHEDETTOS 
SUB ME QUICK 
FREE Coke with 
every $3 purchase 
Call 352-4663 for 
Free Delivery 
Happy Hours 5-9 pm Daily 
la laax waark'a TV Sating, an ad for UV opening of the 
"New Pool Room" and D.J. CUf Kurt waa lna<iv«tcndy 
ran. Alao In the oVsaafftsd aectlon, an ad for D.J. Steve 
Zaboirnak waa Irtaclvertenlly run. 
  i itl.ti.ti-d'. — 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. , 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402   ' 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
Gary 
OWN 12.0 Mondey-SBturdoy 
^jtew Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
LOCATIONS: 
BOWLING GREEN 
100 S. MAIN ST. 
1098 N. MAIN ST. 
327 S. MAIN ST. 
HNQLtW 
418 S. MAIN ST. 
16t>0 TIFFIN 
J, iS-^lS^r-r E-FRONT ST. CABEl 119 £. FINDLAV 
